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$ # poles $ # poles $ # poles $ # poles $ # poles $ # poles $ # poles

28kv 800 160 500 100 2,000 400 2,000 400 4,000 800
4kv 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100
Maint 120 31 270 74 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100 400 100

Total Annual $520 131 $670 174 $1,600 360 $1,300 300 $2,800 600 $2,800 600 $4,800 1,000

Grand Total $14,490,000
3,165 poles

2010 2011 2012 2013
Program

2007 2008 2009
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2008 Budget Capital Projects Listing per Table 2-1-1-B.

Status Comments

Operations

New Services In-Progress

The following projects have been delayed: 7th Concession Load Transfer ($112,000), 
Tec/Jefferson Road Work ($553,875), however, the total $'s have been reallocated to 
other projects that have been completed during 2008.

IESO Wholesale Meters Complete

4kV Voltage Conversion Program In-Progress Scheduled for completion by end of 2008
27.6kV Pole Replacement Program Complete
Subdivision Re-Cabling In-Progress Scheduled for completion by end of 2008
Emergency Replacement Program Complete
PCB Contaminated Transformer Replacement Program Complete
Manhole Reconstruction/Reinforcement Program Complete

Replacement of End-of-Life Equipment on Customer Property In-Progress
Delays forced Bayview & Shoreline Towers rebuild ( approximately $100,000) into 2009.  
These should be complete early in 2009.

Other Distribution Plant In-Progress Scheduled for completion by end of 2008

Padmounted Switchgear Replacements Delayed Unplanned switch failures, plus Engineering re-design delayed this project until 2009.
Single-Phase Line Protection Complete
SCADA Improvements In-Progress Scheduled for completion by end of 2008

Transformer Station Upgrades Complete/Delayed

Due to field conditions the Digital relay replacement project ($200,000) was delayed and is 
now scheduled for completion by the end of January 2009.  All other major projects 
complete.

Administration 

Information Technology Complete

Site Services Complete/Delayed

Only project related to the purchase and installation of the chiller/hot water unit is delayed 
until early 2009 due to delays in approval process and availability of unit.  All other 
programs complete.

Fleet Operations Complete
Other Complete

Customer Service In-Progress

This projects relates to the Contact Centre and VOIP application.  Portions of the project 
may be in service at the end of 2008 with the balance of the 2008 planned project to be in 
service during 2009.

Fleet Operations Delayed
This project relates to the implementation and installation of Digital GPS mobile radios.  
This project will be carried over into 2009.

Sustainability

Enhancements

Description

Externally Driven

Operations Sustainability

Operations Enhancement



Financial Reporting Software Complete
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #11

Working Capital Allowance by Account
Working Capital Allowance Factor: 15.0%

Account Grouping Account Description
2006 EDR 

Approved Acct 
Balance

2007 Actual 
Acct Balance

2008 Projected 
Acct Balance

 2009 Projected 
Acct  Balance 

3350-Power Supply Expenses 4705-Power Purchased         138,434,063        142,753,259          138,058,974 --
3350-Power Supply Expenses 4708-Charges-WMS           16,943,277          15,032,236            15,705,792 --

4710-Cost of Power Adjustments             8,465,122 
4712-Charges-One-Time -           3,911,086 

3350-Power Supply Expenses 4714-Charges-NW           17,164,787          16,580,088            12,609,830 --
3350-Power Supply Expenses 4716-Charges-CN             9,745,751            9,949,245              8,459,552 --
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5005-Operation Supervision and Engineering                343,099               454,271                 352,818 339,332
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5010-Load Dispatching                            -                 94,110                 137,358 195,795

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5025-Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses                628,438               610,456                 623,437 636,860

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5035-Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation                  53,945                 38,243                   32,653 28,547

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5045-Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies & Expenses                409,273               436,814                 526,865 514,330

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5055-Underground Distribution Transformers - 
Operation                122,681               193,339                 100,068 102,162

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5065-Meter Expense                            -               455,389                 415,577 418,352
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5075-Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses                  11,919                 17,455                   19,091 18,012
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5085-Miscellaneous Distribution Expense                  34,648                 26,851                   29,710 31,083

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5112-Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment               113,117                 108,346 105,270

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5114-Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment                412,607               257,123                 243,478 242,216
3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5130-Maintenance of Overhead Services                626,218               723,620              1,113,343 1,152,138

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5135-Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Right 
of Way                459,426               556,407                 623,613 760,019

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5155-Maintenance of Underground Services                202,386               234,002                 446,676 333,342
3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5160-Maintenance of Line Transformers                269,967               258,867                 337,584 360,624

5175-Maintenance of Meters                       100 
5195-Maintenance of Other Installations on Customer 
Premises -                39,385 



Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #11

Working Capital Allowance by Account
Working Capital Allowance Factor: 15.0%

Account Grouping Account Description
2006 EDR 

Approved Acct 
Balance

2007 Actual 
Acct Balance

2008 Projected 
Acct Balance

 2009 Projected 
Acct  Balance 

3650-Billing and Collecting 5310-Meter Reading Expense               292,147                 286,079 285,434
3650-Billing and Collecting 5315-Customer Billing               245,051                 283,605 275,353
3650-Billing and Collecting 5320-Collecting                 17,422                   23,900 29,632
3650-Billing and Collecting 5335-Bad Debt Expense                510,143               688,664                 690,891 693,075
3700-Community Relations 5410-Community Relations - Sundry                    1,000                 43,602                   59,335 53,949

5420-Community Safety Program                    9,857 

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5610-Management Salaries and Expenses                412,551            4,954,656              5,345,371 5,855,605

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5615-General Administrative Salaries and Expenses -           1,803,959            1,149,884              1,748,367 2,157,056

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5620-Office Supplies and Expenses                  47,967               306,628                 218,369 238,503

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5630-Outside Services Employed           17,468,288               787,713                 786,514 862,078

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5635-Property Insurance                261,403               464,384                 481,219 503,642

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5640-Injuries and Damages                187,681               352,939                 318,037 323,383

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5645-Employee Pensions and Benefits             2,292,574            4,964,142              5,540,788 5,857,457

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5655-Regulatory Expenses                175,626               269,136                 334,560 727,395

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5660-General Advertising Expenses                  33,062                 68,998                   67,886 81,245

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5665-Miscellaneous General Expenses                  51,530                 58,822                   59,599 60,942

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5675-Maintenance of General Plant -              511,349            1,031,718              1,254,494 1,488,213

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5680-Electrical Safety Authority Fees                  14,275                 35,307                   37,214 37,214

3950-Taxes Other Than Income Taxes 6105-Taxes Other Than Income Taxes                142,542            1,049,408                 484,248 513,858
Total Expenses for Working Capital 209,670,427 205,565,513 197,965,241 --

Working Capital Allowance at 15% 31,450,564 30,834,827 29,694,786 --
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Date Month 
Hours

GS > 50 
LF

Jan-03 744 54.60%
Feb-03 672 60.30%
Mar-03 744 55.40%
Apr-03 720 51.10%

May-03 744 51.70%
Jun-03 720 57.00%
Jul-03 744 50.50%

Aug-03 744 53.60%
Sep-03 720 53.10%
Oct-03 744 52.60%

Nov-03 720 55.30%
Dec-03 744 56.90%
Jan-04 744 57.10%
Feb-04 696 59.20%
Mar-04 744 54.60%
Apr-04 720 53.00%

May-04 744 50.00%
Jun-04 720 52.20%
Jul-04 744 50.60%

Aug-04 744 54.40%
Sep-04 720 53.10%
Oct-04 744 53.20%

Nov-04 720 54.40%
Dec-04 744 57.80%
Jan-05 744 58.60%
Feb-05 672 59.90%
Mar-05 744 57.00%
Apr-05 720 52.00%

May-05 744 52.00%
Jun-05 720 54.80%
Jul-05 744 53.70%

Aug-05 744 56.30%
Sep-05 720 53.90%
Oct-05 744 51.70%

Nov-05 720 55.30%
Dec-05 744 55.40%
Jan-06 744 55.90%
Feb-06 672 58.80%
Mar-06 744 55.30%
Apr-06 720 53.70%

May-06 744 48.00%
Jun-06 720 51.90%
Jul-06 744 52.40%

Aug-06 744 52.50%
Sep-06 720 51.10%
Oct-06 744 52.30%

Nov-06 720 54.70%
Dec-06 744 55.30%
Jan-07 744 53.80%
Feb-07 672 59.20%
Mar-07 744 53.40%
Apr-07 720 50.90%

May-07 744 50.00%
Jun-07 720 52.10%
Jul-07 744 50.50%

Aug-07 744 53.50%
Sep-07 720 51.70%
Oct-07 744 51.00%

Nov-07 720 56.00%
Dec-07 744 59.30%

Actual GS>50 Load Factor
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #23

Detail of Quantities and Unit Charges for the Specific Service Charges included in the Miscellaneous Service Revenue  Account:

2007 Actual 2008 Projection 2009 Projection (existing rates)
Specific Service Charge Volume Rate Revenue Volume Rate Revenue Volume Rate Revenue

Easement Letter 1 $15.00 15 $15.00 $15.00
Account history 222 $15.00 3,333 226 $15.00 3,393 212 $15.00 3,174
Credit reference/credit check (plus credit agency costs) 592 $15.00 8,882 656 $15.00 9,839 593 $15.00 8,890
Returned Cheque charge (plus bank charges) 557 $15.00 8,357 555 $15.00 8,322 593 $15.00 8,890
Legal letter charge 581 $15.00 8,709 427 $15.00 6,402 593 $15.00 8,890
Account set up charge / change of occupancy charge 7,125 $30.00 213,741 6,764 $30.00 202,912 7,188 $30.00 215,629
Special Meter reads 10 $30.00 300 14 $30.00 420 10 $30.00 300
Meter dispute charge plus Measurement Canada fees (if meter found correct) 26 $30.00 780 32 $30.00 960 30 $30.00 900
Disconnect/Reconnect at meter – during regular hours 1,210 $65.00 78,650 913 $65.00 59,345 1,210 $65.00 78,650
Disconnect/Reconnect at meter – after regular hours 507 $65.00 32,955 443 $65.00 28,795 507 $65.00 32,955
Service call – customer-owned equipment 39 $30.00 1,170 76 $30.00 2,290 76 $30.00 2,290
Same Day Open Trench 1 $170.00 170 2 $170.00 340 2 $170.00 340
Dispute Test Residential 2 $50.00 100 $50.00 $50.00
Dispute Test Commercial Self Contained - MC 3 $105.00 315 3 $105.00 315 4 $105.00 445
Missed Service Appointment 38 $65.00 2,470 13 $65.00 845 32 $65.00 2,080

TOTAL 359,946 324,178 363,433

Printed: 09/01/2009 5:04 PM 1 of 1
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #24

OM&A Costs by Functional Areas on an Account Level Basis

Account Grouping Account Description
2006 EDR 

Approved Acct 
Balance

2006 Actual Acct 
Balance

2007 Actual 
Acct Balance

2008 Projected 
Acct Balance

 2009 Projected 
Acct  Balance 

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5005-Operation Supervision and Engineering                343,099                426,140               454,271                 352,818 339,332
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5010-Load Dispatching                            -                  83,711                 94,110                 137,358 195,795

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5025-Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses                628,438                666,404               610,456                 623,437 636,860

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5035-Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation                  53,945                  29,746                 38,243                   32,653 28,547

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5045-Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies & Expenses                409,273                389,001               436,814                 526,865 514,330

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5055-Underground Distribution Transformers - 
Operation                122,681                111,551               193,339                 100,068 102,162

3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5065-Meter Expense                            -                420,517               455,389                 415,577 418,352
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5075-Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses                  11,919                  21,939                 17,455                   19,091 18,012
3500-Distribution Expenses - Operation 5085-Miscellaneous Distribution Expense                  34,648                  12,235                 26,851                   29,710 31,083

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5112-Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment                142,817               113,117                 108,346 105,270

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5114-Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment                412,607                217,404               257,123                 243,478 242,216
3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5130-Maintenance of Overhead Services                626,218                659,877               723,620              1,113,343 1,152,138

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5135-Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Right 
of Way                459,426                548,917               556,407                 623,613 760,019

3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5155-Maintenance of Underground Services                202,386                315,518               234,002                 446,676 333,342
3550-Distribution Expenses - Maintenance 5160-Maintenance of Line Transformers                269,967                215,479               258,867                 337,584 360,624

5175-Maintenance of Meters                       100 
5195-Maintenance of Other Installations on Customer 
Premises -                39,385 



Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #24

OM&A Costs by Functional Areas on an Account Level Basis

Account Grouping Account Description
2006 EDR 

Approved Acct 
Balance

2006 Actual Acct 
Balance

2007 Actual 
Acct Balance

2008 Projected 
Acct Balance

 2009 Projected 
Acct  Balance 

3650-Billing and Collecting 5310-Meter Reading Expense               292,147                 286,079 285,434
3650-Billing and Collecting 5315-Customer Billing               245,051                 283,605 275,353
3650-Billing and Collecting 5320-Collecting                 17,422                   23,900 29,632
3650-Billing and Collecting 5335-Bad Debt Expense                510,143                395,737               688,664                 690,891 693,075
3700-Community Relations 5410-Community Relations - Sundry                    1,000                  38,570                 43,602                   59,335 53,949

5420-Community Safety Program                    9,857 

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5610-Management Salaries and Expenses                412,551             1,994,490            4,954,656              5,345,371 5,855,605

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5615-General Administrative Salaries and Expenses -           1,803,959                    6,953            1,149,884              1,748,367 2,157,056

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5620-Office Supplies and Expenses                  47,967                117,000               306,628                 218,369 238,503

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5630-Outside Services Employed           17,468,288           11,221,143               787,713                 786,514 862,078

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5635-Property Insurance                261,403                298,501               464,384                 481,219 503,642

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5640-Injuries and Damages                187,681                256,449               352,939                 318,037 323,383

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5645-Employee Pensions and Benefits             2,292,574             3,179,466            4,964,142              5,540,788 5,857,457

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5655-Regulatory Expenses                175,626                203,922               269,136                 334,560 727,395

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5660-General Advertising Expenses                  33,062                  10,908                 68,998                   67,886 81,245

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5665-Miscellaneous General Expenses                  51,530                  54,600                 58,822                   59,599 60,942

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5675-Maintenance of General Plant -              511,349 -              343,816            1,031,718              1,254,494 1,488,213

3800-Administrative and General Expenses 5680-Electrical Safety Authority Fees                  14,275                  35,020                 35,307                   37,214 37,214

3950-Taxes Other Than Income Taxes 6105-Taxes Other Than Income Taxes                142,542                549,034            1,049,408                 484,248 513,858

Total OM&A Expenses 22,828,513 22,279,233 21,250,685 23,131,093 25,282,116
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Enwin Utilties Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #25B Table 2

2006 Bd 2006 2007 2008 2009
Appr. Actual Bridge Test

Operation 1,604,003$      2,161,244$      2,326,928$      2,237,577$        2,284,473$       
Maintenance 1,931,319$      2,100,012$      2,143,136$      2,873,040$        2,953,609$       
Billing and Collection 510,143$         395,737$         1,243,284$      1,284,475$        1,283,494$       
Community Relations 10,857$           38,570$           43,602$           59,335$             53,949$            
Administrative and 18,629,649$    17,034,636$    14,444,327$    16,192,418$      18,192,733$     
General Expenses

Total 22,685,971$    21,730,199$    20,201,277$    22,646,845$      24,768,258$     
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #25B Table 3

2006 2006 2007 2008 2009
Board Variance Actual Variance Actual Variance Bridge Variance Test Variance

Appproved 2006/2006 2007/2006 2008/2007 2009/2008 2009/2006

Operation 1,604,003    557,241 2,161,244    165,684 2,326,928    -89,351 2,237,577    46,896       2,284,473    680,470     
34.7% 7.7% -3.8% 2.1% 42.4%

Maintenance 1,931,319    168,693     2100012 43,124       2,143,136    729,904     2,873,040    80,569       2,953,609    1,022,290  
8.7% 2.1% 34.1% 2.8% 52.9%

Billing & Collections 510,143       -114,406 395,737       847,547     1,243,284    41,191       1,284,475    -981 1,283,494    773,351
-22.4% 214.2% 3.3% -0.1% 151.6%

Community Relations 10,857         27,713       38,570         5,032         43,602         15,733       59,335         -5,386 53,949         43,092
255.3% 13.0% 36.1% -9.1% 396.9%

Administrative and General Expenses 18,629,649  -1,595,013 17,034,636  -2,590,309 14,444,327  1,748,091  16,192,418  2,000,315  18,192,733  -436,916 
-8.6% -15.2% 12.1% 12.4% -2.3%

Total OM&A Expenses 22,685,971  955,769-     21,730,199  1,528,920-  20,201,277  2,445,569  22,646,845  2,121,413  24,768,258  2,082,293  
-4.2% -7.0% 12.1% 9.4% 9.2%

Combined O&M 3,535,322    725,934 4,261,256    208,808 4,470,064    640,553 5,110,617    127,465 5,238,082    1,702,760  
20.5% 4.9% 14.3% 2.5% 48.2%
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #25C

Table 4

2006 2007 2008 2009

Opening Balances 21,730,190  20,201,277  22,626,845  

Tree Trimming -                  136,000      
Increase (decrease) in Operations Programs 166,000      (90,000)       47,000        
Storm Expenses 267,000      -                  
Increase (decrease) in Maintenance Programs 43,000        463,000      (55,000)       
Regulatory Expenses 65,000        65,000        393,000      
Salaries and expenses 772,000      923,000      
Benefits 512,000      239,000      
Training and development 65,000        77,000        
Stores Operations 110,000      
Bad debt expenses 293,000      
ERP Expenses -                  141,000      
Maintenance of General Plant and Property 223,000      234,000      

Various other miscellaneous increases (decreases) (2,095,913)  * 38,568        6,413          

Closing Balances 21,730,190  20,201,277  22,626,845  24,768,258  

* NOTE:  this amount is not broken down further as line by line comparison can't be made between 2007 and
2006 due to the amalgamation of companies and difference in recording/tracking of individual line items and 
expenses.
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2007 % %
Actual Change in 

2008 vs. 
2007

Change in 
2009 vs. 

2008
1.      OEB Annual Assessment  $    346,531  $       295,185  $       269,136 -9%  $       208,796  $         291,251 
2.      OEB Hearing Assessments  $              -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $           50,000 
3.      OEB Section 30 Costs  $    100,000  $         46,844  $           3,492 -93%  $           4,843  $           50,000 
4.      Expert Witness cost for regulatory matters
5.      Legal costs for regulatory matters  $    118,826  $       297,765  $         41,261 -86%  $       307,221  $         100,000 
6.      Consultants costs for regulatory matters  $      25,794  $         65,511  $           4,041 -94%  $         87,247  $           30,000 
7.      Operating expenses associated with staff 
resources allocated to regulatory matters 

 $           2,996  $             9,000 

8.      Any other costs for regulatory matters 
(please define) 
9.      Operating expenses associated with other 
resources allocated to regulatory matters 
(please identify the resources)
10.    Other regulatory agency fees or 
assessments

 $      14,275  $         35,019  $         35,307 1%  $         38,153  $           37,214 

2008 (As of 
Sept 2008)

2009 Test YearOngoing or 
One-time 

cost?

Regulatory Cost Category 2006 Board 
Approved

2006 Actual % Change in 
2007 vs. 2006
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ENWIN Utilities Ltd.
Utility Sector - All Organizations - May 2006
Base Salary Policy

Level ENWIN vs P50

1 -22%
2 -22%
3 -9%
4 1%
5 -2%
6 -5%
7 -2%
8 3%
9 10%
10 0%

ENWIN Utilities Ltd.
Utility Sector - All Organizations - May 2006
Total Cash At Target

Level ENWIN vs P50

1 -29%
2 -20%
3 -2%
4 15%
5 3%
6 6%
7 8%
8 15%
9 5%
10 0%

ENWIN Utilities Ltd.
Utility Sector - All Organizations - May 2006
Actual

Level ENWIN vs P50

1 -47%
2 -34%
3 -19%
4 -7%
5 -2%
6 -4%
7 -2%
8 7%
9 -8%
10 -9%

Depicts the differential between the total of 
EWU's base salary plus actual incentive 
pay and the 50th percentile of the Hay 
survey group.  The Hay survey group is 
comprised of public and private utilities 
across Canada.

Depicts the differential between the total of 
EWU's base salary plus maximum incentive 
pay and the 50th percentile of the Hay 
survey group.  The Hay survey group is 
comprised of public and private utilities 
across Canada.

Depicts the differential between EWU's 
base salary and the 50th percentile of the 
Hay survey group.  The Hay survey group is 
comprised of public and private utilities 
across Canada.
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Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #30B

Explanations of the major drivers contributing to the change in Number of Employees from 2007 - 2009
as shown below.  All FTE amounts reported in Exh 4/ Tab 2/ Sch 2 are net FTE's and would therefore include those
employees that are fully allocated to the regulated business and a portion of employees who are shared between the regulated 
business and affiliates.  The number of employees represents year end snapshots at a particular point in time.

Item % Change 09/07 Explanation

Number of Employees

1.11 Executive 0.00%

1.12 Management 10.00% The % change in the Management category is a result of one new position 
and two vacancy replacements.   The new position of a Project Manager 
was created in order to provide a centralized resource to improve program 
management through shared resources and best practices.  The two 
vacancy replacement positions are for a Human Resource Manager and a 
Call Centre Supervisor.  All three positions referenced above relate to shared 
services employees and would therefore be included in the regulated 
business on an allocated basis (i.e. not a full FTE count).  The variance is 
also influenced by any changes in the overall allocation of employees who 
are shared between the regulated business and EWU's affiliates.

1.13 Non-Union 21.40% The % change in the Non-Union category is a result of a fully dedicated new 
employee, Scada Manager, as well as an increase in the number of 
employees who are shared between the regulated business and EWU's 
Affiliates.  These shared services positions include Database Administrator 
('08), Process Improvement Coordinator ('08), Assistant to the Project 
Management Office ('08), Network Administrator ('09), Systems Analyst (2 - 
'09) and a Cost of Service Analyst ('09).  The variance is also influenced by 
any changes in the overall allocation of employees who are shared between 
the regulated business and EWU's affiliates.

1.14 Union 4.10% The % change  in the Union category is a result of three new apprentices 
fully dedicated to the regulated business as well as any changes in the 
overall allocation of employees who are shared between the regulated 
business and EWU's affiliates.



Enwin Utilities Ltd.
EB-2008-0227

Board Staff IR #30B

Explanations of the major drivers contributing to the change in Base Wages by Employees from 2007 - 2009
as shown below.  All amounts reported in Exh 4/ Tab 2/ Sch 2 are net FTE's wages and would therefore include those wages 
for employees that are fully allocated to the regulated business and a portion of employees wages who are shared between
 the regulated business and affiliates.  

Item % Change 09/07 Explanation

Compensation - Avg. Base Wage

2.11 Executive 15.40% Executive Compensation for 2007 – 2009 was determined using the same 
methodology as all categories as defined in Exh 4/ Tab 2/ Sch 2 .  In 
accordance with the Hay Consulting Group’s Report prepared in 2006, 
EWU’s executives continue to be compensated at levels below the 50th 

percentile. The % change in Executive Compensation is explained by the 
budgeted average increase anticipated as well as the addition of a fully 
dedicated Executive member, Director, Regulatory Affairs, effective June, 
2007.   Also contributing to the increase is the overall allocation of employees 
who are shared between the regulated business and EWU's affiliates. 

2.12 Management 11.60% The % change in average compensation in the Management category is 
explained by the assumed increases as presented in the Bridge and Test 
Year as well as filling of various vacancies as noted above. In 2007, EWU 
established a salary structure that places its management employees on 
salary adjustment paths towards the 50th percentile position, as described in 
Exh 4/ Tab 2/ Sch2.  This process would also impact the % change from 
2007 - 2009.   In addition, the variance is also influenced by any changes in 
the overall allocation of employees who are shared between the regulated 
business and EWU's affiliates in average compensation. 

2.13 Non-Union 10.00% The % change in average compensation for the non-union category is 
explained by the assumed increases as presented in the Bridge and Test 
Year methodology as well as filling of various vacancies as noted above.  In 
2007, EWU established a salary structure that places its management 
employees on salary adjustment paths towards the 50th percentile position, 
as described in Exh 4/ Tab 2/ Sch 2.  This process would also impact the % 
change from 2007 - 2009.  In addition, the variance would be influenced by 
any changes in the overall allocation of employees who are shared between 
the regulated business and EWU's affiliates contributes to the increase in 
average compensation. 

2.14 Union 3.10% The % change in the union category is a result of the methodology used as 
noted above, the additional fully dedicated FTE 's (apprentices) as well as 
any changes in the overall allocation of employees who are shared between 
the regulated business and EWU's affiliates.

The methodology used in the 2008 Bridge Year was a 3% increase as determined and required by the Collective Agreement and 
applied for all employee categories.  For the 2009 Test Year, the Union increase was projected at 3% and the executive, 
management and non-union employees were included at 3.5%.  At budget preparation, these estimates were deemed 
reasonable and fair.  
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CONFIDENTIAL 
 

Management Incentive Pay Program 2007  
Guidelines and Timetable 
 
 

1 

2008-05-22 
 
The ENWIN Utilities Board of Directors have approved amendments to the 
current Management Incentive Pay Program and approved payments 
under the amended plans. 
 
Beginning in 2008, with the payment of the 2007 Incentive Pay Plan, there 
will be 2 management incentive pay programs: 
 

Plan A – those employees in a job classification where the 
employee is not eligible to exceed 100% of their job rate under the 
rules of the salary administration program 

 
Plan B – those employees in a job classification where the 
employee is eligible to exceed 100% of their job rate under the 
rules of the salary administration program 

 
 
Plan A 
 
Ø An average payout by level has been calculated based on the last 3 

years of management incentive payouts. 
 
Ø Employees in Plan A can: 

 
1) Be awarded the full average amount for their level;  
   or 
2) Be awarded half of the average amount for their level;  
   or 
3) Be awarded zero dollars 
 

Ø The selection of the appropriate level of incentive pay is based on 
the relative performance of the individual against their goals and 
objectives as well as their role description.  This decision is also 
tempered by the employees attendance at work during the year as 
outlined in the ‘Proration of Allocated Dollars’ section below. 

 
Ø Any dollars not allocated to an employee cannot be allocated to 

another employee. 
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Management Incentive Pay Program 2007  
Guidelines and Timetable 
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Plan B 
 
Guidelines For Your Consideration: 

 
Ø Your recommendation for an individual employee’s Incentive Pay 

award is separate and apart from the value of compensation 
previously awarded in the salary recommendations you previously 
recommended for your department.  Other factors may have 
impacted on your salary recommendation including a salary 
adjustment taking into consideration progression through the salary 
grid or where an employee was  impacted by a wage freeze or 
partial salary increase. 

 
Ø When determining the appropriate amount of incentive pay for an 

individual, it is important to consider the employee’s overall 
performance and sustained performance over the past number of 
years.  It is important to review the employees overall contribution 
to the business unit/department goals and objectives.  Other than 
new employees it is recommended that you do not set a pattern for 
incentive pay based on a one-year experience. Next year will be 
difficult to explain if performance based on one-years experience is 
not sustained the following year. 

 
Ø Incentive Pay is something that helps you as the VP/ 

Director/Manager reach and/or surpass business unit or 
department goals and more than just doing the job at hand.  It 
should take into consideration how an individual employee 
expanded on his/her responsibility and commitment to achieving 
business unit and department goals and objectives. 

 
Proration of Allocated Dollars  
 
Ø Dollars allocated should be prorated if an employee: 

1) Has been on a leave of absence; or 
2) Joined the company during the year; or 
3) Transferred into management/non-union during the year 

 
Ø Proration Formula 

 
1 month – 4 months  50% or 0% of allocated dollars (0% is 

expected, 50% can be justified) 
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5 months to 8 months 100%, 50% or 0% of allocated dollars 
(50% is expected, 100% can be 
justified, 0% is reflective of performance 
issues) 

 
9 months to 12 months 100%, 50% or 0% of allocated dollars 

(deemed to be at work for the entire 
year) 

 
Spreadsheets: 
 
Attached you will find a spreadsheet for your direct reports.  If you have 
both types of employees reporting to you, you will find 2 tabs within the 
spreadsheet – one for Plan A and one for Plan B.  Should you only have 
one type of employee reporting to you, you will only have 1 tab within the 
spreadsheet. 
 
Timelines: 
 
The timeline for completing and returning the attached spreadsheet is 
critical.  
 
Human Resources requires all of the department recommendations 
returned by May 30th as shown below. If Human Resources does not 
receive the individual spreadsheets by May 30th, the entire Incentive Pay 
program payments will be held until all of the recommendations are 
received. 
 
May 22nd: Human Resources sends each VP/Director/Manager their 

respective employee list for Incentive Pay consideration. 
 
May 30th: Each VP/Director/Manager returns their respective Incentive 

Pay recommendations to Connie Gosselin by 4:00 p.m. on 
May 30th. 

 
Week of 
June 2nd: The recommendations for Incentive Pay will be reviewed by 

Maxwell Zalev, Victoria Zuber, Joe Levack, John Wladarski 
and Mike McKinnon. 

 
June 9th: The Senior Management Team will be e-mailed the final and 

approved Incentive Pay Program payments. 
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June 10th 

-13th: The responsible Executive/Director/Manager will meet with 
their respective subordinate employees to advise them of 
their incentive pay. 

 
June 16th: Letters confirming their incentive payment will be sent via 

interoffice mail to the VP/Director/Manager for distribution to 
direct reports. 

 
June 20th: Incentive Pay will be reflected on pay received on June 20th 
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ENWIN Utilities Bargaining Unit  
Incentive Pay Plan 2007 

 
Incentive Pay Plan Components 
 
Component Weight Maximum Payout 
A. Health & Safety/Wellness 50% $250 + $50 Bonus 
B. Affiliate Performance 25% $125 
C. Reducing Budgeted Expenses 25% $125 
 
A. Health & Safety/Wellness 
 

1. Number of lost time accidents versus the rolling five year average (40%) 
2. Number of days lost to accidents versus  the rolling five year average (40%) 
3. Participation rates in company sponsored prevention programs, namely WHMIS, 

CPR, First Aide and meetings to address workplace health and safety issues along 
with wellness programs aimed at improving the quality of life for all employees 
(20%) 

4. Continuous number of days without a workplace accident. (Bonus) 
 
 
Scoring Matrix: 
 
 

1.# of Lost Time 
Accidents 

2.Number of Lost 
Days 

3.Prevention programs 

> average = 0% > average = 0% ($0) < last year + target = 0%   ($0) 
= average = 16% ($40) = average = 16% ($40) = last year + target = 8%   ($20) 
< average = 40% ($100) < average = 40% ($100) > last year + target = 20% ($50) 

 
1. Lost Time Injuries: 
 

Year Lost Time 
Accidents 

2002 2 
2003 0 
2004 1 
2005 1 
2006 1 

Average 1 
 
2. Lost Time Days: 
 

Year Days Lost 
2002 29 
2003 0 
2004 28 
2005 8 
2006 1 

Average 13.2 
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3. Participation in WHMIS, CPR, First Aide, Safety/Wellness Meetings: 
 
WHMIS  
Target:  Each bargaining unit employee successfully completing WHMIS course 
 
CPR/First Aide  
Target:  18 employees required to renew in 2007 plus 6 new volunteers (3 from Rhodes and 3 
from Ouellette) 
 
Safety/Wellness Meetings 
Target:  Each bargaining unit employee participating in 12 hours of safety training and/or wellness 
meetings. 
 
69.5% of the total hours of safety/wellness training were achieved in 2006. 
 
4. Bonus: Bonus of $50 for the achievement of zero (0) lost time accidents. 
 
B. Affiliate Performance 
 
The combined overall average of the ENWIN Powerlines and the Windsor Utilities Commission 
bargaining unit incentive pay plans will be multiplied by the maximum dollar value allocated for this 
component of the incentive pay plan. 
  
Example: 
 
Overall Percentage of: 
 
WUC Bargaining Unit = 65% 
EWP Bargaining Unit = 75% 
 
Combined Average = 70% 
Maximum Dollar Value for this component = $125 
 
70% X $125 = $87.50 
 
 
C. Budgeted Expenses 
 
For every one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) under on the approved expense budget,  
each bargaining unit employee will receive one dollar ($1.00) to a maximum amount of $125. 
 
The approved expense budget for ENWIN Utilities Ltd. for the 2007 budget year is $24,340,982. 
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ENWIN Utilities – Hydro Division Incentive Pay Plan 2007 

 

1 
 
 

 
 

Matrix Scoring System 
  Actual Score Potential Score 
 Safety Performance Indicators  35% 
 Injury/Incident Experience  15% 
 Worker Efficiency  50% 
 Pay for Performance Score - Total of  100% 
 
 
EnWin  – Safety Performance Indicators –35% Score Weighting 
1 Increase incidents reported to 50 in 2006 (38 = 75%, 50 = 100%) 75 – 100%  100% X .30 = 

30 
2 EnWIN Audit Incident Reporting 

Improve reporting system overall (p.22 E&USA Report) 
Provide cause, prevention and follow-up on each incident –  % score on actual # completed vs. 
total reported. 

75 – 100% 100% X .70  = 
70 

   
 Total =100% 
 35% of Total  X .35  
 



ENWIN Utilities – Hydro Division Incentive Pay Plan 2007 
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Matrix Scoring System 

  Actual Score Potential Score 
 Safety Performance Indicators  35% 
 Injury/Incident Experience  15% 
 Worker Efficiency  50% 
 Pay for Performance Score - Total of  100% 
 
 
Injury/Incident Experience – 15% (rates provide a comparison to previous years) Threshold 

% 
Target % Outstanding % 

1 Lost Time Frequency Rate (Number of Lost Time Incidents) 
Threshold - Lost Time Frequency Rate better than previous 5 year rolling 
average.  
Target – Equal to or better than best year to date (other than year with zero lost 
time). 
Outstanding- Zero lost time incidents. 

1 2 2 

2 Lost Time Severity Rate (Number of Lost Time Hours) 
Threshold - Lost Time Severity Rate lower than previous 5-year average.  
Target – Equal to or better than best year to date (other than year with zero lost 
time) 
Outstanding - Zero days lost due to injury at work. 

1 2 2 

 Possible Scores  2 4 4 
 15% of Total   X .15 
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Matrix Scoring System 
  Actual Score Potential Score 
 Safety Performance Indicators  35% 
 Injury/Incident Experience  15% 
 Worker Efficiency  50% 
 Pay for Performance Score - Total of  100% 
 
 
Worker Efficiency – 50% Score Weighting 
1 Worker Efficiency 

Measured as the difference between actual labour hours charged against capital 
work orders and estimated labour hours 
(Approx. = $300,000 in labour savings, EwP Capital Labour budget =$3.5M) 
 
Rules: 

• OT hours = 2 Reg. Hrs. 
• WO’s without labour estimates and/or actual charges are excluded 
• Only closed work orders can contribute to totals 
• Labour hour differences go into and out of the “pot” 
• Payout is based upon 10% of the labour hours in the “pot” x $67/hr 
• Maximum payout (100%) = $350/employee 

0-100% 100 
 

 Total   =100% 
 50% of Total  X .50 



ENWIN Utilities – Hydro Division Incentive Pay Plan 2007 
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2007 Incentive Pay Scorecard 

Measure Actual Score 
(A) 

Weighting 
(B) 

Amount of Payment 
(C=A*B*$700) 

Safety Performance (35%)    
• Increase reported incidents to 50 in 2006  0.30*0.35  
• Provide cause, prevention and follow-up 

on each incident  
 0.70*0.35  

Injury/Accident Experience (15%)    
• Lost time frequency rate lower than 5 yr. 

Avg. (Possible Scores = 1,2,2) 
  0.5*0.15  

• Lost time severity rate lower than 5 yr. 
Avg. (Possible Scores = 1,2,2) 

 0.5*0.15  

Worker Productivity/Efficiency (50%)    
• Est. Labour Hrs. vs. Actual Labour Hrs. 

(10 % Savings/# Employees) 
 1.00*0.50  

  TOTAL INCENTIVE 
PAYMENT 
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2007 Incentive Pay Scorecard – SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
 
 

Measure Actual Score 
(A) 

Weighting 
(B) 

Amount of Payment 
(C=A*B*$700) 

Safety Performance (35%)    
• Increase reported incidents to 50 in 2006 100% 0.30*0.35 $73.50 
• Provide cause, prevention and follow-up 

on each incident  
100% 0.70*0.35 $171.50 

Injury/Accident Experience (5%)    
• Lost time frequency rate lower than 5 yr. 

Avg. (Score out of 5) 
100% 0.5*0.15 $52.50 

• Lost time severity rate lower than 5 yr. 
Avg. (Score out of 5) 

100% 0.5*0.15 $52.50 

Worker Productivity/Efficiency (50%)    
• Est. Labour Hrs. vs. Actual Labour Hrs. 

(10 % Savings/# Employees) 
100% 1.00*0.50 $350 

  TOTAL INCENTIVE 
PAYMENT 

$700.00 
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2007 Incentive Pay Scorecard – SAMPLE CALCULATIONS (Simplified Version) 
   

Measure Max. $ Employee 
50 Incident Reports 2007 73.50 

Cause/Prevention/Follow-up on 100% of Incidents 
171.50 

L.T.I.'s & L.T.F. Reduced 105.00 H
ea

lth
 &

 S
af

et
y 

Sub Total $350.00 

Payout 10% of positive difference between 
Estimated and Actual Labour hours 

350.00 Pr
od

uc
tiv

ity
 

Sub Total $350.00 
  Total $700.00 (MAX) 
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SHEET 1 - Regulatory Assets - Continuity Schedule

NAME OF UTILITY LICENCE NUMBER ED-2002-0527
NAME OF CONTACT DOCID NUMBER EB-2008-0227
E-mail Address
VERSION NUMBER PHONE NUMBER 519-255-2735
Date (extension)

Enter appropriate data in cells which are highlighted in yellow only.
Enter the total applied for Regulatory Asset amounts for each account in the appropriate cells below:
Debits should be recorded as positive numbers and credits should be recorded as negative numbers.
Repeat cells going across as necessary for each year in application

Account Description

RSVA - Wholesale Market Service Charge 1580 3,534,889$       1,836,861$             5,371,750$       574,919$           260,765$           835,684$           
RSVA - One-time Wholesale Market Service 1582 430,480$           151,500$                581,980$           26,621$             33,271$             59,892$             
RSVA - Retail Transmission Network Charge 1584 (2,128,641)$      (701,603)$               (2,830,244)$      (188,514)$         (196,734)$         (385,248)$         
RSVA - Retail Transmission Connection Charge 1586 2,876,932$       1,124,252$             4,001,184$       261,912$           211,865$           473,777$           

Sub-Totals 4,713,660$       2,411,010$             -$                   -$                   7,124,670$       674,938$           309,167$           984,105$           

Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - OEB Cost Assessments 1508 205,131$           304,558$                509,689$           2,949$               18,719$             21,668$             
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Pension Contributions 1508 625,175$                625,175$           10,817$             10,817$             
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508 -$                   -$                        -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508 -$                   -$                   
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508 -$                   -$                   
Retail Cost Variance Account - Retail 1518 671,537$           143,183$                814,720$           -$                   117,391$           117,391$           
Retail Cost Variance Account - STR 1548 (17,081)$            (2,835)$                   (19,916)$            -$                   (2,538)$              (2,538)$              
Misc. Deferred Debits 1525 69,266$             69,266$             -$                   14,542$             14,542$             
LV Variance Account 1550 -$                   -$                   
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Capital 1555 -$                   -$                   
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Recoveries 1555 -$                   -$                   
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Stranded Meter Costs 1555 -$                   -$                   
Smart Meter OM&A Variance 1556 -$                   -$                   
Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures and Recoveries 1565 (1,801,778)$            (1,801,778)$      -$                   
CDM Contra 1566 1,801,778$             1,801,778$       -$                   
Qualifying Transition Costs 5 1570 6,335,878$       n/a n/a 6,335,878$       1,064,427$       399,160$           1,463,587$       
Pre-Market Opening Energy Variances Total 5 1571 n/a n/a -$                   -$                   
Extra-Ordinary Event Costs 1572 1,167,798$       1,167,798$       231,613$           81,746$             313,359$           
Deferred Rate Impact Amounts 1574 -$                   -$                   
Other Deferred Credits 2425 -$                   -$                   

Sub-Totals 8,432,529$       2,874,694$             (1,804,613)$            -$                   -$                   9,502,610$       1,298,989$       639,837$           1,938,826$       

Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1562
2006 PILs & Taxes Variance 1592

Sub-Totals 

Total 13,146,189$     5,285,704$             (1,804,613)$            -$                   -$                   16,627,280$     1,973,927$       949,004$           2,922,931$       

The following is not included in the total claim but is included on a memo basis:
Deferred PILs Contra Account 8 1563
RSVA - Power (including Global Adjustment) 1588 (3,019,230)$      (4,322,754)$           (7,341,984)$      (245,651)$         (452,675)$         (698,326)$         
RSVA - Power - Sub-Account - Global Adjustment 4 1588 (4,929,346)$           (4,929,346)$      (77,563)$            (77,563)$            
Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances 1590 -$                   -$                   

\\ARCTURUS\Docshare\Cost of Service\Interrogatories\IRR Attachments Check\ST_IRR_Attachments\[ST_IRR_AK_24.xls]d1.WCaccts
1 As per general ledger, if does not agree to Dec-31-04 balance filed in 2006 EDR then provide supplementary analysis
2 Provide supporting statement indicating whether due to denial of costs in 2006 EDR by the Board, 10% transition costs write-off, and etc.
3 Provide supporting statement indicating nature of this adjustments and periods they relate to
4 Not included in sub-total
5 Closed April 30, 2002
6 For RSVA accounts only, report the net additions to the account during the year.  For all other accounts, record the additions and reductions separately.

Account 1570 notes: 7 Please describe "other" components of 1508 and add more component lines if necessary.
Adjustments during 2006 - instructed by the Board amount reflects 10% transition costs 8 1563 is a contra-account and is not included in the total but is shown on a memo basis.  Account 1562 establishes the obligation to the ratepayer.
write off. 9 Interest projected on December 31, 2007 closing principal balance.

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

Transactions 
(reductions) 
during 2005, 

excluding interest 
and adjustments 6

13-Dec-08

2005

Opening 
Principal 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-05 1

Adjustments 
during 2005 - 

other 3

Enwin Utilities Ltd.
Andrew Sasso
regulatory@enwin.com
v3.0

Account 
Number

Closing 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Dec-31-05

Adjustments 
during 2005 - 
instructed by 

Board 2

Interest Jan-1 
to Dec31-05

Transactions 
(additions) during 
2005, excluding 

interest and 
adjustments 6

Closing 
Principal 

Balance as of 
Dec-31-05

Opening 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-05

mailto:regulatory@enwin.com


SHEET 1 - Regulatory Assets - Continuity Schedule

NAME OF UTILITY
NAME OF CONTACT
E-mail Address
VERSION NUMBER
Date

Account Description

RSVA - Wholesale Market Service Charge 1580
RSVA - One-time Wholesale Market Service 1582
RSVA - Retail Transmission Network Charge 1584
RSVA - Retail Transmission Connection Charge 1586

Sub-Totals

Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - OEB Cost Assessments 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Pension Contributions 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Retail Cost Variance Account - Retail 1518
Retail Cost Variance Account - STR 1548
Misc. Deferred Debits 1525
LV Variance Account 1550
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Capital 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Recoveries 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Stranded Meter Costs 1555
Smart Meter OM&A Variance 1556
Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures and Recoveries 1565
CDM Contra 1566
Qualifying Transition Costs 5 1570
Pre-Market Opening Energy Variances Total 5 1571
Extra-Ordinary Event Costs 1572
Deferred Rate Impact Amounts 1574
Other Deferred Credits 2425

Sub-Totals 

Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1562
2006 PILs & Taxes Variance 1592

Sub-Totals 

Total

The following is not included in the total claim but is included on a memo basis:
Deferred PILs Contra Account 8 1563
RSVA - Power (including Global Adjustment) 1588
RSVA - Power - Sub-Account - Global Adjustment 4 1588
Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances 1590

\\ARCTURUS\Docshare\Cost of Service\Interrogatories\IRR Attachments Check\ST_IRR_Attachments\[ST_IRR_AK_24.xls]d1.WCaccts

Account 1570 notes:
Adjustments during 2006 - instructed by the Board amount reflects 10% transition costs 
write off.

13-Dec-08

Enwin Utilities Ltd.
Andrew Sasso
regulatory@enwin.com
v3.0

Account 
Number

5,371,750$       (5,310,645)$           (3,534,889)$      (3,473,784)$      835,684$           105,695$           (904,842)$         36,537$             
581,980$           (5)$                           (430,480)$         151,495$           59,892$             18,046$             (66,800)$            11,138$             

(2,830,244)$      (208,124)$               2,128,641$       (909,727)$         (385,248)$         (112,195)$         387,187$           (110,256)$         
4,001,184$       219,200$                (2,876,932)$      1,343,452$       473,777$           122,610$           (530,425)$         65,962$             

7,124,670$       (5,299,574)$           -$                   -$                   (4,713,660)$      (2,888,564)$      984,105$           134,156$           (1,114,880)$      3,381$               

509,689$           27,258$                  (205,131)$         331,816$           21,668$             19,804$             (18,676)$            22,796$             
625,175$           221,474$                846,649$           10,817$             34,357$             45,174$             

-$                   -$                        -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

814,720$           48,452$                  (671,537)$         191,635$           117,391$           24,249$             (126,809)$         14,831$             
(19,916)$            (9,608)$                   17,081$             (12,443)$            (2,538)$              (758)$                 2,884$               (412)$                 
69,266$             10,281$                  (69,266)$            10,281$             14,542$             1,899$               (16,159)$            282$                  

-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   (166,058)$               (166,058)$         -$                   (2,058)$              (2,058)$              
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

(1,801,778)$      836,791$                (964,987)$         -$                   -$                   
1,801,778$       (836,791)$               964,987$           -$                   -$                   
6,335,878$       n/a n/a (633,588)$         (5,702,290)$      -$                   1,463,587$       133,053$           (1,596,640)$      -$                   

-$                   n/a n/a -$                   -$                   -$                   
1,167,798$       (1,167,798)$      -$                   313,359$           27,249$             (340,608)$         -$                   

-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

9,502,610$       1,144,256$             (1,012,457)$            (633,588)$         -$                   (7,798,941)$      1,201,880$       1,938,826$       237,795$           (2,096,008)$      80,613$             

16,627,280$     (4,155,318)$           (1,012,457)$            (633,588)$         -$                   (12,512,601)$    (1,686,684)$      2,922,931$       371,951$           (3,210,888)$      83,994$             

(7,341,984)$      5,034,116$             3,019,230$       711,362$           (698,326)$         (276,318)$         527,446$           (447,198)$         
(4,929,346)$      6,562,906$             1,633,560$       (77,563)$            (81,532)$            (159,095)$         

-$                   (7,797,623)$            9,493,371$       1,695,748$       (3,316,734)$      2,683,442$       (633,292)$         

Transactions 
(additions) during 
2006, excluding 

interest and 
adjustments 6

Adjustments 
during 2006 - 
instructed by 

Board 2

Opening 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-06

Interest Jan-1 
to Dec31-06

Closing 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Dec-31-06

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

Transactions 
(reductions) 
during 2006, 

excluding interest 
and adjustments 6

Transfer of 
Board-

approved 
amounts to 
1590 as per 
2006 EDR

2006

Adjustments 
during 2006 - 

other 3

Transfer of 
Board-

approved 
amounts to 
1590 as per 
2006 EDR

Closing 
Principal 

Balance as of 
Dec-31-06

Opening 
Principal 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-06

mailto:regulatory@enwin.com


SHEET 1 - Regulatory Assets - Continuity Schedule

NAME OF UTILITY
NAME OF CONTACT
E-mail Address
VERSION NUMBER
Date

Account Description

RSVA - Wholesale Market Service Charge 1580
RSVA - One-time Wholesale Market Service 1582
RSVA - Retail Transmission Network Charge 1584
RSVA - Retail Transmission Connection Charge 1586

Sub-Totals

Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - OEB Cost Assessments 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Pension Contributions 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Retail Cost Variance Account - Retail 1518
Retail Cost Variance Account - STR 1548
Misc. Deferred Debits 1525
LV Variance Account 1550
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Capital 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Recoveries 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Stranded Meter Costs 1555
Smart Meter OM&A Variance 1556
Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures and Recoveries 1565
CDM Contra 1566
Qualifying Transition Costs 5 1570
Pre-Market Opening Energy Variances Total 5 1571
Extra-Ordinary Event Costs 1572
Deferred Rate Impact Amounts 1574
Other Deferred Credits 2425

Sub-Totals 

Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1562
2006 PILs & Taxes Variance 1592

Sub-Totals 

Total

The following is not included in the total claim but is included on a memo basis:
Deferred PILs Contra Account 8 1563
RSVA - Power (including Global Adjustment) 1588
RSVA - Power - Sub-Account - Global Adjustment 4 1588
Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances 1590

\\ARCTURUS\Docshare\Cost of Service\Interrogatories\IRR Attachments Check\ST_IRR_Attachments\[ST_IRR_AK_24.xls]d1.WCaccts

Account 1570 notes:
Adjustments during 2006 - instructed by the Board amount reflects 10% transition costs 
write off.

13-Dec-08

Enwin Utilities Ltd.
Andrew Sasso
regulatory@enwin.com
v3.0

Account 
Number

(3,473,784)$      (1,633,397)$           (5,107,181)$      36,537$             (179,387)$         (142,850)$         
151,495$           5$                            151,500$           11,138$             7,157$               18,295$             

(909,727)$         490,640$                (419,087)$         (110,256)$         (38,235)$            (148,491)$         
1,343,452$       589,434$                1,932,886$       65,962$             67,239$             133,201$           

(2,888,564)$      (553,318)$               -$                   -$                   (3,441,882)$      3,381$               (143,226)$         (139,845)$         

331,816$           331,816$           22,796$             15,687$             38,483$             
846,649$           846,649$           45,174$             40,026$             85,200$             

-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

191,635$           3,921$                    195,556$           14,831$             8,689$               23,520$             
(12,443)$            (12,614)$                 (25,057)$            (412)$                 (904)$                 (1,316)$              
10,281$             10,281$             282$                  486$                  768$                  

-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

(166,058)$         (272,119)$               (438,177)$         (2,058)$              (14,109)$            (16,167)$            
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

(964,987)$         635,704$                (329,283)$         -$                   -$                   
964,987$           (635,704)$               329,283$           -$                   -$                   

-$                   n/a n/a -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   n/a n/a -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
-$                   968,008$                968,008$           -$                   -$                   
-$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

1,201,880$       1,607,633$             (920,437)$               -$                   -$                   1,889,076$       80,613$             49,875$             130,488$           

(1,686,684)$      1,054,315$             (920,437)$               -$                   -$                   (1,552,806)$      83,994$             (93,351)$            (9,357)$              

711,362$           (2,797,522)$           (2,086,160)$      (447,198)$         (151,241)$         (598,439)$         
1,633,560$       (673,899)$               959,661$           (159,095)$         14,369$             (144,726)$         
1,695,748$       (874,510)$               821,238$           (633,292)$         59,204$             (574,088)$         

see PILs reconciliation requested

see PILs reconciliation requested

Closing 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Dec-31-07

see PILs reconciliation requested
see PILs reconciliation requested

2007

Opening 
Principal 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-07

Transactions 
(additions) during 
2007, excluding 

interest and 
adjustments 6

Transactions 
(reductions) 
during 2007, 

excluding interest 
and adjustments 6

Adjustments 
during 2007 - 
instructed by 

Board 2

Adjustments 
during 2007 - 

other 3

Closing 
Principal 

Balance as of 
Dec-31-07

Opening 
Interest 

Amounts as of 
Jan-1-07

Interest Jan-1 
to Dec31-07

mailto:regulatory@enwin.com


SHEET 1 - Regulatory Assets - Continuity Schedule

NAME OF UTILITY
NAME OF CONTACT
E-mail Address
VERSION NUMBER
Date

Account Description

RSVA - Wholesale Market Service Charge 1580
RSVA - One-time Wholesale Market Service 1582
RSVA - Retail Transmission Network Charge 1584
RSVA - Retail Transmission Connection Charge 1586

Sub-Totals

Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - OEB Cost Assessments 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Pension Contributions 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Other Regulatory Assets - Sub-Account - Other 7 1508
Retail Cost Variance Account - Retail 1518
Retail Cost Variance Account - STR 1548
Misc. Deferred Debits 1525
LV Variance Account 1550
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Capital 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Recoveries 1555
Smart Meter Capital and Recovery Offset Variance - Sub-Account - Stranded Meter Costs 1555
Smart Meter OM&A Variance 1556
Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures and Recoveries 1565
CDM Contra 1566
Qualifying Transition Costs 5 1570
Pre-Market Opening Energy Variances Total 5 1571
Extra-Ordinary Event Costs 1572
Deferred Rate Impact Amounts 1574
Other Deferred Credits 2425

Sub-Totals 

Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1562
2006 PILs & Taxes Variance 1592

Sub-Totals 

Total

The following is not included in the total claim but is included on a memo basis:
Deferred PILs Contra Account 8 1563
RSVA - Power (including Global Adjustment) 1588
RSVA - Power - Sub-Account - Global Adjustment 4 1588
Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances 1590

\\ARCTURUS\Docshare\Cost of Service\Interrogatories\IRR Attachments Check\ST_IRR_Attachments\[ST_IRR_AK_24.xls]d1.WCaccts

Account 1570 notes:
Adjustments during 2006 - instructed by the Board amount reflects 10% transition costs 
write off.

13-Dec-08

Enwin Utilities Ltd.
Andrew Sasso
regulatory@enwin.com
v3.0

Account 
Number

Forecasted 
Transactions, 

Excluding Interest from 
Jan 1, 2008 to Dec 31, 

2008

Forecasted 
Transactions, 

Excluding Interest from 
Jan 1, 2009 to April 30, 

2009

(277,320)$                     (92,440)$                            (5,619,791)$                 (5,619,791)$                 
8,227$                           2,742$                               180,764$                     180,764$                     

(22,757)$                       (7,585)$                              (597,920)$                    (597,920)$                    
104,956$                      34,985$                             2,206,028$                  2,206,028$                  

(186,894)$                     (62,298)$                            (3,830,919)$                 -$                                   -$                                   -$                                                -$                                                (3,830,919)$                 

18,018$                        6,006$                               394,323$                     394,323$                     
45,973$                        15,324$                             993,146$                     993,146$                     

-$                               -$                                   -$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              

10,618$                        3,540$                               233,234$                     233,234$                     
(1,360)$                         (454)$                                 (28,187)$                      (28,187)$                      

558$                              186$                                  11,793$                       11,793$                       
-$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              

(23,793)$                       (7,931)$                              (486,068)$                    (486,068)$                    
-$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              

(329,283)$                    (329,283)$                    
329,283$                     329,283$                     

-$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              
-$                              -$                              

52,563$                        17,521$                             1,038,092$                  1,038,092$                  
-$                              -$                              

102,577$                      34,192$                             2,156,333$                  -$                                   -$                                   -$                                                -$                                                2,156,333$                  

-$                              -$                              

(84,317)$                       (28,106)$                            (1,674,586)$                 -$                                   -$                                   -$                                                -$                                                (1,674,586)$                 

(113,279)$                     (37,759)$                            (2,835,637)$                 (2,835,637)$                 
52,110$                        17,370$                             884,415$                     884,415$                     

247,150$                     1,447$                                            4,552$                                            253,149$                     

Projected Interest on 
Dec 31 -07 balance 
from Jan 1, 2008 to 

Dec 31, 2008 9

Projected Interest from Jan 1, 
2009 to April 30, 2009 on 
Forecasted Transx (Excl 

Interest) from Jan 1, 2009 to 
April 30, 2009 

Projected Interest on 
Dec 31 -07 balance from 
Jan 1, 2009 to April 30, 

2009 9

Projected Interest from Jan 1, 
2008 to April 30, 2009 on 
Forecasted Transx (Excl 

Interest) from Jan 1, 2008 to 
December 31, 2008

Claim before 
Forecasted 

Transactions
Total Claim

mailto:regulatory@enwin.com
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RateMaker 2009   release 1.1    © Elenchus Research Associates

Enwin Utilities Ltd. (ED-2002-0527)
2009 EDR Application (EB-2008-0227)   version: Final
September 17, 2008

D2   2009 Debt Balances
Enter details of debt balances outstanding in 2009 (excluding short-term debt e.g. line of credit)

Description Amount Issue Date
(dd-mmm-yyyy)

Term Date
(dd-mmm-yyyy)

Interest
Rate (a)

Other
Costs (b)

Due to
Affiliate?

Annual
Cost (c)

Debentures 50,000,000 15-Aug-2002 15-Aug-2012 6.45% 179,832 NO 3,404,832
Promissory Note 3,255,973 20-Dec-2001 31-Dec-2009 6.00% YES 195,358
  

Description Effective
Rate

Days o/s
in 2009

Average
Balance

2009
Cost

2009 Ending 
Balance

Debt o/s
USA #

Int. Expense
USA #

Debentures 6.81% 365 50,000,000 3,404,832 50,000,000 2505 6005
Promissory Note 6.00% 365 3,255,973 195,358 2260 6005

TOTAL 6.76% 53,255,973 3,600,190 50,000,000
  
(a) For debt held issued prior to 4-May-2006 (prior Test Year approval, per sheet A1), represents the previously approved rate.
(b) Annual charges other than interest (e.g. commitment fees, amortization of issuance costs, etc.)
(c) For debt issued to an affiliate since 4-May-2006, represents the lower of (i) actual cost and (ii) cost based on the deemed debt rate (6.10%, per sheet Y1)

Printed: 09/01/2009 5:41 PM 1 of 1
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Sheet I1 Utility Information Sheet

Name of LDC:

License Number: ED-2002-0527

 EDR 2006 EB Number: EB-2005-0359 drop-down menu

Date of Submission: January 15, 2007 Version: 1.2

Name:

Title:

Phone Number:

E-Mail Address:

Copyright

Input Cells
Output Cells

Exhibition
Brought Forward Brought Forward

Calculation Calculation
Default Numbers

Diagnostic 

Brief Description of Each Worksheet's Function

I1 Intro
I2 LDC data and Classes
I3 TB Data
I4 BO ASSETS

I5 Misc Data
I6 Customer Data
I7.1 Meter Capital

I7.2 Meter Reading

I8 Demand Data
I9 Direct Allocation
O1 Revenue to cost
O2 Fixed Charge
O2.1 Line Transformer PLCC Adjustment
O2.2 Primary Cost PLCC Adjustment
O2.3 Secondary Cost PLCC Adjustment
O3.1 Line Tran Unit Cost
O3.2 Substat Tran Unit Cost 
O3.3 Primary Cost Pool
O3.4 Secondary Cost Pool
O3.5 USL Metering Credit
O4 Summary by Class
O5 Detail by Class
O6 Source Data for E2
O7 Amortization
E1 Categorization
E2 Allocation Factors

E3 PLCC
E4 Trial Balance Index

E5 Reconciliation

EXHIBITS

Exhibit showing 1. how accounts are grouped for reporting, how accounts are 
categorized and how accounts are allocated

Exhibit showing how costs are categorized
Exhibit summarizing all allocation factors created in I5 to I8 and present the 
findings in percentages

Exhibit showing reconciliation of accounts included and excluded from the 
allocation study to TB balance

Backup documentation for calculating Peak Load Carrying Capability.

OUTPUTS Output showing the range for the Basic Customer charge - TBD

Output showing details of individual allocation by class and by USofA
Output showing summary of all allocation by class and by US of A

Input meter related data for calculating capital costs weighing factors
Input customer related data for generating customer allocators

Input meter related data for calculating meter reading weighing factors

Input demand allocators using load data and making LDC specific adjustments

Output showing revenue to cost ratios, inter class subsidy etc.

ggesuale@enwinpowerlines.com

This cost allocation model is protected by copyright and is being made available to you solely for the purpose of preparing or reviewing an cost 
allocation filing.   You may use and copy this cost allocation model for that purpose, and provide a copy of this cost allocation model to any person 
that is advising or assisting you in that regard.  Except as indicated above, any copying, reproduction, publication, sale, adaptation, translation, 
modification, reverse engineering or other use or dissemination of this cost allocation model without the express written consent of the Ontario 
Energy Board is prohibited.  If you provide a copy of this cost allocation model to a person that is advising or assisting you in preparing or reviewing 
a cost allocation filing, you must ensure that the person understands and agrees to the restrictions noted above. 

**Please Note:  Colour Coding Legend **

INPUTS Brief explanation of what the pages do.
Enter LDC specific information and number of classes etc
Balance from approved 2006 EDR Trial Balance
Break out assets into detail functions - bulk deliver, primary and secondary

Input for miscellaneous data where necessary - TBD

Contact Information
Giovanna Gesuale

Manager, Regulatory Affairs

519-251-7330

EB-2007-0001

Ontario Energy Board
2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing

Enwin Powerlines Ltd.

Cost Allocation               
EB Number:

         

         

1. GENERAL

2. LDC INPUT - Rate Classes

3. LDC INPUT - Financial Data

I1
General

I2
Rate Classes
Declaration

E1
Categorization

Load 
Shapes         I4

Break Out Assets
I3 
Trial Balance Data

4. LDC INPUT - Customer Data and Operating Stats

E2
Allocators

E4
Trial Balance
Allocation Details

E5
Reconciliation

8. MODEL OUTPUT- Summaries by Rate Class   

5. MODEL PROCESS - Categorization - OEB Defaults

6. MODEL PROCESS - Allocators calculated from 4.   

7. MODEL PROCESS - Detail Cost Elements by Rate Class   

         I5 
Misc. Data

I7.1 
Meter 
Capital

I8 
Demand 
Data

I6 
Rate Class 
Stats

I9 
Direct 
Allocation

I7.2 
Meter 
Reading

E3
PLCC

O1 
Rev - Cost
Ratios

O2 
Fixed 
Charges
Floor & 
Ceiling

O3.1
Line Tran Unit 
Cost

O3.2
Substat Tran 
Unit Cost

O3.3
Primary Cost 
Pool

O4
Summary by 
Class & 
Accounts

O3.4 
Secondary Cost 
Pool

O7 
Amortization

06 
Source Data 
for E2

O5 
Details by 
Class & 
Accounts

O3.5
USL Metering 
Credit

O2.1
Line 
Transformer 
PLCC 
Adjustment

O2.2
Primary Cost 
PLCC Adjustment

O2.3
Secondary 
Cost PLCC 
Adjustment

mailto:ggesuale@enwinpowerlines.com


Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007
Sheet I2 Class Selection  - First Run  

First Run

Utility's Class Definition Current
1 Residential YES
2 GS <50 YES
3 GS>50-Regular YES
4 GS> 50-TOU NO
5 GS >50-Intermediate NO
6 Large Use >5MW YES
7 Street Light YES
8 Sentinel YES
9 Unmetered Scattered Load YES

10 Embedded Distributor NO
11 Back-up/Standby Power NO
12 Intermediate (3000 - 4999 kW) YES
13 Large Use - 3TS YES
14 Large Use - Ford Annex YES
15 Rate class 4 NO
16 Rate class 5 NO
17 Rate class 6 NO
18 Rate class 7 NO
19 Rate class 8 NO
20 Rate class 9 NO

** Space available for additional information about this run

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing

Click for Drop-Down 
Menu

If desired, provide a summary of this run                                  
(40 characters max.)

Instructions:
Step 1:  Pleae input your existing classes
Step 2:  If this is your first run, select "First Run" in the drop-down menu below
Step 3:  After all classes have been entered, Click the "Update" button in row E41

Update



Sheet I3 Trial Balance Data  - First Run  

$7,553,632

$814,881

$6,119,666

$1,012,930

$1,866,055

$0

$46,604,593 From this Sheet Differences?

$48,470,648 $48,470,646 Rev Req Matches

$186,509,456

$186,789,364 $186,789,365 Rate Base Matches

USoA 
Account 

#
Accounts

Financial Statement                
(EDR Sheet 2.4, 

Column P)
Model Adjustments Reclassify 

accounts Direct Allocation Reclassified Balance

1005 Cash $0 $0
1010 Cash Advances and Working Funds $0 $0
1020 Interest Special Deposits $0 $0
1030 Dividend Special Deposits $0 $0
1040 Other Special Deposits $0 $0
1060 Term Deposits $0 $0
1070 Current Investments $0 $0
1100 Customer Accounts Receivable $0 $0
1102 Accounts Receivable - Services $0 $0
1104 Accounts Receivable - Recoverable Work $0 $0
1105 Accounts Receivable - Merchandise, Jobbing, etc. $0 $0
1110 Other Accounts Receivable $0 $0
1120 Accrued Utility Revenues $0 $0
1130 Accumulated Provision for Uncollectible Accounts--

Credit $0 $0
1140 Interest and Dividends Receivable $0 $0
1150 Rents Receivable $0 $0
1170 Notes Receivable $0 $0
1180 Prepayments $0 $0
1190 Miscellaneous Current and Accrued Assets $0 $0
1200 Accounts Receivable from Associated Companies $0 $0
1210 Notes Receivable from Associated Companies $0 $0
1305 Fuel Stock $0 $0
1330 Plant Materials and Operating Supplies $0 $0
1340 Merchandise $0 $0
1350 Other Materials and Supplies $0 $0
1405 Long Term Investments in Non-Associated Companies $0 $0
1408 Long Term Receivable - Street Lighting Transfer $0 $0
1410 Other Special or Collateral Funds $0 $0
1415 Sinking Funds $0 $0

Uniform System of Accounts - Detail Accounts

Approved Transformer Ownership 
Allowance ($)

Rate Base to be Used in this model ($)

Approved Revenue Requirement ($)

Approved Rate Base ($)

EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Revenue Requirement to be Used in this 
model ($)

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.

Approved Low Voltage Wheeling 
Adjustment ($)

Approved Target Net Income ($)

Approved PILs ($)

Approved Interest ($) 

Approved Specific Service Charges ($)

Instructions:
Step 1:  Copy 2006 EDR Trial Balance values 
(Sheet 2-4, Column P17 to P446) to Column 
D21 of this worksheet.  Use the Edit - Paste 
Special - Values function.

Step 2:  Enter the amounts needed to be 
reclassified to column F.

Step 3:  Enter Target Net Income from 
approved EDR (Sheet 4-1, cell F23)

Step 4:  Enter PILs from approved EDR 
(Sheet 4-2, cell E15)

Step 5:  Enter Interest from approved EDR 
(Sheet 4-1, cell F21)

Step 6:  Enter specific service charges offset 
from approved EDR (Sheet 5-5, cell D19)

Step 7:  Enter Transformation Ownership 
Allowance Credit from approved EDR (Sheet 
6-3, cell R120)

Step 8:  Enter Low Voltage Wheeling 
Adjustment Credit from approved EDR                 
(Sheet ADJ 3, cell F46)

Step 9:  Enter Revenue Requirement from 
approved EDR (Sheet 5-1, cell F22)

Step 10:  Enter Total Rate Base from 
approved EDR (Sheet 3-1, cell F21)



1425 Unamortized Debt Expense $0 $0
1445 Unamortized Discount on Long-Term Debt--Debit $0 $0
1455 Unamortized Deferred Foreign Currency Translation 

Gains and Losses $0 $0
1460 Other Non-Current Assets $0 $0
1465 O.M.E.R.S. Past Service Costs $0 $0
1470 Past Service Costs - Employee Future Benefits $0 $0
1475 Past Service Costs - Other Pension Plans $0 $0
1480 Portfolio Investments - Associated Companies $0 $0
1485 Investment in Associated Companies - Significant 

Influence $0 $0
1490 Investment in Subsidiary Companies $0 $0
1505 Unrecovered Plant and Regulatory Study Costs $0 $0
1508 Other Regulatory Assets $0 $0
1510 Preliminary Survey and Investigation Charges $0 $0
1515 Emission Allowance Inventory $0 $0
1516 Emission Allowances Withheld $0 $0
1518 RCVARetail $0 $0
1520 Power Purchase Variance Account $0 $0
1525 Miscellaneous Deferred Debits $0 $0
1530 Deferred Losses from Disposition of Utility Plant $0 $0
1540 Unamortized Loss on Reacquired Debt $0 $0
1545 Development Charge Deposits/ Receivables $0 $0
1548 RCVASTR $0 $0
1560 Deferred Development Costs $0 $0
1562 Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes $0 $0
1563 Account 1563 - Deferred PILs Contra Account $0 $0
1565 Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures 

and Recoveries $454,545 $454,545
1570 Qualifying Transition Costs $0 $0
1571 Pre-market Opening Energy Variance $0 $0
1572 Extraordinary Event Costs $0 $0
1574 Deferred Rate Impact Amounts $0 $0
1580 RSVAWMS $0 $0
1582 RSVAONE-TIME $0 $0
1584 RSVANW $0 $0
1586 RSVACN $0 $0
1588 RSVAPOWER $0 $0
1590 Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances $0 $0
1605 Electric Plant in Service - Control Account $0 $0
1606 Organization $0 $0
1608 Franchises and Consents $0 $0
1610 Miscellaneous Intangible Plant $0 $0
1615 Land $0 $0
1616 Land Rights $0 $0
1620 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0
1630 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0
1635 Boiler Plant Equipment $0 $0
1640 Engines and Engine-Driven Generators $0 $0
1645 Turbogenerator Units $0 $0
1650 Reservoirs, Dams and Waterways $0 $0
1655 Water Wheels, Turbines and Generators $0 $0
1660 Roads, Railroads and Bridges $0 $0
1665 Fuel Holders, Producers and Accessories $0 $0
1670 Prime Movers $0 $0
1675 Generators $0 $0
1680 Accessory Electric Equipment $0 $0
1685 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment $0 $0
1705 Land $0 $0
1706 Land Rights $0 $0
1708 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0
1710 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0
1715 Station Equipment $0 $0
1720 Towers and Fixtures $0 $0
1725 Poles and Fixtures $0 $0
1730 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0
1735 Underground Conduit $0 $0
1740 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0
1745 Roads and Trails $34,358,710 ($27,796,460) $6,562,250
1805 Land $182,807 $182,807
1806 Land Rights $30,889 $30,889
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $117,285 $117,285
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0

1815
Transformer Station Equipment - Normally Primary 
above 50 kV $4,104,900 $27,796,460 $27,796,460 $4,104,900

1820
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally Primary 
below 50 kV $2,216,807 $2,216,807

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $52,662,762 ($1,686,778) $50,975,984
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $59,650,111 ($7,404,841) $52,245,270
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $40,461,338 $40,461,338
1855 Services $0 $9,091,619 $9,091,619
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $6,318,320
1865 Other Installations on Customer's Premises $0 $0
1870 Leased Property on Customer Premises $0 $0
1875 Street Lighting and Signal Systems $0 $0
1905 Land $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0



1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $7,946 $7,946
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $294,500 $294,500
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $771,789 $771,789
1965 Water Heater Rental Units $0 $0
1970 Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0
1975 Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0
1985 Sentinel Lighting Rental Units $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0
1995 Contributions and Grants - Credit ($4,691,492) ($4,691,492)
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0
2020 Experimental Electric Plant Unclassified $0 $0
2030 Electric Plant and Equipment Leased to Others $0 $0
2040 Electric Plant Held for Future Use $0 $0
2050 Completed Construction Not Classified--Electric $0 $0
2055 Construction Work in Progress--Electric $0 $0
2060 Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustment $0 $0
2065 Other Electric Plant Adjustment $0 $0
2070 Other Utility Plant $0 $0
2075 Non-Utility Property Owned or Under Capital Leases $0 $0
2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - Property, 

Plant, & Equipment ($33,105,275) ($2,831,506) ($2,831,506) ($33,105,275)
2120 Accumulated Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - 

Intangibles $0 $0
2140 Accumulated Amortization of Electric Plant Acquisition 

Adjustment $0 $0
2160 Accumulated Amortization of Other Utility Plant ($3,981,970) $2,831,506 ($1,150,464)
2180 Accumulated Amortization of Non-Utility Property $0 $0
2205 Accounts Payable $0 $0
2208 Customer Credit Balances $0 $0
2210 Current Portion of Customer Deposits $0 $0
2215 Dividends Declared $0 $0
2220 Miscellaneous Current and Accrued Liabilities $0 $0
2225 Notes and Loans Payable $0 $0
2240 Accounts Payable to Associated Companies $0 $0
2242 Notes Payable to Associated Companies $0 $0
2250 Debt Retirement Charges( DRC) Payable $0 $0
2252 Transmission Charges Payable $0 $0
2254 Electrical Safety Authority Fees Payable $0 $0
2256 Independent Market Operator Fees and Penalties 

Payable $0 $0
2260 Current Portion of Long Term Debt $0 $0
2262 Ontario Hydro Debt - Current Portion $0 $0
2264 Pensions and Employee Benefits - Current Portion $0 $0
2268 Accrued Interest on Long Term Debt $0 $0
2270 Matured Long Term Debt $0 $0
2272 Matured Interest on Long Term Debt $0 $0
2285 Obligations Under Capital Leases--Current $0 $0
2290 Commodity Taxes $0 $0
2292 Payroll Deductions / Expenses Payable $0 $0
2294 Accrual for Taxes, Payments in Lieu of Taxes, Etc. $0 $0
2296 Future Income Taxes - Current $0 $0
2305 Accumulated Provision for Injuries and Damages $0 $0
2306 Employee Future Benefits $0 $0
2308 Other Pensions - Past Service Liability $0 $0
2310 Vested Sick Leave Liability $0 $0
2315 Accumulated Provision for Rate Refunds $0 $0
2320 Other Miscellaneous Non-Current Liabilities $0 $0
2325 Obligations Under Capital Lease--Non-Current $0 $0
2330 Development Charge Fund $0 $0
2335 Long Term Customer Deposits $0 $0
2340 Collateral Funds Liability $0 $0
2345 Unamortized Premium on Long Term Debt $0 $0
2348 O.M.E.R.S. - Past Service Liability - Long Term Portion $0 $0
2350 Future Income Tax - Non-Current $0 $0
2405 Other Regulatory Liabilities $0 $0
2410 Deferred Gains from Disposition of Utility Plant $0 $0
2415 Unamortized Gain on Reacquired Debt $0 $0
2425 Other Deferred Credits $0 $0
2435 Accrued Rate-Payer Benefit $0 $0
2505 Debentures Outstanding - Long Term Portion $0 $0
2510 Debenture Advances $0 $0
2515 Reacquired Bonds $0 $0
2520 Other Long Term Debt $0 $0
2525 Term Bank Loans - Long Term Portion $0 $0
2530 Ontario Hydro Debt Outstanding - Long Term Portion $0 $0
2550 Advances from Associated Companies $0 $0
3005 Common Shares Issued $0 $0
3008 Preference Shares Issued $0 $0



3010 Contributed Surplus $0 $0
3020 Donations Received $0 $0
3022 Development Charges Transferred to Equity $0 $0
3026 Capital Stock Held in Treasury $0 $0
3030 Miscellaneous Paid-In Capital $0 $0
3035 Installments Received on Capital Stock $0 $0
3040 Appropriated Retained Earnings $0 $0
3045 Unappropriated Retained Earnings $0 $0
3046 Balance Transferred From Income $0 $0 $1,134,635 ($6,418,997)
3047 Appropriations of Retained Earnings - Current Period $0 $0
3048 Dividends Payable-Preference Shares $0 $0
3049 Dividends Payable-Common Shares $0 $0
3055 Adjustment to Retained Earnings $0 $0
3065 Unappropriated Undistributed Subsidiary Earnings $0 $0
4006 Residential Energy Sales ($32,293,658) ($32,293,658)
4010 Commercial Energy Sales ($13,173,920) ($13,173,920)
4015 Industrial Energy Sales ($29,177,312) ($29,177,312)
4020 Energy Sales to Large Users ($4,956,651) ($4,956,651)
4025 Street Lighting Energy Sales ($993,018) ($993,018)
4030 Sentinel Lighting Energy Sales ($54,069) ($54,069)
4035 General Energy Sales ($57,785,437) ($57,785,437)
4040 Other Energy Sales to Public Authorities $0 $0
4045 Energy Sales to Railroads and Railways $0 $0
4050 Revenue Adjustment $0 $0
4055 Energy Sales for Resale $0 $0
4060 Interdepartmental Energy Sales $0 $0
4062 Billed WMS ($16,943,278) ($16,943,278)
4064 Billed-One-Time $3,911,086 ($4,072,019) ($160,933)
4066 Billed NW ($17,164,786) ($17,164,786)
4068 Billed CN ($9,745,750) ($9,745,750)
4080 Distribution Services Revenue ($36,043,431) $9,043,005 ($45,086,436)
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0 $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues $0 $0
4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588) ($281,588)
4105 Transmission Charges Revenue $0 $0
4110 Transmission Services Revenue $0 $0
4205 Interdepartmental Rents $0 $0
4210 Rent from Electric Property ($31,906) ($31,906)
4215 Other Utility Operating Income ($7,015) ($7,015)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0 $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622) ($951,622)
4230 Sales of Water and Water Power ($400,973) ($400,973)
4235 Miscellaneous Service Revenues ($393,240) $393,240 ($1,012,930)
4240 Provision for Rate Refunds $0 $0
4245 Government Assistance Directly Credited to Income $0 $0
4305 Regulatory Debits $0 $0
4310 Regulatory Credits $0 $0
4315 Revenues from Electric Plant Leased to Others ($625,843) ($625,843)
4320 Expenses of Electric Plant Leased to Others $0 $0
4325 Revenues from Merchandise, Jobbing, Etc. $0 $0
4330 Costs and Expenses of Merchandising, Jobbing, Etc. $0 $0
4335 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument Hedges $0 $0
4340 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument 

Investments $0 $0
4345 Gains from Disposition of Future Use Utility Plant $0 $0
4350 Losses from Disposition of Future Use Utility Plant $0 $0
4355 Gain on Disposition of Utility and Other Property $0 $0
4360 Loss on Disposition of Utility and Other Property $6,171 $6,171
4365 Gains from Disposition of Allowances for Emission $0 $0
4370 Losses from Disposition of Allowances for Emission $0 $0
4375 Revenues from Non-Utility Operations $0 $0
4380 Expenses of Non-Utility Operations $0 $0
4385 Non-Utility Rental Income ($964,736) ($964,736)
4390 Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income ($125,831) ($125,831)
4395 Rate-Payer Benefit Including Interest $0 $0
4398 Foreign Exchange Gains and Losses, Including 

Amortization $474 $474
4405 Interest and Dividend Income ($48,627) ($48,627)
4415 Equity in Earnings of Subsidiary Companies $0 $0
4505 Operation Supervision and Engineering $0 $0
4510 Fuel $0 $0
4515 Steam Expense $0 $0
4520 Steam From Other Sources $0 $0
4525 Steam Transferred--Credit $0 $0
4530 Electric Expense $0 $0
4535 Water For Power $0 $0
4540 Water Power Taxes $0 $0
4545 Hydraulic Expenses $0 $0
4550 Generation Expense $0 $0
4555 Miscellaneous Power Generation Expenses $0 $0
4560 Rents $0 $0
4565 Allowances for Emissions $0 $0
4605 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0
4610 Maintenance of Structures $0 $0
4615 Maintenance of Boiler Plant $0 $0
4620 Maintenance of Electric Plant $0 $0
4625 Maintenance of Reservoirs, Dams and Waterways $0 $0
4630 Maintenance of Water Wheels, Turbines and 

Generators $0 $0



4635 Maintenance of Generating and Electric Plant $0 $0
4640 Maintenance of Miscellaneous Power Generation Plant $19,968,589 ($19,968,589) $0
4705 Power Purchased $120,621,746 $17,812,317 $138,434,063
4708 Charges-WMS $14,787,005 $2,156,272 $16,943,277
4710 Cost of Power Adjustments $8,465,122 $8,465,122
4712 Charges-One-Time ($3,911,086) $4,072,019 $160,933
4714 Charges-NW $17,164,787 $17,164,787
4715 System Control and Load Dispatching $0 $0
4716 Charges-CN $9,745,751 $9,745,751
4720 Other Expenses $0 $0
4725 Competition Transition Expense $0 $0
4730 Rural Rate Assistance Expense $0 $0
4805 Operation Supervision and Engineering $355,142 ($355,142) $0
4810 Load Dispatching $0 $0
4815 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expenses $0 $0
4820 Transformer Station Equipment - Operating Labour $0 $0
4825 Transformer Station Equipment - Operating Supplies 

and Expense $0 $0
4830 Overhead Line Expenses $0 $0
4835 Underground Line Expenses $0 $0
4840 Transmission of Electricity by Others $0 $0
4845 Miscellaneous Transmission Expense $0 $0
4850 Rents $0 $0
4905 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0
4910 Maintenance of Transformer Station Buildings and 

Fixtures $0 $0
4916 Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment $0 $0
4930 Maintenance of Towers, Poles and Fixtures $0 $0
4935 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0
4940 Maintenance of Overhead Lines - Right of Way $0 $0
4945 Maintenance of Overhead Lines - Roads and Trails 

Repairs $0 $0
4950 Maintenance of Overhead Lines - Snow Removal from 

Roads and Trails $0 $0
4960 Maintenance of Underground Lines $0 $0
4965 Maintenance of Miscellaneous Transmission Plant $0 $0
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $343,099
5010 Load Dispatching $0 $0
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 $0
5014 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation Labour $0 $0
5015 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation Supplies 

and Expenses $0 $0
5016 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation Labour $0 $0
5017 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation Supplies 

and Expenses $0 $0
5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Operation 

Labour $0 $0
5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Operation 

Supplies and Expenses $628,438 $628,438
5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - Operation $0 $0
5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation $53,945 $225,405 $279,350
5040 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Operation Labour $0 $0
5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Operation 

Supplies & Expenses $409,273 $409,273
5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders - Operation $0 $0
5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - Operation $122,681 $512,613 $635,294
5060 Street Lighting and Signal System Expense $0 $0
5065 Meter Expense $0 $315,195 $315,195
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919 $11,919
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $34,648
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental 

Paid $0 $0
5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0
5096 Other Rent $0 $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0
5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - Distribution 

Stations $0 $0
5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment $0 $0
5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment $57,465 $355,142 $355,142 $57,465
5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0
5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $626,218 $626,218
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Right of 

Way $459,426 $459,426
5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0
5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $202,386 $202,386
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $269,967 $1,128,037 $118,473 $1,516,477
5165 Maintenance of Street Lighting and Signal Systems $0 $0
5170 Sentinel Lights - Labour $0 $0
5172 Sentinel Lights - Materials and Expenses $0 $0
5175 Maintenance of Meters $100 $458,767 $458,867
5178 Customer Installations Expenses- Leased Property $0 $0
5185 Water Heater Rentals - Labour $0 $0
5186 Water Heater Rentals - Materials and Expenses $0 $0
5190 Water Heater Controls - Labour $0 $0
5192 Water Heater Controls - Materials and Expenses $0 $0



5195 Maintenance of Other Installations on Customer 
Premises ($39,385) ($39,385)

5205 Purchase of Transmission and System Services $0 $0
5210 Transmission Charges $0 $0
5215 Transmission Charges Recovered $0 $0
5305 Supervision $0 $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $0 $1,574,024 $1,574,024
5315 Customer Billing $0 $3,715,267 $3,715,267
5320 Collecting $0 $259,921 $259,921
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $510,143 $510,143
5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts Expenses $0 $0
5405 Supervision $0 $0
5410 Community Relations - Sundry $1,000 $1,000
5415 Energy Conservation $0 $0
5420 Community Safety Program $9,857 $9,857
5425 Miscellaneous Customer Service and Informational 

Expenses $0 $0
5505 Supervision $0 $0
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense $0 $0
5515 Advertising Expense $0 $0
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense $0 $0
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses $0 $0
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses $412,551 $412,551
5615 General Administrative Salaries and Expenses ($1,803,959) ($1,803,959)
5620 Office Supplies and Expenses $47,967 $47,967
5625 Administrative Expense Transferred Credit $0 $0
5630 Outside Services Employed $17,468,288 ($6,441,647) $11,026,641
5635 Property Insurance $261,403 $261,403
5640 Injuries and Damages $187,681 $187,681
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits $2,292,574 $2,292,574
5650 Franchise Requirements $0 $0
5655 Regulatory Expenses $175,626 $175,626
5660 General Advertising Expenses $33,062 $33,062
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses $51,530 $0 $51,530
5670 Rent $0 $0
5675 Maintenance of General Plant ($511,349) ($511,349)
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees $14,275 $14,275
5685 Independent Market Operator Fees and Penalties $0 $0
5705 Amortization Expense - Property, Plant, and Equipment $8,546,993 $701,521 $701,521 $8,546,993
5710 Amortization of Limited Term Electric Plant $0 $0
5715 Amortization of Intangibles and Other Electric Plant $0 $0
5720 Amortization of Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustments $0 $0
5725 Miscellaneous Amortization $436,093 ($701,521) ($265,428)
5730 Amortization of Unrecovered Plant and Regulatory 

Study Costs $0 $0
5735 Amortization of Deferred Development Costs $0 $0
5740 Amortization of Deferred Charges $0 $0
6005 Interest on Long Term Debt $0 $0 $919,238 $5,200,428
6010 Amortization of Debt Discount and Expense $0 $0
6015 Amortization of Premium on Debt Credit $0 $0
6020 Amortization of Loss on Reacquired Debt $0 $0
6025 Amortization of Gain on Reacquired Debt--Credit $0 $0
6030 Interest on Debt to Associated Companies $0 $0
6035 Other Interest Expense $0 $0
6040 Allowance for Borrowed Funds Used During 

Construction--Credit $0 $0
6042 Allowance For Other Funds Used During Construction $0 $0
6045 Interest Expense on Capital Lease Obligations $0 $0
6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes $142,542 $142,542
6110 Income Taxes $418,089 ($418,089) $122,404 $692,477
6115 Provision for Future Income Taxes $0 $0
6205 Donations $0 $0
6210 Life Insurance $0 $0
6215 Penalties $0 $0
6225 Other Deductions $0 $0
6305 Extraordinary Income $0 $0
6310 Extraordinary Deductions $0 $0
6315 Income Taxes, Extraordinary Items $0 $0
6405 Discontinues Operations - Income/ Gains $0 $0
6410 Discontinued Operations - Deductions/ Losses $0 $0
6415 Income Taxes, Discontinued Operations $0 $0

$0

Asset Accounts Directly Allocated $24,964,954

$2,098,305Income Statement Accounts Directly Allocated

Reclassification Equals to Zero.  
O.K. to Proceed.



Sheet I4 Break Out Worksheet  - First Run  

$154,442,182

5705 5710 5715 5720

Account Description Break out 
Functions  BREAK OUT (%)  BREAK OUT ($)  After BO Contributed 

Capital - 1995

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 
2105 Capital 
Contribution  

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2105 Fixed 
Assets Only 

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2120 

 Asset net of 
Accumulated 

Depreciation and 
Contributed 

Capital 

Amortization 
Expense - 

Property, Plant, 
and Equipment

Amortization of 
Limited Term 
Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Intangibles and 
Other Electric 

Plant

Amortization of 
Electric Plant 
Acquisition 

Adjustments

1565 Conservation and Demand 
Management $454,545 -                       454,545               454,545               

$36,364
1805 Land $182,807 ($182,807) -                       
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 -                       -                       
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV 100.00% $182,807 182,807               182,807               
1806 Land Rights $30,889 ($30,889) -                       
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 -                       -                       
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV 100.00% $30,889 30,889                 30,889                 
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $117,285 ($117,285) -                       
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 -                       -                       
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV 100.00% $117,285 117,285               (19,418)$                     97,867                 $7,940 
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 -                       
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 -                       -                       
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV 100.00% $0 -                       -                       

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary above 50 kV $4,104,900 $0 4,104,900            

(600,055)$                   
3,504,845            

$139,519 

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV $2,216,807 ($2,216,807) -                       -                       

1820-1
Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV 
(Bulk)

$0 -                       -                       

1820-2
Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV 
Primary)

100.00% $2,216,807 2,216,807            
(617,373)$                   

1,599,434            
$96,206 

1820-3
Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV 
(Wholesale Meters)

0.00% $0 -                       -                       

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 -                       

1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 
50 kV $0 -                       -                       

1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment 
<50 kV 100.00% $0 -                       -                       

1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $50,975,984 ($50,975,984) -                       

1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 -                       -                       

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Primary 65.37% $33,323,001 33,323,001          

($232,345) $14,136 (6,605,578)$                
26,499,213          

$1,835,256 

1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Secondary 34.63% $17,652,983 17,652,983          

($123,086) $7,488 (3,499,329)$                
14,038,057          

$972,234 

1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 -                       

1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 -                       -                       

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Primary $0 -                       -                       

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary 100.00% $0 -                       -                       

1840 Underground Conduit $52,245,270 ($52,245,270) 0-                          

1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk 
Delivery $0 -                       -                       

1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary 45.19% $23,609,637 23,609,637          ($1,070,882) $97,626 (4,765,536)$                17,870,845          $1,358,835 
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary 54.81% $28,635,633 28,635,633          ($1,298,850) $118,408 (5,780,019)$                21,675,172          $1,648,102 

1845 Underground Conductors and 
Devices $0 $0 -                       

1845-3 Underground Conductors and 
Devices - Bulk Delivery $0 -                       -                       

1845-4 Underground Conductors and 
Devices - Primary $0 -                       -                       

1845-5 Underground Conductors and 
Devices - Secondary 100.00% $0 -                       -                       

1850 Line Transformers $40,461,338 $0 40,461,338          ($1,899,506) $157,743 (7,702,065)$                31,017,510          $1,988,480 

1855 Services $9,091,619 $0 9,091,619            (2,050,941)$                7,040,678            $9,000 

1860 Meters $6,318,320 $0 6,318,320            ($66,823) $8,177 (1,496,066)$                4,763,608            $327,838 

Total $166,199,761 $0 $166,199,761 ($4,691,492) $403,578 ($33,136,380) $0 128,775,467        $8,419,774 $0 $0 $0

SUB TOTAL from I3 $166,199,761   

5705 5710 5715 5720

EXPENSE ITEMSBALANCE SHEET ITEMS

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Enter Net Fixed Assets from approved 
EDR, Sheet 3-1, cell F12 

RATE BASE AND DISTRIBUTION ASSETS

Instructions:
This is an input sheet for the Break Out of Distribution Assets, Contributed Capital, Amortization, and Amortization Expenses.
**Please see Handbook for detailed instructions**



Sheet I4 Break Out Worksheet  - First Run  

$154,442,182

5705 5710 5715 5720

Account Description Break out 
Functions  BREAK OUT (%)  BREAK OUT ($)  After BO Contributed 

Capital - 1995

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 
2105 Capital 
Contribution  

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2105 Fixed 
Assets Only 

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2120 

 Asset net of 
Accumulated 

Depreciation and 
Contributed 

Capital 

Amortization 
Expense - 

Property, Plant, 
and Equipment

Amortization of 
Limited Term 
Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Intangibles and 
Other Electric 

Plant

Amortization of 
Electric Plant 
Acquisition 

Adjustments

EXPENSE ITEMSBALANCE SHEET ITEMS

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Enter Net Fixed Assets from approved 
EDR, Sheet 3-1, cell F12 

RATE BASE AND DISTRIBUTION ASSETS

Instructions:
This is an input sheet for the Break Out of Distribution Assets, Contributed Capital, Amortization, and Amortization Expenses.
**Please see Handbook for detailed instructions**

General 
Plant

Break out 
Functions

Contributed 
Capital - 1995

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 
2105 Capital 
Contribution  

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2105 Fixed 
Assets Only 

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2120 
 Net Asset 

Amortization 
Expense - 

Property, Plant, 
and Equipment

Amortization of 
Limited Term 
Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Intangibles and 
Other Electric 

Plant

Amortization of 
Electric Plant 
Acquisition 

Adjustments
1905 Land $0 -                       -$                     
1906 Land Rights $0 -                       -$                     
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 -                       -$                     
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 -                       -$                     
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 -                       -$                     
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 -                       -$                     
1925 Computer Software $0 -                       -$                     
1930 Transportation Equipment $7,946 7,946                    $                          (222) 7,724$                                               252 

1935 Stores Equipment $0 -                       -$                     
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage 

Equipment $0 
-                       -$                     

1945 Measurement and Testing 
Equipment $294,500 

294,500                $                   (141,419) 153,081$                                      34,109 

1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 -                       -$                     
1955 Communication Equipment $0 -                       -$                     
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $771,789 771,789                $                   (230,832) 540,957$                                      92,858 

1970 Load Management Controls - 
Customer Premises $0 

-                       -$                     
1975 Load Management Controls - Utility 

Premises $0 
-                       -$                     

1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 -                       -$                     
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 -                       -$                     
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 -                       -$                     
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 -                       -$                     

Total $1,074,234 $0 $1,074,234 $0 $0 ($372,473) $0 $701,761 $127,219 $0 $0 $0
SUB TOTAL from I3 $1,074,234
I3 Directly Allocated $24,964,954
Grand Total $192,238,949 $0 $167,273,995 ($4,691,492) $403,578 ($33,508,853) $0 $129,477,228 $8,546,993 $0 $0 $0



Sheet I4 Break Out Worksheet  - First Run  

$154,442,182

5705 5710 5715 5720

Account Description Break out 
Functions  BREAK OUT (%)  BREAK OUT ($)  After BO Contributed 

Capital - 1995

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 
2105 Capital 
Contribution  

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2105 Fixed 
Assets Only 

 Accumulated 
Depreciation - 

2120 

 Asset net of 
Accumulated 

Depreciation and 
Contributed 

Capital 

Amortization 
Expense - 

Property, Plant, 
and Equipment

Amortization of 
Limited Term 
Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Intangibles and 
Other Electric 

Plant

Amortization of 
Electric Plant 
Acquisition 

Adjustments

EXPENSE ITEMSBALANCE SHEET ITEMS

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Enter Net Fixed Assets from approved 
EDR, Sheet 3-1, cell F12 

RATE BASE AND DISTRIBUTION ASSETS

Instructions:
This is an input sheet for the Break Out of Distribution Assets, Contributed Capital, Amortization, and Amortization Expenses.
**Please see Handbook for detailed instructions**

  

1995 Contributed Capital - 1995 ($4,691,492) $4,691,492 Balanced
2105  Accumulated Depreciation - 2105 ($33,105,275) $33,105,275 Balanced
2120  Accumulated Depreciation - 2120 $0 $0 Balanced

Total ($37,796,767)

Net Assets $154,442,182
Net Fixed Assets 

Match EDR

Amortization Expenses

5705 Amortization Expense - Property, 
Plant, and Equipment $8,546,993 ($8,546,993) Balanced

5710 Amortization of Limited Term 
Electric Plant $0 $0 Balanced

5715 Amortization of Intangibles and 
Other Electric Plant $0 $0 Balanced

5720 Amortization of Electric Plant 
Acquisition Adjustments $0 $0 Balanced

Total Amortization Expense $8,546,993

To be Prorated



Sheet I5 Miscellaneous Data Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6

 Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW 

8.05 22.61 300.01 5964.18

0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

kMs of Roads in Service Area Where 
Distribution Lines Exist 1134.493

Deemed Equity Component                             
of Rate Base (%) 45%

Instructions (Cont'd):
Step 3:  Insert Approved Monthly 
Service Charge (Please refer to 
Approved EDR Sheet 8-5    column 
W)

Step 4:  Insert Smart Meter Adder 
Included in Approved Monthly 
Service Charge (Please refer to 
Approved EDR Sheet 8-5 column 
T)



7 8 9 12 13 14

 Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - 

Ford Annex 

1.76 4.52 26.5 400.8 20047.7 92838.82

0.27 0.27 0.27



Sheet I6 Customer Data Worksheet  - First Run  

Total kWhs 3,077,278,538         

Total kWs 4,902,083                 

Total Approved Distribution 
Revenue ($) $45,086,436

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

ID  Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - 
Ford Annex 

kWh from approved EDR model, 
Sheet 7-1, Col M CEN 3,077,278,538    673,872,389       251,217,394       1,053,221,287    442,904,044       16,439,727          1,173,917            4,633,951            96,780,188          455,210,512       81,825,128          
kW from approved EDR model, Sheet 
7-1, Col S CDEM 4,902,083            2,707,203            838,394               237,020               981,974               137,491               
kW, included in CDEM, from 
customers with line transformer 
allowance from approved EDR model, 
Sheet 6-3, Col P 3,001,264            943,875               838,394               237,020               981,974               
Optional - kWh, included in CEN, from 
customers that receive a line 
transformation allowance on a kWh 
basis.  In most cases this will not be 
applicable and will be left blank. -                            
KWh excluding KWh from Wholesale 
Market Participants CEN EWMP 2,574,474,498    673,872,389       251,217,394       1,053,221,287    196,873,941       16,439,727          1,173,917            4,633,951            96,780,188          280,261,703       -                            

kWh - 30 year weather normalized 
amount 3,035,355,566    663,088,849       249,029,827       1,071,475,240    397,135,799       16,529,369          1,128,324            4,520,137            95,428,037          455,193,125       81,826,860          

Approved Distribution Rev from 
approved EDR, Sheet 7-1, Col AK  + 
Sheet 7-3 Col H CREV $45,086,436 $20,159,314 $5,491,607 $12,822,895 $1,870,843 $486,780 $82,292 $225,116 $111,795 $2,721,731 $1,114,063
Bad Debt 3 Year Historical Average 
from Approved EDR Model BDHA $767,732 $617,492 $99,517 $50,390 $0 $0 $332 $0 $0 $0 $0
Late Payment 3 Year Historical 
Average LPHA $957,294 $578,134 $149,246 $199,585 $20,858 $1,101 $2,854 $5,516 $0

Weighting Factor - Services 1.0 2.0 10.0 30.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0
Weighting Factor - Billings 1.0 2.0 7.0 15.0 1.0 0.1 5.0 7.0 15.0 15.0
Number of Bills CNB 1,005,792            901,284               84,540                 15,120                 72                         12                         4,320                   336                       60                         36                         12                         
Number of Connections (Unmetered) CCON 25,267                 23,042                 1,517                   708                       

Total Number of Customer from 
Approved EDR, Sheet 7-1, Col H 
excluding connections CCA 83,812                 75,107                 7,045                   1,260                   6                           1                           360                       28                         5                           -                            -                            
Bulk Customer Base CCB -                            
Primary Customer Base CCP 83,812                 75,107                 7,045                   1,260                   6                           1                           360                       28                         5                           -                            -                            
Line Transformer Customer Base CCLT 83,622                 75,107                 6,966                   1,160                   1                           360                       28                         -                            
Secondary Customer Base CCS 83,087                 75,107                 6,966                   625                       1                           360                       28                         

Weighted - Services CWCS 120,556               75,107                 13,932                 6,250                   -                            23,042                 1,517                   708                       -                            -                            -                            
Weighted Meter -Capital CWMC 9,261,430            4,182,210            2,550,810            2,348,510            110,000               -                            -                            -                            29,900                 -                            40,000                 
Weighted Meter Reading CWMR 1,368,180            978,612               250,860               121,656               6,468                   -                            -                            -                            4,704                   3,528                   2,352                   
Weighted Bills CWNB 1,180,548            901,284               169,080               105,840               1,080                   12                         432                       1,680                   420                       540                       180                       

Data Mismatch Analysis 
Revenue with 30 year weather 
normalized kWh 44,737,220          19,836,717          5,443,787            13,045,136          1,677,516            489,435               79,096                 219,587               110,233               2,721,627            1,114,087            

Billing Data

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



 Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - 
Ford Annex 

kWh - 30 year weather normalized amount 3,128,458,594    686,495,885       257,496,841       1,115,727,167    402,060,283       17,066,574          1,109,932            4,764,224            99,340,587          461,383,752       83,013,349          
2006 EDR Distribution Loss Factor                   1.0353                   1.0340                   1.0413                   1.0124                   1.0325                   0.9837                   1.0540                   1.0410                   1.0136                   1.0145 

Bad Debt Data from EDR 2006

Sheet ADJ5 rows 26 - 32, column E 1,606,041            1,281,728            211,946               112,016               351                       
Sheet ADJ5 rows 26 - 32, column F 187,010               152,842               23,657                 10,467                 44                         
Sheet ADJ5 rows 26 - 32, column G 510,144               417,906               62,949                 28,688                 601                       
Three-year average 767,732               617,492               99,517                 50,390                 -                            -                            332                       -                            -                            -                            -                            

Weather Normalized Data from Hydro 



Sheet I7.1 Meter Capital Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3

Allocation Percentage                                
Weighted Factor 45.16%

Cost Relative to 
Residential Average Cost 1.00

Total 75107 4182210 55.68335841

Meter Types Cost per Meter (Installed)

Single Phase 200 Amp - Urban 50 73,107 3655350

Single Phase 200 Amp - Rural 150 0
Central Meter 250 0
Network Meter (Costs to be 
updated) 225 1,754 394650
Three-phase - No demand 210 171 35910
Smart Meters 300 0
Demand without IT (usually 
three-phase) 500 22 11000
Demand with IT 2,100 1 2100
Demand with IT and Interval 
Capability - Secondary 2,300 0
Demand with IT and Interval 
Capability - Primary 10,000 0
Demand with IT and Interval 
Capability -Special (WMP) 40,000 0
Single Phase with IT - no 
demand 1600 52 83200
LDC Specific 2 0
LDC Specific 3 0

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Residential
1



1 2 3 1 2 3

28% 25%

6.50 33.47

7045 2550810 362.0738112 1260 2348510 1863.896825

3,424 171200 0

0 0
7 1750 0

60 13500 0
2,256 473760 1 210

0 0

492 246000 204 102000
710 1491000 901 1892100

0 154 354200

0 0

0 0

96 153600 0
0 0
0 0

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

GS <50 GS>50-Regular
2 3



1 2 3 1 2 3

1% 0%

179.59 -

11 110000 10000 0 0 -

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0  0
0  0

0 0

11 110000 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

  

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Large Use >5MW Street Light
6 7



1 2 3 1 2 3

0% 0%

- -

0 0 - 0 0 -

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0  0
0  0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

  

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Sentinel Unmetered Scattered Load
8 9



1 2 3 1 2 3

0% 0%

41.30 -

13 29900 2300 0 0 -

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0  0  
0  0  

13 29900 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

  

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Large Use - 3TSIntermediate (3000 - 4999 kW)
12 13



1 2 3 1 2 3

0% 100%

179.59 1.99

4 40000 10000 83440 9261430 110.9950863

0 76,531 3826550

0 0 0
0 7 1750

0 1,814 408150
0 2,428 509880
0 0 0

0  718 359000
0  1,612 3385200  

0 167 384100

4 40000 15 150000

0 0 0

0 148 236800
0 0 0
0 0 0

  

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Number of           
Meters

Weighted 
Metering Costs 

Weighted 
Average Costs 

Large Use - Ford Annex TOTAL
14



Sheet I7.2 Meter Reading Worksheet  - First Run  

Description

Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs Units Weighted 

Factor
Weighted 

Average Costs Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs Units Weighted 

Factor
Weighted 

Average Costs Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs Units Weighted 

Factor
Weighted 

Average Costs Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs Units Weighted 

Factor
Weighted 

Average Costs Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs Units Weighted 

Factor
Weighted 

Average Costs Units Weighted 
Factor

Weighted 
Average Costs

71.53% 18.34% 8.89% 0.47% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.34% 0.26% 0.17% 100.00%

1.00 2.73 7.41 45.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 45.13 45.13 45.13 191.66

           901,284            978,612 1.09                             84,540            250,860 2.97                             15,120            121,656 8.05                                 132                6,468 49.00                                    -                      - 0                      -                      - 0                      -                      - 0                    96                4,704 49.00                                  72                3,528 49.00                                  48                2,352 49.00               1,001,292         1,368,180         208                 

Factor

Residential - Urban - 1.00 1,080 1,080  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1,080               1,080               
Residential - Urban - 
Outside with other serv ices

1.00 822,876 822,876 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
822,876           822,876           

Residential - Urban - Inside 2.00 77,328 154,656  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  77,328             154,656           
Residential - Urban - Inside - 
with other serv ices

1.00 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
-                     -                     

Residential - Rural - Outside  3.00 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -                     -                     
Residential - Rural - Outside 
with other serv ices

2.00 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
-                     -                     

LDC Specif ic 1 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -                     -                     
LDC Specif ic 2 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -                     -                     
GS - Walking 2.00 0  2,760 5,520  432 864  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3,192               6,384               
GS - Walking - with other 
serv ices

3.00 0  77,136 231,408  12,276 36,828  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
89,412             268,236           

GS - Vehicle with other 
serv ices --- TOU Read

3.00 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
-                     -                     

GS - Vehicle with other 
serv ices

3.00 0  4,644 13,932  744 2,232  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
5,388               16,164             

LDC Specif ic 3 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  -                     -                     
LDC Specif ic 4 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -                     -                     
Interv al 49.00 0 0 1,668 81,732 132 6,468 0 0 0 96 4,704 72 3,528 48 2,352 2,016               98,784             
LDC Specif ic 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -                     -                     
LDC Specif ic 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -                     -                     

Allocation Percentage                                
Weighted Factor
Cost Relative to 

Residential Average Cost

Total

2006 Cost 
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-

##################################################################

Weighting Factors based 
on Contractor Pricing

 Residential 

1

 GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered Scattered Load TOTAL Large Use - Ford Annex  Intermediate (3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS 

2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14



1
2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
1112
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
28
29

30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60

61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70
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Sheet I8 Demand Data Worksheet  - First Run  

4 CP
4 NCP

Indicator
CP 1
CP 4

CP 12

 Indicator 
NCP 1 
NCP 4

NCP 12

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

1 CP
Transformation CP  TCP1                499,491                194,191                  47,356                194,509                  48,379                            -                            -                       538                  14,518 
Bulk Delivery CP  BCP1                            - 
Total Sytem CP  DCP1                499,491                194,191 47,356                                194,509                  48,379                            -                            -                       538 14,518                 

4 CP
Transformation CP  TCP4             1,830,095                688,364                166,968                718,236                196,822                    4,041                       262                    2,156                  53,246 
Bulk Delivery CP  BCP4                            - 
Total Sytem CP  DCP4             1,830,095                688,364 166,968                              718,236                196,822                    4,041                       262                    2,156 53,246                 

12 CP
Transformation CP  TCP12             4,693,780             1,474,324                411,999             1,994,756                625,302                  24,622                    1,589                    6,515                154,673 
Bulk Delivery CP  BCP12                            - 
Total Sytem CP  DCP12             4,693,780             1,474,324 411,999                           1,994,756                625,302                  24,622                    1,589                    6,515 154,673               

1 NCP
 Classification NCP from 
 Load Data Provider  DNCP1                566,431                208,997 60,655                                200,814 70,491                                    4,297                       282                       580 20,315                 
Primary NCP  PNCP1                566,431                208,997                  60,655                200,814                  70,491                    4,297                       282                       580                  20,315 
 Line Transformer NCP  LTNCP1                459,007                208,997                  59,975                184,876                            -                    4,297                       282                       580                            - 
Secondary NCP  SNCP1                373,741                208,997                  59,975                  99,610                            -                    4,297                       282                       580                            - 

4 NCP
 Classification NCP from 
 Load Data Provider  DNCP4             2,059,423                718,046                202,875                774,303                271,117                  16,873                    1,100                    2,277                  72,832 
Primary NCP  PNCP4             2,059,423                718,046                202,875                774,303                271,117                  16,873                    1,100                    2,277                  72,832 
 Line Transformer NCP  LTNCP4             1,651,746                718,046                200,600                712,850                            -                  16,873                    1,100                    2,277                            - 
Secondary NCP  SNCP4             1,322,975                718,046                200,600                384,079                            -                  16,873                    1,100                    2,277                            - 

12 NCP
 Classification NCP from 
 Load Data Provider  DNCP12             5,344,147             1,668,787                509,696             2,153,331 756,426                                49,264                    3,203                    6,653                196,787 
Primary NCP  PNCP12             5,344,147             1,668,787                509,696             2,153,331                756,426                  49,264                    3,203                    6,653                196,787 
 Line Transformer NCP  LTNCP12             4,214,319             1,668,787                503,980             1,982,432                            -                  49,264                    3,203                    6,653                            - 
Secondary NCP  SNCP12             3,300,008             1,668,787                503,980             1,068,121                            -                  49,264                    3,203                    6,653                            - 

CP TEST RESULTS

12 NCP

Co-incident Peak
1  CP
4 CP

12 CP

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

NCP TEST RESULTS

NON CO_INCIDENT PEAK

CO-INCIDENT PEAK

 Non-co-incident Peak 
1 NCP
4 NCP

Customer Classes

This is an input sheet for demand allocators.



Sheet I9 Direct Allocation Worksheet  - First Run  

1
USoA 

Account 
#

Accounts Direct Allocation Total Allocated 
to Rate 

Classifications?

Residential

1995 Contributions and Grants - Credit $0 Yes

1805 Land $0 Yes
1806 Land Rights $0 Yes
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 Yes
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 Yes

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary above 50 kV $27,796,460 Yes

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV $0 Yes

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 Yes
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 Yes
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 Yes
1840 Underground Conduit $0 Yes
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 Yes
1850 Line Transformers $0 Yes
1855 Services $0 Yes
1860 Meters $0 Yes
1905 Land $0 Yes
1906 Land Rights $0 Yes
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 Yes
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 Yes
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 Yes
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 Yes
1925 Computer Software $0 Yes
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 Yes
1935 Stores Equipment $0 Yes
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 Yes
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 Yes
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 Yes
1955 Communication Equipment $0 Yes
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 Yes

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Instructions:
To Allocate Capital Contributions by Rate Classification, Input Allocation on 
Next Line

Instructions:
The Following is Used to Allocate Directly Allocated Costs from I3 to Rate 
Classifications



1970 Load Management Controls - Customer 
Premises $0 Yes

1975 Load Management Controls - Utility 
Premises $0 Yes

1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 Yes
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 Yes
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 Yes
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 Yes

2050 Completed Construction Not Classified--
Electric $0 Yes

2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility 
Plant - Property, Plant, & Equipment ($2,831,506) Yes

2120 Accumulated Amortization of Electric 
Utility Plant - Intangibles $0 Yes

5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $0 Yes
5010 Load Dispatching $0 Yes

5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 Yes

5014 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Labour $0 Yes

5015 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 Yes

5016 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Operation Labour $0 Yes

5017 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 Yes

5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Operation Labour $0 Yes

5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 Yes

5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation $0 Yes

5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- 
Operation $0 Yes

5040 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Operation Labour $0 Yes

5045
Underground Distribution Lines & 
Feeders - Operation Supplies & 
Expenses $0 Yes

5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders 
- Operation $0 Yes

5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - 
Operation $0 Yes

Directly Allocated Net Fixed Assets $0



5065 Meter Expense $0 Yes

5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 Yes

5075 Customer Premises - Materials and 
Expenses $0 Yes

5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $0 Yes

5090 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Rental Paid $0 Yes

5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Rental Paid $0 Yes

5096 Other Rent $0 Yes

5105 Maintenance Supervision and 
Engineering $0 Yes

5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 
Distribution Stations $0 Yes

5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station 
Equipment $0 Yes

5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station 
Equipment $355,142 Yes

5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and 
Fixtures $0 Yes

5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors 
and Devices $0 Yes

5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $0 Yes

5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Right of Way $0 Yes

5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 Yes

5150 Maintenance of Underground 
Conductors and Devices $0 Yes

5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $0 Yes
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $0 Yes
5175 Maintenance of Meters $0 Yes
5305 Supervision $0 Yes
5310 Meter Reading Expense $0 Yes
5315 Customer Billing $0 Yes
5320 Collecting $0 Yes
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 Yes
5330 Collection Charges $0 Yes
5335 Bad Debt Expense $0 Yes

5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts 
Expenses $0 Yes

5405 Supervision $0 Yes
5410 Community Relations - Sundry $0 Yes
5415 Energy Conservation $0 Yes
5420 Community Safety Program $0 Yes

5425 Miscellaneous Customer Service and 
Informational Expenses $0 Yes

5505 Supervision $0 Yes
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense $0 Yes
5515 Advertising Expense $0 Yes
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense $0 Yes
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses $0 Yes
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses $0 Yes

5615 General Administrative Salaries and 
Expenses $0 Yes

5620 Office Supplies and Expenses $0 Yes



5625 Administrative Expense Transferred 
Credit $0 Yes

5630 Outside Services Employed $0 Yes
5635 Property Insurance $0 Yes
5640 Injuries and Damages $0 Yes
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits $0 Yes
5650 Franchise Requirements $0 Yes
5655 Regulatory Expenses $0 Yes
5660 General Advertising Expenses $0 Yes
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses $0 Yes
5670 Rent $0 Yes
5675 Maintenance of General Plant $0 Yes
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees $0 Yes

5705 Amortization Expense - Property, Plant, 
and Equipment $701,521 Yes

5710 Amortization of Limited Term Electric 
Plant $0 Yes

5715 Amortization of Intangibles and Other 
Electric Plant $0 Yes

5720 Amortization of Electric Plant 
Acquisition Adjustments $0 Yes

6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes $0 Yes
6205 Donations $0 Yes
6210 Life Insurance $0 Yes
6215 Penalties $0 Yes
6225 Other Deductions $0 Yes

Total Expenses $0
Depreciation Expense $0

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding 
Gen Plant $166,199,761 Allocated Residential

Approved Total PILs $814,881 $122,404 $0

Approved Total Return on Debt $6,119,666 $919,238 $0

Approved Total Return on Equity $7,553,632 $1,134,635 $0

Total $0



2 3 6 7 8
GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel



$0 $0 $0$0 $0





$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



9 12 13 14
Unmetered Scattered LoadIntermediate (3000 - 4999 kW)Large Use - 3TSLarge Use - Ford Annex

$17,179,355 $10,617,105



($1,990,985) ($840,521)

$0 $9,776,584$0 $15,188,370



$295,289 $59,853



$436,093 $265,428

$0 $0 $731,382 $325,281
$0 $0 $436,093 $265,428

Unmetered Scattered LoadIntermediate (3000 - 4999 kW)Large Use - 3TSLarge Use - Ford Annex

$0 $0 $74,469 $47,935

$0 $0 $559,253 $359,985

$0 $0 $690,298 $444,337

$0 $0 $2,055,402 $1,177,538



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6

Rate Base 
Assets

Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW

crev Distribution Revenue  (sale) $45,086,436 $20,159,314 $5,491,607 $12,822,895 $1,870,843
mi Miscellaneous Revenue (mi) $3,078,717 $1,973,308 $428,550 $537,138 $54,996

Total Revenue $48,165,153 $22,132,621 $5,920,158 $13,360,034 $1,925,839

Expenses
di Distribution Costs (di) $5,192,074 $2,658,387 $557,419 $1,327,455 $113,562
cu Customer Related Costs (cu) $6,845,336 $4,928,778 $1,138,029 $726,256 $20,272
ad General and Administration (ad) $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765 $148,940

dep Depreciation and Amortization (dep) $8,546,993 $4,168,162 $976,150 $2,361,992 $356,776
INPUT PILs  (INPUT) $692,477 $341,262 $78,836 $185,208 $27,511

INT Interest $5,200,428 $2,562,843 $592,047 $1,390,888 $206,606
Total Expenses $38,818,710 $22,381,375 $5,069,548 $8,137,564 $873,667

Direct Allocation $3,232,940 $0 $0 $0 $0

NI Allocated Net Income  (NI) $6,418,997 $3,163,371 $730,776 $1,716,802 $255,018

Revenue Requirement (includes NI) $48,470,647 $25,544,745 $5,800,324 $9,854,366 $1,128,684
Revenue Requirement Input equals Output

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6

Rate Base 
Assets

Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base

Rate Base Calculation

Net Assets
dp Distribution Plant - Gross $166,199,761 $81,950,778 $18,961,832 $44,425,761 $6,539,413
gp General Plant - Gross $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767 $42,228

accum dep Accumulated Depreciation ($33,105,275) ($16,328,492) ($3,821,081) ($8,772,277) ($1,307,468)
co Capital Contribution ($4,691,492) ($2,343,597) ($522,579) ($1,311,433) ($130,517)

Total Net Plant $129,477,228 $63,808,341 $14,740,376 $34,629,817 $5,143,657

Directly Allocated Net Fixed Assets $24,964,954 $0 $0 $0 $0

COP Cost of Power  (COP) $190,913,933 $48,821,080 $18,200,337 $76,304,359 $16,414,745
OM&A Expenses $24,378,811 $15,309,107 $3,422,516 $4,199,477 $282,774
Directly Allocated Expenses $355,142 $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $215,647,886 $64,130,187 $21,622,853 $80,503,836 $16,697,519

Working Capital $32,347,183 $9,619,528 $3,243,428 $12,075,575 $2,504,628

Total Rate Base $186,789,365 $73,427,869 $17,983,804 $46,705,392 $7,648,285

Equity Component of Rate Base $84,055,214 $33,042,541 $8,092,712 $21,017,427 $3,441,728

Net Income on Allocated Assets $6,113,504 ($248,753) $850,609 $5,222,469 $1,052,172

Net Income on Direct Allocation Assets $1,134,635 $0 $0 $0 $0

Net Income $7,248,139 ($248,753) $850,609 $5,222,469 $1,052,172

RATIOS ANALYSIS

REVENUE TO EXPENSES % 99.37% 86.64% 102.07% 135.57% 170.63%

EXISTING REVENUE MINUS ALLOCATED COSTS ($305,494) ($3,412,124) $119,834 $3,505,667 $797,154

RETURN ON EQUITY COMPONENT OF RATE BASE 8.62% -0.75% 10.51% 24.85% 30.57%

Rate Base Input equals Output



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

Rate Base 
Assets

Total

crev Distribution Revenue  (sale) $45,086,436
mi Miscellaneous Revenue (mi) $3,078,717

Total Revenue $48,165,153

Expenses
di Distribution Costs (di) $5,192,074
cu Customer Related Costs (cu) $6,845,336
ad General and Administration (ad) $12,341,401

dep Depreciation and Amortization (dep) $8,546,993
INPUT PILs  (INPUT) $692,477

INT Interest $5,200,428
Total Expenses $38,818,710

Direct Allocation $3,232,940

NI Allocated Net Income  (NI) $6,418,997

Revenue Requirement (includes NI) $48,470,647
Revenue Requirement Input equals Output

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base

7 8 9 12 13 14

Street Light Sentinel Unmetered 
Scattered Load

Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) Large Use - 3TS Large Use - Ford 

Annex

$486,780 $82,292 $225,116 $111,795 $2,721,731 $1,114,063
$56,814 $5,308 $6,838 $14,838 $594 $332

$543,595 $87,600 $231,955 $126,633 $2,722,324 $1,114,395

$458,251 $30,170 $16,314 $30,516 $0 $0
$2,567 $1,842 $5,735 $9,326 $5,877 $6,655

$484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660
$530,826 $34,952 $20,738 $95,922 $18 $1,456
$47,243 $3,111 $1,795 $7,398 $1 $112

$354,791 $23,360 $13,483 $55,559 $9 $841
$1,878,515 $127,012 $80,985 $242,590 $11,729 $15,725

$0 $0 $0 $0 $2,055,402 $1,177,538

$437,926 $28,834 $16,643 $68,578 $11 $1,038

$2,316,441 $155,846 $97,628 $311,168 $2,067,143 $1,194,301



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

Rate Base 
Assets

Total

crev Distribution Revenue  (sale) $45,086,436

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base

Rate Base Calculation

Net Assets
dp Distribution Plant - Gross $166,199,761
gp General Plant - Gross $1,074,234

accum dep Accumulated Depreciation ($33,105,275)
co Capital Contribution ($4,691,492)

Total Net Plant $129,477,228

Directly Allocated Net Fixed Assets $24,964,954

COP Cost of Power  (COP) $190,913,933
OM&A Expenses $24,378,811
Directly Allocated Expenses $355,142
Subtotal $215,647,886

Working Capital $32,347,183

Total Rate Base $186,789,365

Equity Component of Rate Base $84,055,214

Net Income on Allocated Assets $6,113,504

Net Income on Direct Allocation Assets $1,134,635

Net Income $7,248,139

RATIOS ANALYSIS

REVENUE TO EXPENSES % 99.37%

EXISTING REVENUE MINUS ALLOCATED COSTS ($305,494)

RETURN ON EQUITY COMPONENT OF RATE BASE 8.62%

Rate Base Input equals Output

7 8 9 12 13 14

Street Light Sentinel Unmetered 
Scattered Load

Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) Large Use - 3TS Large Use - Ford 

Annex

$11,356,900 $747,750 $431,139 $1,758,428 $222 $27,540
$73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170

($2,281,674) ($150,216) ($86,080) ($351,501) ($1) ($6,485)
($315,114) ($20,746) ($12,144) ($35,074) $0 ($289)

$8,833,360 $581,611 $335,699 $1,383,209 $223 $20,936

$0 $0 $0 $0 $15,188,370 $9,776,584

$1,191,034 $85,049 $335,723 $7,011,585 $21,834,468 $715,554
$945,654 $65,588 $44,968 $83,711 $11,701 $13,316

$0 $0 $0 $0 $295,289 $59,853
$2,136,689 $150,637 $380,691 $7,095,295 $22,141,458 $788,722

$320,503 $22,596 $57,104 $1,064,294 $3,321,219 $118,308

$9,153,863 $604,206 $392,803 $2,447,503 $18,509,812 $9,915,829

$4,119,238 $271,893 $176,761 $1,101,376 $8,329,415 $4,462,123

($1,334,920) ($39,412) $150,970 ($115,957) $655,193 ($78,868)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $690,298 $444,337

($1,334,920) ($39,412) $150,970 ($115,957) $1,345,491 $365,470

23.47% 56.21% 237.59% 40.70% 131.70% 93.31%

($1,772,847) ($68,246) $134,327 ($184,535) $655,182 ($79,906)

-32.41% -14.50% 85.41% -10.53% 16.15% 8.19%



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

Rate Base 
Assets

Total

crev Distribution Revenue  (sale) $45,086,436
mi Miscellaneous Revenue (mi) $3,078,717

Total Revenue $48,165,153

Expenses
di Distribution Costs (di) $5,192,074
cu Customer Related Costs (cu) $6,845,336
ad General and Administration (ad) $12,341,401

dep Depreciation and Amortization (dep) $8,546,993
INPUT PILs  (INPUT) $692,477

INT Interest $5,200,428
Total Expenses $38,818,710

Direct Allocation $3,232,940

NI Allocated Net Income  (NI) $6,418,997

Revenue Requirement (includes NI) $48,470,647
Revenue Requirement Input equals Output

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base



Sheet O1 Revenue to Cost Summary Worksheet  - First Run  

Rate Base 
Assets

Total

crev Distribution Revenue  (sale) $45,086,436

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Class Revenue, Cost Analysis, and Return on Rate Base

Rate Base Calculation

Net Assets
dp Distribution Plant - Gross $166,199,761
gp General Plant - Gross $1,074,234

accum dep Accumulated Depreciation ($33,105,275)
co Capital Contribution ($4,691,492)

Total Net Plant $129,477,228

Directly Allocated Net Fixed Assets $24,964,954

COP Cost of Power  (COP) $190,913,933
OM&A Expenses $24,378,811
Directly Allocated Expenses $355,142
Subtotal $215,647,886

Working Capital $32,347,183

Total Rate Base $186,789,365

Equity Component of Rate Base $84,055,214

Net Income on Allocated Assets $6,113,504

Net Income on Direct Allocation Assets $1,134,635

Net Income $7,248,139

RATIOS ANALYSIS

REVENUE TO EXPENSES % 99.37%

EXISTING REVENUE MINUS ALLOCATED COSTS ($305,494)

RETURN ON EQUITY COMPONENT OF RATE BASE 8.62%

Rate Base Input equals Output



Sheet O2 Monthly Fixed Charge Min. & Max. Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

Summary  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 
 Street Light  Sentinel 

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS 
 Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

Customer Unit Cost per month - Avoided Cost $4.80 $13.26 $44.39 $119.07 $0.01 $0.02 $0.29 $104.66 $0.27 $0.27

Customer Unit Cost per month - Directly Related $9.90 $26.20 $92.38 $433.58 $0.02 $0.12 $1.00 $276.17 $0.27 $0.27

Customer Unit Cost per month - Minimum System 
with PLCC Adjustment 

$16.60 $34.41 $104.09 $434.85 $8.37 $8.47 $7.15 $276.34 $0.27 $0.27

Fixed Charge per approved 2006 EDR $8.05 $22.61 $300.01 $5,964.18 $1.76 $4.52 $26.50 $400.80 $20,047.70 $92,838.82

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 
 Street Light  Sentinel 

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS 
 Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767 $42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778) ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832 $187,988 $27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819 $7,418 $1 $111

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829 $5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765 $148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711 $133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

Accounts included in Avoided Costs Plus General Administration  Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

USoA           
Account #

Accounts Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 
 Street Light  Sentinel 

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS 
 Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

Distribution Plant
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197 $75,044 $0 $0 $0 $20,398 $0 $27,289

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -  
Meters only ($1,554,712) ($702,066) ($428,203) ($394,243) ($18,466) $0 $0 $0 ($5,019) $0 ($6,715)
Meter Net Fixed Assets $4,763,608 $2,151,116 $1,312,007 $1,207,954 $56,578 $0 $0 $0 $15,379 $0 $20,574

Misc Rev enue
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588) ($214,977) ($40,329) ($25,245) ($258) ($3) ($103) ($401) ($100) ($129) ($43)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622) ($574,708) ($148,362) ($198,402) ($20,735) $0 ($1,094) ($2,837) ($5,483) $0 $0

Sub-total ($1,233,210) ($789,685) ($188,692) ($223,648) ($20,992) ($3) ($1,197) ($3,238) ($5,583) ($129) ($43)

Operation 
5065 Meter Expense $315,195 $142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0 $0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919 $8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527 $166 $78 $1 $0 $0

Sub-total $327,114 $150,570 $87,584 $80,065 $3,744 $2,527 $166 $78 $1,018 $0 $1,361 

Maintenance 
5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867 $207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0 $0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982

Billing and Collection
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024 $1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0 $0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706
5315 Customer Bil l ing $3,715,267 $2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38 $1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566
5320 Collecting $259,921 $198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3 $95 $370 $92 $119 $40
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

          
Sub-total $5,549,212 $4,160,684 $857,935 $496,348 $11,078 $40 $1,455 $5,657 $6,826 $5,877 $3,312 

Total Operation, Maintenance and Bill ing $6,335,193 $4,518,466 $1,071,902 $692,772 $20,272 $2,567 $1,621 $5,735 $9,326 $5,877 $6,655 

Amortization Expense - Meters $327,838 $148,043 $90,294 $83,133 $3,894 $0 $0 $0 $1,058 $0 $1,416
Allocated PILs $25,477 $11,505 $7,017 $6,460 $303 $0 $0 $0 $82 $0 $110
Allocated Debt Return $191,329 $86,399 $52,697 $48,517 $2,273 $0 $0 $0 $618 $0 $826
Allocated Equity Return $236,162 $106,644 $65,045 $59,885 $2,805 $0 $0 $0 $762 $0 $1,020

Total $5,882,789 $4,081,371 $1,098,263 $667,120 $8,554 $2,564 $424 $2,496 $6,263 $5,748 $9,985 

Accounts included in Directly Related Customer Costs Plus General Administration  Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

USoA           
Account #

Accounts Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 
 Street Light  Sentinel 

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS 
 Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

Distribution Plant
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197 $75,044 $0 $0 $0 $20,398 $0 $27,289

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -  
Meters only ($1,554,712) ($702,066) ($428,203) ($394,243) ($18,466) $0 $0 $0 ($5,019) $0 ($6,715)
Meter Net Fixed Assets $4,763,608 $2,151,116 $1,312,007 $1,207,954 $56,578 $0 $0 $0 $15,379 $0 $20,574
Allocated General Plant Net Fixed Assets $25,963 $11,728 $7,144 $6,593 $305 $0 $0 $0 $83 $0 $110
Meter Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $4,789,571 $2,162,844 $1,319,151 $1,214,547 $56,883 $0 $0 $0 $15,462 $0 $20,684

Misc Rev enue
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588) ($214,977) ($40,329) ($25,245) ($258) ($3) ($103) ($401) ($100) ($129) ($43)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622) ($574,708) ($148,362) ($198,402) ($20,735) $0 ($1,094) ($2,837) ($5,483) $0 $0

Sub-total ($1,233,210) ($789,685) ($188,692) ($223,648) ($20,992) ($3) ($1,197) ($3,238) ($5,583) ($129) ($43)

Operation 
5065 Meter Expense $315,195 $142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0 $0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919 $8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527 $166 $78 $1 $0 $0

Sub-total $327,114 $150,570 $87,584 $80,065 $3,744 $2,527 $166 $78 $1,018 $0 $1,361 

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Information to be Used to Allocate PILs, ROD, 
ROE and A&G

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Output sheet showing minimum and maximum level for 
Monthly Fixed Charge



Maintenance 
5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867 $207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0 $0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982

Billing and Collection
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024 $1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0 $0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706
5315 Customer Bil l ing $3,715,267 $2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38 $1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566
5320 Collecting $259,921 $198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3 $95 $370 $92 $119 $40
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

          
Sub-total $5,549,212 $4,160,684 $857,935 $496,348 $11,078 $40 $1,455 $5,657 $6,826 $5,877 $3,312 

Total Operation, Maintenance and Bill ing $6,335,193 $4,518,466 $1,071,902 $692,772 $20,272 $2,567 $1,621 $5,735 $9,326 $5,877 $6,655 

Amortization Expense - Meters $327,838 $148,043 $90,294 $83,133 $3,894 $0 $0 $0 $1,058 $0 $1,416
Amortization Expense -                                               
General Plant assigned to Meters

$4,707 $2,126 $1,295 $1,195 $55 $0 $0 $0 $15 $0 $20

Admin and General $6,470,124 $4,598,731 $1,091,893 $723,825 $22,560 $2,701 $1,700 $5,961 $10,268 $5,824 $6,660
Allocated PILs $25,616 $11,567 $7,055 $6,496 $304 $0 $0 $0 $83 $0 $111
Allocated Debt Return $192,372 $86,870 $52,984 $48,782 $2,285 $0 $0 $0 $621 $0 $831
Allocated Equity Return $237,449 $107,225 $65,399 $60,212 $2,820 $0 $0 $0 $767 $0 $1,026

Total $12,360,089 $8,683,344 $2,192,130 $1,392,767 $31,198 $5,265 $2,124 $8,458 $16,554 $11,572 $16,675 

Minimum System Customer Costs Adjusted for PLCC -  High Limit Fixed Customer Charge

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

USoA           
Account #

Accounts Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 
 Street Light  Sentinel 

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS 
 Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

Distribution Plant
1565 Conservation and Demand Management 

Expenditures and Recoveries $454,545 $286,499 $64,022 $77,550 $5,054 $17,401 $1,209 $833 $1,504 $222 $251
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-3
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission Bulk 
Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $9,996,900 $6,908,061 $647,973 $115,890 $552 $2,119,317 $139,528 $65,119 $460 $0 $0
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $5,295,895 $3,684,146 $341,696 $30,657 $0 $1,130,255 $74,412 $34,729 $0 $0 $0
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-3
Overhead Conductors and Devices - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $7,082,891 $4,894,422 $459,094 $82,109 $391 $1,501,555 $98,857 $46,138 $326 $0 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $8,590,690 $5,976,205 $554,279 $49,731 $0 $1,833,434 $120,706 $56,335 $0 $0 $0
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $14,161,468 $9,802,999 $909,205 $151,404 $0 $3,007,452 $198,000 $92,408 $0 $0 $0
1855 Services $9,091,619 $5,664,125 $1,050,669 $471,338 $0 $1,737,691 $114,403 $53,393 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197 $75,044 $0 $0 $0 $20,398 $0 $27,289

Sub-total $60,992,328 $40,069,638 $5,767,148 $2,580,877 $81,041 $11,347,105 $747,115 $348,955 $22,689 $222 $27,540 

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -Line 
Transformers, Services and Meters ($13,852,383) ($9,079,233) ($1,326,413) ($597,965) ($18,674) ($2,570,023) ($169,201) ($78,968) ($5,193) $0 ($6,715)
Customer Related Net Fixed Assets $47,139,945 $30,990,405 $4,440,735 $1,982,912 $62,367 $8,777,082 $577,914 $269,987 $17,496 $222 $20,825
Allocated General Plant Net Fixed Assets $256,934 $168,963 $24,181 $10,823 $336 $47,805 $3,148 $1,471 $94 $1 $111
Customer Related NFA Including General Plant $47,396,879 $31,159,368 $4,464,916 $1,993,735 $62,703 $8,824,887 $581,061 $271,458 $17,590 $223 $20,936

Misc Rev enue
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588) ($214,977) ($40,329) ($25,245) ($258) ($3) ($103) ($401) ($100) ($129) ($43)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622) ($574,708) ($148,362) ($198,402) ($20,735) $0 ($1,094) ($2,837) ($5,483) $0 $0
4235 Miscellaneous Service Revenues ($1,012,930) ($773,317) ($145,073) ($90,813) ($927) ($10) ($371) ($1,441) ($360) ($463) ($154)

Sub-total ($2,246,140) ($1,563,002) ($333,765) ($314,460) ($21,919) ($13) ($1,568) ($4,680) ($5,943) ($592) ($197)

Operating and Maintenance
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $102,930 $70,107 $7,523 $1,711 $2 $21,508 $1,416 $661 $1 $0 $0
5010 Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Operation 

Supplies and Expenses $188,531 $130,582 $12,201 $1,807 $7 $40,061 $2,637 $1,231 $6 $0 $0
5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation $97,773 $67,681 $6,277 $1,045 $0 $20,764 $1,367 $638 $0 $0 $0
5040 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 

Operation Supplies & Expenses $122,782 $85,157 $7,938 $1,033 $3 $26,125 $1,720 $803 $3 $0 $0
5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - Operation $222,353 $153,920 $14,276 $2,377 $0 $47,221 $3,109 $1,451 $0 $0 $0
5065 Meter Expense $315,195 $142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0 $0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919 $8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527 $166 $78 $1 $0 $0
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $10,394 $7,080 $760 $173 $0 $2,172 $143 $67 $0 $0 $0
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental 

Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental 

Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5096 Other Rent $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $626,218 $390,137 $72,369 $32,465 $0 $119,690 $7,880 $3,678 $0 $0 $0
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Right of 

Way $137,828 $95,463 $8,919 $1,321 $5 $29,287 $1,928 $900 $4 $0 $0
5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors and 

Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $202,386 $126,088 $23,389 $10,492 $0 $38,682 $2,547 $1,189 $0 $0 $0
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $530,767 $367,413 $34,077 $5,675 $0 $112,718 $7,421 $3,463 $0 $0 $0
5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867 $207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0 $0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982

Sub-total $3,027,943 $1,851,409 $401,695 $254,523 $9,211 $460,755 $30,334 $14,157 $2,514 $0 $3,343 

Billing and Collection
5305 Supervision $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024 $1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0 $0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706
5315 Customer Bil l ing $3,715,267 $2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38 $1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566
5320 Collecting $259,921 $198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3 $95 $370 $92 $119 $40
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $510,143 $410,312 $66,127 $33,483 $0 $0 $221 $0 $0 $0 $0
5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub-total $6,059,355 $4,570,996 $924,062 $529,831 $11,078 $40 $1,675 $5,657 $6,826 $5,877 $3,312 

Sub Total Operating, Maintenance and Biling $9,087,298 $6,422,405 $1,325,758 $784,354 $20,289 $460,796 $32,010 $19,814 $9,340 $5,877 $6,655 

Amortization Expense - Customer Related $2,813,498 $1,867,354 $253,969 $112,903 $4,351 $521,826 $34,360 $16,058 $1,223 $18 $1,436
Amortization Expense - General Plant assigned to 
Meters $46,578 $30,631 $4,384 $1,962 $61 $8,666 $571 $267 $17 $0 $20
Admin and General $9,290,818 $6,536,492 $1,350,483 $819,511 $22,579 $484,812 $33,576 $20,598 $10,283 $5,824 $6,660
Allocated PILs $253,490 $166,648 $23,880 $10,663 $335 $47,198 $3,108 $1,452 $94 $1 $112
Allocated Debt Return $1,903,685 $1,251,507 $179,333 $80,077 $2,519 $354,451 $23,338 $10,903 $707 $9 $841
Allocated Equity Return $2,349,758 $1,544,761 $221,355 $98,841 $3,109 $437,506 $28,807 $13,458 $872 $11 $1,038

PLCC Adjustment for Line Transformer $581,826 $520,515 $48,287 $8,092 $0 $0 $0 $4,933 $0 $0 $0
PLCC Adjustment for Primary Costs $457,234 $408,126 $38,288 $6,904 $34 $0 $0 $3,855 $28 $0 $0
PLCC Adjustment for Secondary Costs $678,318 $608,390 $52,488 $9,137 $0 $0 $0 $8,303 $0 $0 $0

Total $21,781,607 $14,719,766 $2,886,332 $1,569,719 $31,290 $2,315,242 $154,201 $60,780 $16,564 $11,148 $16,565 

Scenario 3



Accounts included in Avoided Costs Plus General Administration  Allocation

Accounts Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel
Unmetered 

Scattered Load
Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)
Large Use - 3TS

Large Use - Ford 
Annex

Distribution Plant
CWMC 6,318,320$         2,853,182$         1,740,210$         1,602,197$         75,044$              -$                        -$                        -$                        20,398$              -$                        27,289$              

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -  
Meters only (1,554,712)$        (702,066)$           (428,203)$           (394,243)$           (18,466)$             -$                        -$                        -$                        (5,019)$               -$                        (6,715)$               
Meter Net Fixed Assets 4,763,608$         2,151,116$         1,312,007$         1,207,954$         56,578$              -$                        -$                        -$                        15,379$              -$                        20,574$              

Misc Rev enue
CWNB (281,588)$           (214,977)$           (40,329)$             (25,245)$             (258)$                  (3)$                      (103)$                  (401)$                  (100)$                  (129)$                  (43)$                    
NFA -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
LPHA (951,622)$           (574,708)$           (148,362)$           (198,402)$           (20,735)$             -$                        (1,094)$               (2,837)$               (5,483)$               -$                        -$                        
Sub-total (1,233,210)$        (789,685)$           (188,692)$           (223,648)$           (20,992)$             (3)$                      (1,197)$               (3,238)$               (5,583)$               (129)$                  (43)$                    

Operation 
CWMC 315,195$            142,333$            86,812$              79,927$              3,744$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,018$                -$                        1,361$                
CCA 11,919$              8,236$                773$                   138$                   1$                       2,527$                166$                   78$                     1$                       -$                        -$                        
Sub-total 327,114$            150,570$            87,584$              80,065$              3,744$                2,527$                166$                   78$                     1,018$                -$                        1,361$                

Maintenance 
1860 458,867$            207,212$            126,382$            116,359$            5,450$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,481$                -$                        1,982$                

Billing and Collection
CWMR 1,574,024$         1,125,845$         288,602$            139,959$            7,441$                -$                        -$                        -$                        5,412$                4,059$                2,706$                
CWNB 3,975,188$         3,034,839$         569,333$            356,389$            3,637$                40$                     1,455$                5,657$                1,414$                1,818$                606$                   

Sub-total 5,549,212$         4,160,684$         857,935$            496,348$            11,078$              40$                     1,455$                5,657$                6,826$                5,877$                3,312$                
Total Operation, Maintenance and Bill ing 6,335,193$         4,518,466$         1,071,902$         692,772$            20,272$              2,567$                1,621$                5,735$                9,326$                5,877$                6,655$                

Amortization Expense - Meters 327,838$            148,043$            90,294$              83,133$              3,894$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,058$                -$                        1,416$                
Allocated PILs 25,477$              11,505$              7,017$                6,460$                303$                   -$                        -$                        -$                        82$                     -$                        110$                   
Allocated Debt Return 191,329$            86,399$              52,697$              48,517$              2,273$                -$                        -$                        -$                        618$                   -$                        826$                   
Allocated Equity Return 236,162$            106,644$            65,045$              59,885$              2,805$                -$                        -$                        -$                        762$                   -$                        1,020$                

Total 5,882,789$         4,081,371$         1,098,263$         667,120$            8,554$                2,564$                424$                   2,496$                6,263$                5,748$                9,985$                

Accounts included in Directly Related Customer Costs Plus General Administration  Allocation

Accounts Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel
Unmetered 

Scattered Load
Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)
Large Use - 3TS

Large Use - Ford 
Annex

Distribution Plant
CWMC 6,318,320$         2,853,182$         1,740,210$         1,602,197$         75,044$              -$                        -$                        -$                        20,398$              -$                        27,289$              

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -  
Meters only

(1,554,712)$        (702,066)$           (428,203)$           (394,243)$           (18,466)$             -$                        -$                        -$                        (5,019)$               -$                        (6,715)$               

Meter Net Fixed Assets 4,763,608$         2,151,116$         1,312,007$         1,207,954$         56,578$              -$                        -$                        -$                        15,379$              -$                        20,574$              
Allocated General Plant Net Fixed Assets 25,963$              11,728$              7,144$                6,593$                305$                   -$                        -$                        -$                        83$                     -$                        110$                   
Meter Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant 4,789,571$         2,162,844$         1,319,151$         1,214,547$         56,883$              -$                        -$                        -$                        15,462$              -$                        20,684$              
Misc Rev enue
CWNB (281,588)$           (214,977)$           (40,329)$             (25,245)$             (258)$                  (3)$                      (103)$                  (401)$                  (100)$                  (129)$                  (43)$                    
NFA -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
LPHA (951,622)$           (574,708)$           (148,362)$           (198,402)$           (20,735)$             -$                        (1,094)$               (2,837)$               (5,483)$               -$                        -$                        
Sub-total (1,233,210)$       (789,685)$          (188,692)$          (223,648)$          (20,992)$            (3)$                     (1,197)$              (3,238)$              (5,583)$              (129)$                 (43)$                   

Operation 
CWMC 315,195$            142,333$            86,812$              79,927$              3,744$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,018$                -$                        1,361$                
CCA 11,919$              8,236$                773$                   138$                   1$                       2,527$                166$                   78$                     1$                       -$                        -$                        
Sub-total 327,114$           150,570$           87,584$             80,065$             3,744$               2,527$               166$                  78$                    1,018$               -$                       1,361$               

Maintenance 
1860 458,867$            207,212$            126,382$            116,359$            5,450$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,481$                -$                        1,982$                

Billing and Collection
CWMR 1,574,024$         1,125,845$         288,602$            139,959$            7,441$                -$                        -$                        -$                        5,412$                4,059$                2,706$                
CWNB 3,975,188$         3,034,839$         569,333$            356,389$            3,637$                40$                     1,455$                5,657$                1,414$                1,818$                606$                   
Sub-total 5,549,212$        4,160,684$        857,935$           496,348$           11,078$             40$                    1,455$               5,657$               6,826$               5,877$               3,312$               
Total Operation, Maintenance and Bill ing 6,335,193$         4,518,466$         1,071,902$         692,772$            20,272$              2,567$                1,621$                5,735$                9,326$                5,877$                6,655$                

Amortization Expense - Meters 327,838$            148,043$            90,294$              83,133$              3,894$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,058$                -$                        1,416$                
Amortization Expense -                                               
General Plant assigned to Meters 4,707$                2,126$                1,295$                1,195$                55$                     -$                        -$                        -$                        15$                     -$                        20$                     
Admin and General 6,470,124$         4,598,731$         1,091,893$         723,825$            22,560$              2,701$                1,700$                5,961$                10,268$              5,824$                6,660$                
Allocated PILs 25,616$              11,567$              7,055$                6,496$                304$                   -$                        -$                        -$                        83$                     -$                        111$                   
Allocated Debt Return 192,372$            86,870$              52,984$              48,782$              2,285$                -$                        -$                        -$                        621$                   -$                        831$                   
Allocated Equity Return 237,449$            107,225$            65,399$              60,212$              2,820$                -$                        -$                        -$                        767$                   -$                        1,026$                

Total 12,360,089$       8,683,344$         2,192,130$         1,392,767$         31,198$              5,265$                2,124$                8,458$                16,554$              11,572$              16,675$              

Minimum System Customer Costs Adjusted for PLCC -  High Limit Fixed Customer Charge

USoA           
Account #

Accounts Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel
Unmetered 

Scattered Load
Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)
Large Use - 3TS

Large Use - Ford 
Annex

Distribution Plant
CDMPP 454,545$            286,499$            64,022$              77,550$              5,054$                17,401$              1,209$                833$                   1,504$                222$                   251$                   
Poles, Towers and Fixtures -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
BCP -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
PNCP 17,079,791$       11,802,483$       1,107,067$         197,999$            943$                   3,620,872$         238,385$            111,257$            786$                   -$                        -$                        
SNCP 13,886,585$       9,660,350$         895,975$            80,388$              -$                        2,963,689$         195,118$            91,064$              -$                        -$                        -$                        
Overhead Conductors and Devices -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
LTNCP 14,161,468$       9,802,999$         909,205$            151,404$            -$                        3,007,452$         198,000$            92,408$              -$                        -$                        -$                        
CWCS 9,091,619$         5,664,125$         1,050,669$         471,338$            -$                        1,737,691$         114,403$            53,393$              -$                        -$                        -$                        
CWMC 6,318,320$         2,853,182$         1,740,210$         1,602,197$         75,044$              -$                        -$                        -$                        20,398$              -$                        27,289$              
Sub-total  $     60,992,328  $     40,069,638  $       5,767,148  $       2,580,877  $            81,041  $     11,347,105  $          747,115  $          348,955  $            22,689  $                 222  $            27,540 

Accumulated Amortization
Accum. Amortization of Electric Util ity Plant -Line 
Transformers, Services and Meters 

(13,852,383)$      (9,079,233)$        (1,326,413)$        (597,965)$           (18,674)$             (2,570,023)$        (169,201)$           (78,968)$             (5,193)$               -$                        (6,715)$               

Customer Related Net Fixed Assets 47,139,945$       30,990,405$       4,440,735$         1,982,912$         62,367$              8,777,082$         577,914$            269,987$            17,496$              222$                   20,825$              
Allocated General Plant Net Fixed Assets 256,934$            168,963$            24,181$              10,823$              336$                   47,805$              3,148$                1,471$                94$                     1$                       111$                   
Customer Related NFA Including General Plant 47,396,879$       31,159,368$       4,464,916$         1,993,735$         62,703$              8,824,887$         581,061$            271,458$            17,590$              223$                   20,936$              
Misc Rev enue
CWNB (1,294,518)$        (988,294)$           (185,403)$           (116,058)$           (1,184)$               (13)$                    (474)$                  (1,842)$               (461)$                  (592)$                  (197)$                  
NFA -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
LPHA (951,622)$           (574,708)$           (148,362)$           (198,402)$           (20,735)$             -$                        (1,094)$               (2,837)$               (5,483)$               -$                        -$                        
Sub-total  $      (2,246,140)  $      (1,563,002)  $         (333,765)  $         (314,460)  $           (21,919)  $                  (13)  $             (1,568)  $             (4,680)  $             (5,943)  $                (592)  $                (197)

Operating and Maintenance
1815-1855 113,324$            77,187$              8,283$                1,883$                2$                       23,680$              1,559$                728$                   2$                       -$                        -$                        
1830 & 1835 326,359$            226,045$            21,120$              3,127$                12$                     69,348$              4,566$                2,131$                10$                     -$                        -$                        
1850 850,892$            589,014$            54,630$              9,097$                -$                        180,703$            11,897$              5,552$                -$                        -$                        -$                        
1840 & 1845 122,782$            85,157$              7,938$                1,033$                3$                       26,125$              1,720$                803$                   3$                       -$                        -$                        
CWMC 315,195$            142,333$            86,812$              79,927$              3,744$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,018$                -$                        1,361$                
CCA 11,919$              8,236$                773$                   138$                   1$                       2,527$                166$                   78$                     1$                       -$                        -$                        
O&M -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
1830 -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
1835 -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
1855 828,604$            516,224$            95,757$              42,957$              -$                        158,372$            10,427$              4,866$                -$                        -$                        -$                        
1840 -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
1845 -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
1860 458,867$            207,212$            126,382$            116,359$            5,450$                -$                        -$                        -$                        1,481$                -$                        1,982$                
Sub-total  $       3,027,943  $       1,851,409  $          401,695  $          254,523  $              9,211  $          460,755  $            30,334  $            14,157  $              2,514  $                      -  $              3,343 

Scenario 3

Below:  Grouping to avoid disclosure

Scenario 1

Scenario 2



Billing and Collection
CWNB 3,975,188$         3,034,839$         569,333$            356,389$            3,637$                40$                     1,455$                5,657$                1,414$                1,818$                606$                   
CWMR 1,574,024$         1,125,845$         288,602$            139,959$            7,441$                -$                        -$                        -$                        5,412$                4,059$                2,706$                
BDHA 510,143$            410,312$            66,127$              33,483$              -$                        -$                        221$                   -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        
Sub-total  $       6,059,355  $       4,570,996  $          924,062  $          529,831  $            11,078  $                   40  $              1,675  $              5,657  $              6,826  $              5,877  $              3,312 

Sub Total Operating, Maintenance and Biling  $       9,087,298  $       6,422,405  $       1,325,758  $          784,354  $            20,289  $          460,796  $            32,010  $            19,814  $              9,340  $              5,877  $              6,655 

Amortization Expense - Customer Related 2,813,498$         1,867,354$         253,969$            112,903$            4,351$                521,826$            34,360$              16,058$              1,223$                18$                     1,436$                
Amortization Expense - General Plant assigned to 
Meters

46,578$              30,631$              4,384$                1,962$                61$                     8,666$                571$                   267$                   17$                     0$                       20$                     

Admin and General 9,290,818$         6,536,492$         1,350,483$         819,511$            22,579$              484,812$            33,576$              20,598$              10,283$              5,824$                6,660$                
Allocated PILs 253,490$            166,648$            23,880$              10,663$              335$                   47,198$              3,108$                1,452$                94$                     1$                       112$                   
Allocated Debt Return 1,903,685$         1,251,507$         179,333$            80,077$              2,519$                354,451$            23,338$              10,903$              707$                   9$                       841$                   
Allocated Equity Return 2,349,758$         1,544,761$         221,355$            98,841$              3,109$                437,506$            28,807$              13,458$              872$                   11$                     1,038$                

PLCC Adjustment for Line Transformer 581,826$            520,515$            48,287$              8,092$                -$                        -$                        -$                        4,933$                -$                        -$                        -$                        
PLCC Adjustment for Primary Costs 457,234$            408,126$            38,288$              6,904$                34$                     -$                        -$                        3,855$                28$                     -$                        -$                        
PLCC Adjustment for Secondary Costs 678,318$            608,390$            52,488$              9,137$                -$                        -$                        -$                        8,303$                -$                        -$                        -$                        

Total 21,781,607$       14,719,766$       2,886,332$         1,569,719$         31,290$              2,315,242$         154,201$            60,780$              16,564$              11,148$              16,565$              



Sheet O2.1 Line Transformer Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50  

Depreciation on Acct 1850 Line Transformers $1,292,512 $515,356 $163,306
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Line Transformers $19,935 $7,945 $2,515
Acct 5035 - Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation $181,578 $72,399 $22,942
Acct 5055 - Underground Distribution Transformers - Operation $412,941 $164,650 $52,174
Acct 5160 - Maintenance of Line Transformers $985,710 $393,027 $124,542
Allocation of General Expenses $66,309 $26,439 $8,378
Admin and General Assigned to Line Transformers $1,628,778 $641,269 $203,382
PILs on Line Transformers $108,416 $43,228 $13,698
Debt Return on Line Transformers $814,191 $324,638 $102,871
Equity Return on Line Transformers $1,004,973 $400,707 $126,976

Total $6,515,343 $2,589,660 $820,785

Line Tranformer NCP 1,499,468 597,875 189,454
PLCC Amount 152,279 120,171 11,146
Adjustment to Customer Related Cost for PLCC $581,826 $520,515 $48,287

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448

Line Transformer Rate Base
Acct 1850 - Line Transformers - Gross Assets $26,299,869 $10,486,407 $3,322,930
Line Transformers - Accumulated Depreciation ($6,138,488) ($2,447,567) ($775,584)
Line Transformers - Net Fixed Assets $20,161,381 $8,038,840 $2,547,346
General Plant Assigned to Line Transformers - NFA $109,962 $43,829 $13,871
Line Transformer Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $20,271,344 $8,082,669 $2,561,217

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $240,169 $95,624 $30,147
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $24,254 $9,657 $3,044
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0

Total $264,423 $105,280 $33,191

Acct 1850 - Line Transformers - Gross Assets $26,299,869 $10,486,407 $3,322,930

Acct 1815 - 1855 $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Line Transformers Demand Unit Cost for PLCC 
Adjustment to Customer Related Cost
Allocation by rate classification



3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate  Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 

$612,863 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $986
$9,459 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $15

$86,098 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $139
$195,802 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $315
$467,389 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $752
$31,442 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $51

$782,874 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,254
$51,407 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $83

$386,060 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $621
$476,522 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $767

$3,099,916 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,982

710,994 0 0 0 0 0 1,144
1,856 0 0 0 16,873 1,100 1,133

$8,092 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,933

$287,767 $0 $0 $42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785
($99,778) $0 $0 ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966)
$187,988 $0 $0 $27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819

$34,080 $0 $0 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330

$34,441,829 $0 $0 $5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880

$2,145,765 $0 $0 $148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920

$2,053,711 $0 $0 $133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048

$12,470,464 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $20,069
($2,910,653) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($4,684)
$9,559,811 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $15,385

$52,179 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $84
$9,611,990 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $15,468

$95,528 $0 $0 $14,708 $21 $1 $187
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,647 $0 $0 $1,485 $2 $0 $19
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$105,175 $0 $0 $16,194 $23 $1 $206

$12,470,464 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $20,069

$41,714,988 $0 $0 $6,422,776 $9,064 $588 $81,794



10 11 12 13 14 15 16

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-
up/Standby 

Power 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex  Rate class 4  Rate class 5 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $11,356 $2 $170 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($3,937) ($1) ($59) $0 $0
$0 $0 $7,418 $1 $111 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,345 $0 $20 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825 $0 $0

$0 $0 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660 $0 $0

$0 $0 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $3,953 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $399 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $4,352 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $0 $0



17 18 19 20

 Rate class 6  Rate class 7  Rate class 8  Rate class 9 

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0



Sheet O2.2 Primary Cost PLCC Adjustment Worksheet  - First Run  

1                           2                           

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50  

Depreciation on Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $1,284,679 $402,801 $129,087
Depreciation on Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $951,184 $298,236 $95,577
Depreciation on Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Primary C&P $30,647 $9,625 $3,081
Primary C&P Operations and Maintenance $583,747 $177,068 $56,776
Allocation of General Expenses $100,480 $31,505 $10,096
Admin and General Assigned to Primary C&P $611,049 $180,213 $57,835
PILs on Primary C&P $167,017 $52,367 $16,782
Debt Return on Primary C&P $1,254,279 $393,269 $126,032
Equity Return on Primary C&P $1,548,182 $485,420 $155,564

Total $6,531,264 $2,030,505 $650,831

Primary NCP 1,906,840 597,875 191,603
PLCC Amount 152,583 120,171 11,272
Adjustment to Customer Related Cost for PLCC $457,234 $408,126 $38,288

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448

Primary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets
Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $23,326,101 $7,313,715 $2,343,852
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $16,526,746 $5,181,831 $1,660,639
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $39,852,847 $12,495,546 $4,004,491

Primary Conductors and Poles Accumulated Depreciation
Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures ($4,776,651) ($1,497,681) ($479,967)
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit ($4,017,155) ($1,259,547) ($403,651)
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Subtotal ($8,793,806) ($2,757,229) ($883,619)

Primary Conductor & Pools - Net Fixed Assets $31,059,041 $9,738,318 $3,120,872
General Plant Assigned to Primary C&P - NFA $169,056 $53,094 $16,994

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Primary Conductors and Poles Cost Pool Demand Unit Cost for PLCC 
Adjustment to Customer Related Cost

Allocation by Rate Classification



Primary C&P Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $31,228,096 $9,791,412 $3,137,867

Acct 1830-3 Bulk Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0
Acct 1835-3 Bulk Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-3 Bulk Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0
Acct 1845-3 Bulk Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $0 $0 $0

Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $12,357,088 $6,306,156 $1,998,293
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $20,044,943 $10,229,476 $3,241,514
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $32,402,031 $16,535,632 $5,239,807

Operations and Maintenance
Acct 5020 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Labour $0 $0 $0
Acct 5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $439,907 $167,907 $53,530
Acct 5040 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders -  Labour $0 $0 $0
Acct 5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $286,491 $120,727 $38,402
Acct 5090 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0
Acct 5095 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0
Acct 5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0
Acct 5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0
Acct 5135 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Right of Way $321,598 $122,750 $39,134
Acct 5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0
Acct 5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0

Total $1,047,996 $411,385 $131,066

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $240,169 $95,624 $30,147
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $24,254 $9,657 $3,044
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0

Total $264,423 $105,280 $33,191

Primary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets $39,852,847 $12,495,546 $4,004,491

Acct 1815 - 1855 $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486



3                           4                           5                           6                           7                           8                           9                           

 GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate  Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 

$520,306 $0 $0 $182,651 $0 $0 $771
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$385,238 $0 $0 $135,236 $0 $0 $571
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$12,447 $0 $0 $4,317 $0 $0 $18
$236,427 $0 $0 $89,182 $0 $0 $339
$40,695 $0 $0 $14,286 $0 $0 $60

$247,024 $0 $0 $99,247 $0 $0 $352
$67,643 $0 $0 $23,746 $0 $0 $100

$507,994 $0 $0 $178,329 $0 $0 $753
$627,027 $0 $0 $220,115 $0 $0 $929

$2,644,802 $0 $0 $947,107 $0 $0 $3,893

772,287 0 0 271,107 0 0 1,144
2,016 0 0 10 16,873 1,100 1,133

$6,904 $0 $0 $34 $0 $0 $3,855

$287,767 $0 $0 $42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785
($99,778) $0 $0 ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966)
$187,988 $0 $0 $27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819

$34,080 $0 $0 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330

$34,441,829 $0 $0 $5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880

$2,145,765 $0 $0 $148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920

$2,053,711 $0 $0 $133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048

$9,447,274 $0 $0 $3,316,417 $0 $0 $13,997
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,693,476 $0 $0 $2,349,711 $0 $0 $9,917
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,140,751 $0 $0 $5,666,128 $0 $0 $23,914

($1,934,585) $0 $0 ($679,126) $0 $0 ($2,866)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,626,983) $0 $0 ($571,144) $0 $0 ($2,410)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($3,561,568) $0 $0 ($1,250,270) $0 $0 ($5,277)

$12,579,183 $0 $0 $4,415,858 $0 $0 $18,637
$68,659 $0 $0 $23,811 $0 $0 $102



$12,647,841 $0 $0 $4,439,668 $0 $0 $18,739

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,040,570 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,069
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,554,376 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $19,577
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$10,594,946 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $31,646

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$166,280 $0 $0 $40,885 $0 $0 $321

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$103,780 $0 $0 $18,407 $0 $0 $231

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$121,561 $0 $0 $29,890 $0 $0 $235
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$391,620 $0 $0 $89,182 $0 $0 $787

$95,528 $0 $0 $14,708 $21 $1 $187
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,647 $0 $0 $1,485 $2 $0 $19
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$105,175 $0 $0 $16,194 $23 $1 $206

$16,140,751 $0 $0 $5,666,128 $0 $0 $23,914

$41,714,988 $0 $0 $6,422,776 $9,064 $588 $81,794



10                         11                         12                         13                         14                         15                         16                         

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-up/Standby 
Power 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex  Rate class 4  Rate class 5 

$0 $0 $49,063 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $36,327 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $1,159 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $23,956 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $3,837 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $26,377 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $6,379 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $47,902 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $59,127 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $254,126 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 72,824 0 0 0 0
0 0 8 0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $28 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $11,356 $2 $170 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($3,937) ($1) ($59) $0 $0
$0 $0 $7,418 $1 $111 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,345 $0 $20 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825 $0 $0

$0 $0 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660 $0 $0

$0 $0 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655 $0 $0

$0 $0 $890,845 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $631,172 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $1,522,017 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 ($182,425) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($153,419) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($335,844) $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,186,174 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $6,396 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $1,192,569 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $10,982 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $4,944 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $8,029 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $23,956 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $3,953 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $399 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $4,352 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,522,017 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $0 $0



17                         18                         19                         20                         

 Rate class 6  Rate class 7  Rate class 8  Rate class 9 

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0



Sheet O2.3 Secondary Cost PLCC Adjustment Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50  

Depreciation on Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $680,564 $347,310 $110,056
Depreciation on Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $1,648,102 $932,706 $218,464
Depreciation on Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Secondary C&P $24,713 $12,610 $3,991
Secondary C&P Operations and Maintenance $464,249 $234,318 $74,290
Allocation of General Expenses $81,695 $41,691 $13,211
Admin and General Assigned to Primary C&P $476,771 $238,480 $75,676
PILs on Secondary C&P $134,431 $68,604 $21,739
Debt Return on Secondary C&P $1,009,562 $515,207 $163,259
Equity Return on Secondary C&P $1,246,124 $635,931 $201,514

Total $5,766,211 $3,026,855 $882,199

Secondary NCP 1,171,552 597,875 189,454
PLCC Amount 152,565 120,171 11,272
Adjustment to Customer Related Cost for PLCC $678,318 $608,390 $52,488

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448

Secondary Conductors and Poles Gross Plant
Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $12,357,088 $6,306,156 $1,998,293
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $20,044,943 $10,229,476 $3,241,514
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0

Subtotal $32,402,031 $16,535,632 $5,239,807
Secondary Conductors and Poles Accumulated Depreciation
Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures ($2,530,449) ($1,291,356) ($409,205)
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit ($4,872,322) ($2,486,478) ($787,915)
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0

Subtotal ($7,402,771) ($3,777,834) ($1,197,119)
Secondary Conductor & Pools - Net Fixed Assets $24,999,260 $12,757,798 $4,042,688
General Plant Assigned to Secondary C&P - NFA $136,321 $69,557 $22,014

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Secondary Conductors and Poles Cost Pool Demand Unit Cost for 
PLCC Adjustment to Customer Related Cost

Allocation by Rate Classification



Secondary C&P Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $25,135,581 $12,827,355 $4,064,702

Acct 1830-3 Bulk Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0
Acct 1835-3 Bulk Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-3 Bulk Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0
Acct 1845-3 Bulk Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0

Subtotal $0 $0 $0

Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $23,326,101 $7,313,715 $2,343,852
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $16,526,746 $5,181,831 $1,660,639
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0

Subtotal $39,852,847 $12,495,546 $4,004,491

Operations and Maintenance
Acct 5020 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Labour $0 $0 $0
Acct 5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $439,907 $167,907 $53,530
Acct 5040 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders -  Labour $0 $0 $0
Acct 5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $286,491 $120,727 $38,402
Acct 5090 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0
Acct 5095 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0
Acct 5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0
Acct 5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0
Acct 5135 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Right of Way $321,598 $122,750 $39,134
Acct 5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0
Acct 5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0

Total $1,047,996 $411,385 $131,066

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $240,169 $95,624 $30,147
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $24,254 $9,657 $3,044
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0

Total $264,423 $105,280 $33,191

Secondary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets $32,402,031 $16,535,632 $5,239,807

Acct 1815 - 1855 $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486



3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate 

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 

$222,533 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $665
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$380,094 $0 $0 $0 $105,522 $6,947 $4,369
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$8,088 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $24
$155,193 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $448

$26,713 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $80
$162,149 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $466

$43,957 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $131
$330,111 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $986
$407,463 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,217

$1,736,301 $0 $0 $0 $105,522 $6,947 $8,387

383,079 0 0 0 0 0 1,144
2,016 0 0 0 16,873 1,100 1,133

$9,137 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $8,303

$287,767 $0 $0 $42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785
($99,778) $0 $0 ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966)
$187,988 $0 $0 $27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819

$34,080 $0 $0 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330

$34,441,829 $0 $0 $5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880

$2,145,765 $0 $0 $148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920

$2,053,711 $0 $0 $133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048

$4,040,570 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,069
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,554,376 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $19,577
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$10,594,946 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $31,646

($827,416) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($2,471)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,593,172) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($4,759)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,420,588) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($7,230)
$8,174,358 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $24,416

$44,617 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $133



$8,218,975 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $24,549

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,447,274 $0 $0 $3,316,417 $0 $0 $13,997
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,693,476 $0 $0 $2,349,711 $0 $0 $9,917
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,140,751 $0 $0 $5,666,128 $0 $0 $23,914

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$166,280 $0 $0 $40,885 $0 $0 $321

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$103,780 $0 $0 $18,407 $0 $0 $231

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$121,561 $0 $0 $29,890 $0 $0 $235
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$391,620 $0 $0 $89,182 $0 $0 $787

$95,528 $0 $0 $14,708 $21 $1 $187
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,647 $0 $0 $1,485 $2 $0 $19
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$105,175 $0 $0 $16,194 $23 $1 $206

$10,594,946 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $31,646

$41,714,988 $0 $0 $6,422,776 $9,064 $588 $81,794



10 11 12 13 14 15 16

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-
up/Standby 

Power 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex  Rate class 4  Rate class 5 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $11,356 $2 $170 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($3,937) ($1) ($59) $0 $0
$0 $0 $7,418 $1 $111 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,345 $0 $20 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825 $0 $0

$0 $0 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660 $0 $0

$0 $0 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $890,845 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $631,172 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,522,017 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $10,982 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $4,944 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $8,029 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $23,956 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $3,953 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $399 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $4,352 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $0 $0



17 18 19 20

 Rate class 6  Rate class 7  Rate class 8  Rate class 9 

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0



Sheet O3.1 Line Transformers Unit Cost Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

Depreciation on Acct 1850 Line Transformers $1,988,480 $997,127 $207,989 $620,304
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Line Transformers $30,661 $15,373 $3,203 $9,574
Acct 5035 - Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation $279,350 $140,081 $29,219 $87,143
Acct 5055 - Underground Distribution Transformers - Operation $635,294 $318,569 $66,450 $198,179
Acct 5160 - Maintenance of Line Transformers $1,516,477 $760,440 $158,619 $473,063
Allocation of General Expenses $95,951 $47,049 $10,248 $31,708
Admin and General Assigned to Line Transformers $2,501,780 $1,240,746 $259,030 $792,379
PILs on Line Transformers $166,794 $83,639 $17,446 $52,031
Debt Return on Line Transformers $1,252,601 $628,119 $131,018 $390,748
Equity Return on Line Transformers $1,546,112 $775,300 $161,719 $482,308
Less:  Transformer Ownership Allowance Credit ($1,866,055) ($935,737) ($195,184) ($582,114)
Total Error - Please Revise $4,070,707 $849,758 $2,555,323

Billed kW without Line Transformer Allowance 0 0 1,763,328
Billed kWh without Line Transformer Allowance 673,872,389 251,217,394 1,053,221,287

Line Transformation Unit Cost ($/kW) $0.0000 $0.0000 $1.4491
Line Transformation Unit Cost ($/kWh) $0.0060 $0.0034 $0.0024

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832 $187,988

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711

Line Transformer Rate Base
Acct 1850 - Line Transformers - Gross Assets $40,461,338 $20,289,406 $4,232,136 $12,621,868
Line Transformers - Accumulated Depreciation ($9,443,828) ($4,735,623) ($987,796) ($2,945,991)
Line Transformers - Net Fixed Assets $31,017,510 $15,553,782 $3,244,339 $9,675,876
General Plant Assigned to Line Transformers - NFA $169,133 $84,801 $17,667 $52,812
Line Transformer Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $31,186,643 $15,638,583 $3,262,006 $9,728,689

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $165,731 $37,670 $97,239
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $16,736 $3,804 $9,820
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $377,747 $182,467 $41,474 $107,059

Acct 1850 - Line Transformers - Gross Assets $40,461,338 $20,289,406 $4,232,136 $12,621,868

Acct 1815 - 1855 $159,095,916 $78,686,604 $17,127,403 $42,616,118

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

$0 $147,802 $9,731 $5,528 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,276 $150 $85 $0 $0 $0
$0 $20,764 $1,367 $777 $0 $0 $0
$0 $47,221 $3,109 $1,766 $0 $0 $0
$0 $112,718 $7,421 $4,216 $0 $0 $0
$0 $6,287 $414 $244 $0 $0 $0
$0 $190,121 $12,479 $7,025 $0 $0 $0
$0 $12,398 $816 $464 $0 $0 $0
$0 $93,105 $6,130 $3,482 $0 $0 $0
$0 $114,921 $7,566 $4,298 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($138,702) ($9,132) ($5,187) $0 $0 $0
$0 $608,910 $40,050 $22,697 $0 $0 $0

0 0 0 0 0 0 137,491
442,904,044 16,439,727 1,173,917 4,633,951 96,780,188 455,210,512 81,825,128

$0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000
$0.0000 $0.0370 $0.0341 $0.0049 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000

$42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170
($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59)
$27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819 $7,418 $1 $111

$5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20

$5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

$148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660

$133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

$0 $3,007,452 $198,000 $112,477 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($701,951) ($46,214) ($26,253) $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,305,501 $151,786 $86,225 $0 $0 $0
$0 $12,557 $827 $470 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,318,058 $152,612 $86,694 $0 $0 $0

$14,710 $21,529 $1,417 $848 $3,954 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,486 $2,174 $143 $86 $399 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,196 $23,703 $1,560 $934 $4,354 $0 $0

$0 $3,007,452 $198,000 $112,477 $0 $0 $0

$6,423,719 $11,338,768 $746,493 $429,916 $1,726,895 $0 $0



Sheet O3.2 Substation Transformers Unit Cost Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

Depreciation on Acct 1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment $96,206 $30,165 $9,667 $38,964
Depreciation on Acct 1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $7,940 $2,987 $724 $3,116
Depreciation on Acct 1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Substation Transformers ($302) ($75) ($33) ($126)
Acct 5012 - Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5016 - Distributon Station Equipment - Labour $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5017 - Distributon Station Equipment - Other $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5114 - Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment $57,465 $18,018 $5,774 $23,274
Allocation of General Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0
Admin and General Assigned to SubstationTransformers $60,081 $18,338 $5,882 $24,317
PILs on SubstationTransformers ($1,644) ($411) ($181) ($687)
Debt Return on Substation Transformers ($12,350) ($3,085) ($1,357) ($5,160)
Equity Return on Substation Transformers ($15,244) ($3,807) ($1,675) ($6,369)

Total $192,153 $62,128 $18,801 $77,329

Billed kW without Substation Transformer Allowance 0 0 2,707,203
Billed kWh without Substation Transformer Allowance 673,872,389 251,217,394 1,053,221,287

Substation Transformation Unit Cost ($/kW) $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0286
Substation Transformation Unit Cost ($/kWh) $0.0001 $0.0001 $0.0001

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832 $187,988

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711

Substation Transformer Rate Base Gross Plant
Acct 1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $182,807 $68,760 $16,678 $71,744
Acct 1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $30,889 $11,618 $2,818 $12,123
Acct 1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $117,285 $44,115 $10,700 $46,029
Acct 1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $330,980 $124,493 $30,197 $129,896
Substation Transformers - Accumulated Depreciation
Acct 1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment ($617,373) ($193,572) ($62,035) ($250,041)
Acct 1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV ($19,418) ($7,304) ($1,772) ($7,621)
Acct 1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal ($636,791) ($200,876) ($63,806) ($257,662)
Substation Transformers - Net Fixed Assets ($305,811) ($76,383) ($33,610) ($127,766)
General Plant Assigned to SubstationTransformers - NFA ($1,664) ($416) ($183) ($697)
Substation Transformer NFA Including General Plant ($307,475) ($76,799) ($33,793) ($128,464)

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $165,731 $37,670 $97,239
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $16,736 $3,804 $9,820
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $377,747 $182,467 $41,474 $107,059

Acct 1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $0 $0 $0 $0

Acct 1815 - 1855 $159,095,916 $78,686,604 $17,127,403 $42,616,118



6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

$13,678 $0 $0 $58 $3,674 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$854 $18 $1 $9 $231 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($53) $1 $0 ($0) ($14) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$8,170 $0 $0 $34 $2,195 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,092 $0 $0 $36 $2,416 $0 $0
($292) $4 $0 ($0) ($78) $0 $0

($2,192) $28 $2 ($0) ($586) $0 $0
($2,705) $34 $2 ($0) ($723) $0 $0

$26,553 $84 $5 $137 $7,115 $0 $0

838,394 0 0 0 237,020 981,974 137,491
442,904,044 16,439,727 1,173,917 4,633,951 96,780,188 455,210,512 81,825,128

$0.0317 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0300 $0.0000 $0.0000
$0.0001 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0000 $0.0001 $0.0000 $0.0000

$42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170
($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59)
$27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819 $7,418 $1 $111

$5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20

$5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

$148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660

$133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$19,660 $404 $26 $215 $5,319 $0 $0
$3,322 $68 $4 $36 $899 $0 $0

$12,614 $259 $17 $138 $3,412 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$35,596 $731 $47 $390 $9,630 $0 $0

($87,776) $0 $0 ($370) ($23,578) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,088) ($43) ($3) ($23) ($565) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($89,864) ($43) ($3) ($393) ($24,143) $0 $0
($54,268) $688 $45 ($3) ($14,513) $0 $0

($293) $4 $0 ($0) ($78) $0 $0
($54,561) $692 $45 ($3) ($14,592) $0 $0



$14,710 $21,529 $1,417 $848 $3,954 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,486 $2,174 $143 $86 $399 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,196 $23,703 $1,560 $934 $4,354 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,423,719 $11,338,768 $746,493 $429,916 $1,726,895 $0 $0



Sheet O3.3 Primary Conductors and Poles Cost Pool Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

Depreciation on Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $1,835,256 $783,261 $164,774 $526,689
Depreciation on Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $1,358,835 $579,931 $122,000 $389,964
Depreciation on Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Primary C&P $43,800 $18,717 $3,933 $12,600
Primary C&P Operations and Maintenance $830,935 $347,714 $72,772 $239,377
Allocation of General Expenses $136,257 $56,345 $12,378 $41,046
Admin and General Assigned to Primary C&P $864,671 $353,890 $74,129 $250,107
PILs on Primary C&P $238,596 $101,829 $21,422 $68,473
Debt Return on Primary C&P $1,791,826 $764,726 $160,875 $514,225
Equity Return on Primary C&P $2,211,689 $943,917 $198,571 $634,719
Total $9,311,864 $3,950,329 $830,852 $2,677,199

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832 $187,988

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711

Primary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets
Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $33,323,001 $14,221,777 $2,991,824 $9,563,164
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $23,609,637 $10,076,253 $2,119,734 $6,775,586
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $56,932,638 $24,298,030 $5,111,558 $16,338,750

Primary Conductors and Poles Accumulated Depreciation
Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures ($6,823,787) ($2,912,294) ($612,657) ($1,958,317)
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit ($5,738,792) ($2,449,234) ($515,243) ($1,646,941)
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal ($12,562,580) ($5,361,528) ($1,127,901) ($3,605,258)

Primary Conductor & Pools - Net Fixed Assets $44,370,058 $18,936,502 $3,983,657 $12,733,492
General Plant Assigned to Primary C&P - NFA $241,607 $103,244 $21,692 $69,501
Primary C&P Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $44,611,665 $19,039,745 $4,005,350 $12,802,993

Acct 1830-3 Bulk Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1835-3 Bulk Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-3 Bulk Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1845-3 Bulk Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $0 $0 $0 $0

Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $17,652,983 $9,990,302 $2,339,989 $4,071,228
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $28,635,633 $16,205,681 $3,795,793 $6,604,106
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $46,288,616 $26,195,982 $6,135,783 $10,675,334

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



Operations and Maintenance
1830 & 1835Acct 5020 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Labour $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $628,438 $298,489 $65,731 $168,086
1840 & 1845Acct 5040 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders -  Labour $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 & 1845Acct 5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $409,273 $205,884 $46,340 $104,812
1840 & 1845Acct 5090 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5095 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5135 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Right of Way $459,426 $218,214 $48,053 $122,881
## Acct 5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $1,497,137 $722,587 $160,125 $395,780

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $165,731 $37,670 $97,239
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $16,736 $3,804 $9,820
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $377,747 $182,467 $41,474 $107,059

Primary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets $56,932,638 $24,298,030 $5,111,558 $16,338,750

Acct 1815 - 1855 $159,095,916 $78,686,604 $17,127,403 $42,616,118

Grouping of Operation and Maintenance  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

1830 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1835 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1840 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1845 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1830 & 1835 1,087,864$          516,703$             113,785$             290,968$             
1840 & 1845 409,273$             205,884$             46,340$               104,812$             
Total 1,497,137$          722,587$             160,125$             395,780$             



6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - 
Ford Annex 

$182,681 $116,721 $7,684 $4,357 $49,088 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$135,258 $86,421 $5,690 $3,226 $36,345 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,317 $2,786 $183 $104 $1,160 $0 $0
$89,196 $52,501 $3,456 $1,950 $23,968 $0 $0
$14,288 $7,569 $498 $294 $3,839 $0 $0
$99,264 $55,237 $3,626 $2,027 $26,391 $0 $0
$23,750 $15,174 $999 $566 $6,382 $0 $0

$178,358 $113,959 $7,503 $4,254 $47,927 $0 $0
$220,151 $140,662 $9,261 $5,251 $59,157 $0 $0
$947,264 $591,031 $38,900 $22,031 $254,257 $0 $0

$42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170
($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59)
$27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819 $7,418 $1 $111

$5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20

$5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

$148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660

$133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

$3,316,969 $2,119,317 $139,528 $79,116 $891,305 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,350,102 $1,501,555 $98,857 $56,054 $631,498 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$5,667,071 $3,620,872 $238,385 $135,170 $1,522,803 $0 $0

($679,239) ($433,988) ($28,572) ($16,201) ($182,519) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($571,239) ($364,983) ($24,029) ($13,625) ($153,498) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,250,478) ($798,970) ($52,601) ($29,826) ($336,017) $0 $0

$4,416,592 $2,821,901 $185,784 $105,344 $1,186,786 $0 $0
$23,815 $15,370 $1,012 $574 $6,399 $0 $0

$4,440,407 $2,837,271 $186,795 $105,918 $1,193,185 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $1,130,255 $74,412 $46,797 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $1,833,434 $120,706 $75,912 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,963,689 $195,118 $122,709 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$40,892 $40,061 $2,637 $1,552 $10,988 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$18,410 $26,125 $1,720 $1,034 $4,947 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$29,895 $29,287 $1,928 $1,135 $8,033 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$89,196 $95,473 $6,286 $3,721 $23,968 $0 $0

$14,710 $21,529 $1,417 $848 $3,954 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,486 $2,174 $143 $86 $399 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,196 $23,703 $1,560 $934 $4,354 $0 $0

$5,667,071 $3,620,872 $238,385 $135,170 $1,522,803 $0 $0

$6,423,719 $11,338,768 $746,493 $429,916 $1,726,895 $0 $0

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - 
Ford Annex 

-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     

70,786$               69,348$               4,566$                 2,687$                 19,021$               -$                     -$                     
18,410$               26,125$               1,720$                 1,034$                 4,947$                 -$                     -$                     
89,196$               95,473$               6,286$                 3,721$                 23,968$               -$                     -$                     



Sheet O3.4 Secondary Cost Pool Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3

Description  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

Depreciation on Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $972,234 $550,213 $128,874 $224,222
Depreciation on Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $1,648,102 $932,706 $218,464 $380,094
Depreciation on Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Secondary C&P $35,299 $19,976 $4,673 $8,150
Secondary C&P Operations and Maintenance $666,202 $374,874 $87,353 $156,403
Allocation of General Expenses $109,292 $60,746 $14,858 $26,818
Admin and General Assigned to Primary C&P $683,949 $381,533 $88,982 $163,413
PILs on Secondary C&P $192,044 $108,683 $25,456 $44,290
Debt Return on Secondary C&P $1,442,232 $816,198 $191,175 $332,615
Equity Return on Secondary C&P $1,780,177 $1,007,450 $235,971 $410,554
Total $7,529,532 $4,252,380 $995,808 $1,746,561

General Plant - Gross Assets $1,074,234 $529,651 $122,204 $287,767
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $701,761 $346,004 $79,832 $187,988

General Plant - Depreciation $127,219 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829

Total Administration and General Expense $12,341,401 $7,721,942 $1,727,068 $2,145,765

Total O&M $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711

Secondary Conductors and Poles Gross Plant
Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $17,652,983 $9,990,302 $2,339,989 $4,071,228
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit $28,635,633 $16,205,681 $3,795,793 $6,604,106
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0

Subtotal $46,288,616 $26,195,982 $6,135,783 $10,675,334

Secondary Conductors and Poles Accumulated Depreciation
Acct 1830-5 Secondary Poles, Towers & Fixtures ($3,614,927) ($2,045,785) ($479,176) ($833,694)
Acct 1835-5 Secondary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-5 Secondary Underground Conduit ($6,960,461) ($3,939,113) ($922,643) ($1,605,260)
Acct 1845-5 Secondary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0

Subtotal ($10,575,387) ($5,984,898) ($1,401,819) ($2,438,954)

Secondary Conductor & Pools - Net Fixed Assets $35,713,229 $20,211,084 $4,733,963 $8,236,380
General Plant Assigned to Secondary C&P - NFA $194,716 $110,193 $25,778 $44,955
Secondary C&P Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $35,907,945 $20,321,277 $4,759,741 $8,281,336

Acct 1830-3 Bulk Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1835-3 Bulk Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-3 Bulk Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1845-3 Bulk Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0

Subtotal $0 $0 $0 $0

Acct 1830-4 Primary Poles, Towers & Fixtures $33,323,001 $14,221,777 $2,991,824 $9,563,164
Acct 1835-4 Primary Overhead Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 1840-4 Primary Underground Conduit $23,609,637 $10,076,253 $2,119,734 $6,775,586
Acct 1845-4 Primary Underground Conductors $0 $0 $0 $0
Subtotal $56,932,638 $24,298,030 $5,111,558 $16,338,750

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



Operations and Maintenance
1830 & 1835Acct 5020 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Labour $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $628,438 $298,489 $65,731 $168,086
1840 & 1845Acct 5040 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders -  Labour $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 & 1845Acct 5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Other $409,273 $205,884 $46,340 $104,812
1840 & 1845Acct 5090 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5095 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers & Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 & 1835Acct 5135 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Right of Way $459,426 $218,214 $48,053 $122,881
## Acct 5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0
## Acct 5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors & Devices $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $1,497,137 $722,587 $160,125 $395,780

General Expenses
Acct 5005 - Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $165,731 $37,670 $97,239
Acct 5010 - Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0
Acct 5085 - Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $16,736 $3,804 $9,820
Acct 5105 - Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $377,747 $182,467 $41,474 $107,059

Secondary Conductors and Poles Gross Assets $46,288,616 $26,195,982 $6,135,783 $10,675,334

Acct 1815 - 1855 $159,095,916 $78,686,604 $17,127,403 $42,616,118

Grouping of Operation and Maintenance  Total   Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

1830 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1835 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1840 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1845 -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
1830 & 1835 1,087,864$          516,703$             113,785$             290,968$             
1840 & 1845 409,273$             205,884$             46,340$               104,812$             
Total 1,497,137$          722,587$             160,125$             395,780$             



6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

$0 $62,249 $4,098 $2,577 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $105,522 $6,947 $4,369 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,258 $149 $94 $0 $0 $0
$0 $42,972 $2,829 $1,771 $0 $0 $0
$0 $6,195 $408 $267 $0 $0 $0
$0 $45,212 $2,968 $1,841 $0 $0 $0
$0 $12,296 $810 $509 $0 $0 $0
$0 $92,341 $6,079 $3,823 $0 $0 $0
$0 $113,978 $7,504 $4,719 $0 $0 $0
$0 $483,023 $31,791 $19,969 $0 $0 $0

$42,228 $73,248 $4,823 $2,785 $11,356 $2 $170
($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59)
$27,586 $47,851 $3,151 $1,819 $7,418 $1 $111

$5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20

$5,116,071 $8,785,509 $578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

$148,940 $484,836 $33,577 $22,920 $43,869 $5,824 $6,660

$133,834 $460,819 $32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

$0 $1,130,255 $74,412 $46,797 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $1,833,434 $120,706 $75,912 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $2,963,689 $195,118 $122,709 $0 $0 $0

$0 ($231,450) ($15,238) ($9,583) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($445,653) ($29,340) ($18,452) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 ($677,103) ($44,578) ($28,035) $0 $0 $0

$0 $2,286,586 $150,540 $94,674 $0 $0 $0
$0 $12,454 $820 $516 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2,299,040 $151,360 $95,190 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,316,969 $2,119,317 $139,528 $79,116 $891,305 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,350,102 $1,501,555 $98,857 $56,054 $631,498 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$5,667,071 $3,620,872 $238,385 $135,170 $1,522,803 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$40,892 $40,061 $2,637 $1,552 $10,988 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$18,410 $26,125 $1,720 $1,034 $4,947 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$29,895 $29,287 $1,928 $1,135 $8,033 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$89,196 $95,473 $6,286 $3,721 $23,968 $0 $0

$14,710 $21,529 $1,417 $848 $3,954 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,486 $2,174 $143 $86 $399 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,196 $23,703 $1,560 $934 $4,354 $0 $0

$0 $2,963,689 $195,118 $122,709 $0 $0 $0

$6,423,719 $11,338,768 $746,493 $429,916 $1,726,895 $0 $0

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     

70,786$               69,348$               4,566$                 2,687$                 19,021$               -$                     -$                     
18,410$               26,125$               1,720$                 1,034$                 4,947$                 -$                     -$                     
89,196$               95,473$               6,286$                 3,721$                 23,968$               -$                     -$                     



Sheet O3.5 USL Metering Credit Worksheet  - First Run  

Description  GS <50  

Depreciation on Acct 1860 Metering $90,294
Depreciation on General Plant Assigned to Metering $1,295
Acct 5065 - Meter expense $86,812
Acct 5070 & 5075 - Customer Premises $773
Acct 5175 - Meter Maintenance $126,382
Acct 5310 - Meter Reading $288,602
Admin and General Assigned to Metering $511,942
PILs on Metering $7,055
Debt Return on Metering $52,984
Equity Return on Metering $65,399

Total $1,231,538

Number of Customers 7,045

Metering Unit Cost ($/Customer/Month) $14.57

General Plant - Gross Assets $122,204
General Plant - Accumulated Depreciation ($42,372)
General Plant - Net Fixed Assets $79,832

General Plant - Depreciation $14,472

Total Net Fixed Assets Excluding General Plant $14,660,544

Total Administration and General Expense $1,727,068

Total O&M $1,695,448

Metering Rate Base
Acct 1860 - Metering - Gross Assets $1,740,210
Metering - Accumulated Depreciation ($428,203)
Metering - Net Fixed Assets $1,312,007
General Plant Assigned to Metering - NFA $7,144
Metering Net Fixed Assets Including General Plant $1,319,151

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



Sheet O4 Summary of Allocators by Class & Accounts  - First Run  

USoA 
Account # Accounts O1 Grouping Total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management Expenditures and Recoveries dp $454,545
1608 Franchises and Consents gp $0
1805 Land dp $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV dp $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV dp $182,807
1806 Land Rights dp $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV dp $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV dp $30,889
1808 Buildings and Fixtures dp $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV dp $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV dp $117,285
1810 Leasehold Improvements dp $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV dp $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV dp $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally Primary above 50 kV dp $4,104,900
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally Primary below 50 kV dp $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) dp $0

1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally Primary below 50 kV (Primary) dp
$2,216,807

1820-3
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale 
Meters)

dp
$0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment dp $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV dp $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV dp $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures dp $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission Bulk Delivery dp $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary dp $33,323,001
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary dp $17,652,983
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices dp $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Subtransmission Bulk Delivery dp $0
1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary dp $0
1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary dp $0
1840 Underground Conduit dp $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery dp $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary dp $23,609,637
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary dp $28,635,633
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices dp $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk Delivery dp $0
1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary dp $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - Secondary dp $0
1850 Line Transformers dp $40,461,338
1855 Services dp $9,091,619
1860 Meters dp $6,318,320

ALLOCATION BY RATE CLASSIFICATION

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007



1905 Land gp $0
1906 Land Rights gp $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures gp $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements gp $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment gp $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware gp $0
1925 Computer Software gp $0
1930 Transportation Equipment gp $7,946
1935 Stores Equipment gp $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment gp $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment gp $294,500
1950 Power Operated Equipment gp $0
1955 Communication Equipment gp $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment gp $771,789
1970 Load Management Controls - Customer Premises gp $0
1975 Load Management Controls - Utility Premises gp $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment gp $0
1990 Other Tangible Property gp $0
1995 Contributions and Grants - Credit co ($4,691,492)
2005 Property Under Capital Leases gp $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold gp $0
2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - Property, Plant, & Equipment accum dep

($33,105,275)
2120 Accumulated Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - Intangibles accum dep $0
3046 Balance Transferred From Income NI ($6,418,997)
4080 Distribution Services Revenue CREV ($45,086,436)
4082 Retail Services Revenues mi $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues mi $0
4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales mi ($281,588)
4205 Interdepartmental Rents mi $0
4210 Rent from Electric Property mi ($31,906)
4215 Other Utility Operating Income mi ($7,015)
4220 Other Electric Revenues mi $0
4225 Late Payment Charges mi ($951,622)
4235 Miscellaneous Service Revenues mi ($1,012,930)
4240 Provision for Rate Refunds mi $0
4245 Government Assistance Directly Credited to Income mi $0
4305 Regulatory Debits mi $0
4310 Regulatory Credits mi $0
4315 Revenues from Electric Plant Leased to Others mi ($625,843)
4320 Expenses of Electric Plant Leased to Others mi $0
4325 Revenues from Merchandise, Jobbing, Etc. mi $0
4330 Costs and Expenses of Merchandising, Jobbing, Etc. mi $0
4335 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument Hedges mi $0
4340 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument Investments mi $0
4345 Gains from Disposition of Future Use Utility Plant mi $0
4350 Losses from Disposition of Future Use Utility Plant mi $0
4355 Gain on Disposition of Utility and Other Property mi $0
4360 Loss on Disposition of Utility and Other Property mi $6,171
4365 Gains from Disposition of Allowances for Emission mi $0
4370 Losses from Disposition of Allowances for Emission mi $0
4390 Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income mi ($125,831)
4395 Rate-Payer Benefit Including Interest mi $0
4398 Foreign Exchange Gains and Losses, Including Amortization mi $474
4405 Interest and Dividend Income mi ($48,627)
4415 Equity in Earnings of Subsidiary Companies mi $0



4705 Power Purchased cop $138,434,063
4708 Charges-WMS cop $16,943,277
4710 Cost of Power Adjustments cop $8,465,122
4712 Charges-One-Time cop $160,933
4714 Charges-NW cop $17,164,787
4715 System Control and Load Dispatching cop $0
4716 Charges-CN cop $9,745,751
4730 Rural Rate Assistance Expense cop $0
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering di $343,099
5010 Load Dispatching di $0
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense di $0
5014 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation Labour di $0
5015 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation Supplies and Expenses di $0
5016 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation Labour di $0
5017 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation Supplies and Expenses di $0
5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Operation Labour di $0
5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - Operation Supplies and Expenses di

$628,438
5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - Operation di $0
5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation di $279,350
5040 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - Operation Labour di $0
5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - Operation Supplies & 

Expenses
di

$409,273
5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders - Operation di $0
5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - Operation di $635,294
5065 Meter Expense cu $315,195
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour cu $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses cu $11,919
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense di $34,648
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental Paid di $0
5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Rental Paid di $0
5096 Other Rent di $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering di $0
5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - Distribution Stations di $0
5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment di $0
5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment di $57,465
5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and Fixtures di $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and Devices di $0
5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services di $626,218
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - Right of Way di $459,426
5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit di $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors and Devices di $0
5155 Maintenance of Underground Services di $202,386
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers di $1,516,477
5175 Maintenance of Meters cu $458,867
5305 Supervision cu $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense cu $1,574,024
5315 Customer Billing cu $3,715,267
5320 Collecting cu $259,921
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short cu $0
5330 Collection Charges cu $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense cu $510,143
5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts Expenses cu $0



5405 Supervision ad $0
5410 Community Relations - Sundry ad $1,000
5415 Energy Conservation ad $0
5420 Community Safety Program ad $9,857
5425 Miscellaneous Customer Service and Informational Expenses ad $0
5505 Supervision ad $0
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense ad $0
5515 Advertising Expense ad $0
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense ad $0
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses ad $0
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses ad $412,551
5615 General Administrative Salaries and Expenses ad ($1,803,959)
5620 Office Supplies and Expenses ad $47,967
5625 Administrative Expense Transferred Credit ad $0
5630 Outside Services Employed ad $11,026,641
5635 Property Insurance ad $261,403
5640 Injuries and Damages ad $187,681
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits ad $2,292,574
5650 Franchise Requirements ad $0
5655 Regulatory Expenses ad $175,626
5660 General Advertising Expenses ad $33,062
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses ad $51,530
5670 Rent ad $0
5675 Maintenance of General Plant ad ($511,349)
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees ad $14,275
5685 Independent Market Operator Fees and Penalties cop $0
5705 Amortization Expense - Property, Plant, and Equipment dep $8,546,993
5710 Amortization of Limited Term Electric Plant dep $0
5715 Amortization of Intangibles and Other Electric Plant dep $0
5720 Amortization of Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustments dep $0
5730 Amortization of Unrecovered Plant and Regulatory Study Costs dep $0
5735 Amortization of Deferred Development Costs dep $0
5740 Amortization of Deferred Charges dep $0
6005 Interest on Long Term Debt INT $5,200,428
6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes ad $142,542
6110 Income Taxes Input $692,477
6205 Donations ad $0
6210 Life Insurance ad $0
6215 Penalties ad $0
6225 Other Deductions ad $0

$304,625,720



Grouping by 
Allocator  Total 

1808  $                            -   
1815  $                            -   
1820  $                     57,465 
1830  $                            -   
1835  $                            -   
1840  $                            -   
1845  $                            -   
1850  $                2,431,121 
1855  $                   828,604 
1860  $                   458,867 
1815-1855  $                   377,747 
1830 & 1835  $                1,087,864 
1840 & 1845  $                   409,273 
BCP  $                            -   
BDHA  $                   510,143 
Break Out -$              29,249,774 
CCA  $                     11,919 
CDMPP  $                   454,545 
CEN  $              26,910,538 
CEN EWMP  $            164,003,395 
CREV -$              45,086,436 
CWCS  $                9,091,619 
CWMC  $                6,633,515 
CWMR  $                1,574,024 
CWNB  $                2,680,670 
DCP  $                   330,980 
LPHA -$                   951,622 
LTNCP  $              40,461,338 
NFA -$                1,216,127 
NFA ECC  $                1,345,494 
O&M  $              11,927,599 
PNCP  $              59,149,445 
SNCP  $              46,288,616 
TCP  $                4,104,900 

Total  $            304,625,720 



Sheet O4 Summary of Allocators by Class & Accounts  - First Run  

1 2 3 6 7 8 9

Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel Unmetered 
Scattered Load

$286,499 $64,022 $77,550 $5,054 $17,401 $1,209 $833
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$68,760 $16,678 $71,744 $19,660 $404 $26 $215
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11,618 $2,818 $12,123 $3,322 $68 $4 $36
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$44,115 $10,700 $46,029 $12,614 $259 $17 $138
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,543,999 $374,509 $1,611,002 $441,471 $9,064 $588 $4,836
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$695,062 $222,749 $897,826 $315,177 $0 $0 $1,330

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$14,221,777 $2,991,824 $9,563,164 $3,316,969 $2,119,317 $139,528 $79,116
$9,990,302 $2,339,989 $4,071,228 $0 $1,130,255 $74,412 $46,797

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$10,076,253 $2,119,734 $6,775,586 $2,350,102 $1,501,555 $98,857 $56,054
$16,205,681 $3,795,793 $6,604,106 $0 $1,833,434 $120,706 $75,912

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$20,289,406 $4,232,136 $12,621,868 $0 $3,007,452 $198,000 $112,477
$5,664,125 $1,050,669 $471,338 $0 $1,737,691 $114,403 $53,393
$2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197 $75,044 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,918 $904 $2,128 $312 $542 $36 $21
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$145,203 $33,502 $78,891 $11,577 $20,081 $1,322 $764
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$380,531 $87,798 $206,747 $30,339 $52,625 $3,465 $2,001
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,343,597) ($522,579) ($1,311,433) ($130,517) ($315,114) ($20,746) ($12,144)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($16,328,492) ($3,821,081) ($8,772,277) ($1,307,468) ($2,281,674) ($150,216) ($86,080)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($3,163,371) ($730,776) ($1,716,802) ($255,018) ($437,926) ($28,834) ($16,643)
($20,159,314) ($5,491,607) ($12,822,895) ($1,870,843) ($486,780) ($82,292) ($225,116)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($214,977) ($40,329) ($25,245) ($258) ($3) ($103) ($401)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($15,724) ($3,632) ($8,533) ($1,268) ($2,177) ($143) ($83)
($3,457) ($799) ($1,876) ($279) ($479) ($32) ($18)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
($574,708) ($148,362) ($198,402) ($20,735) $0 ($1,094) ($2,837)
($773,317) ($145,073) ($90,813) ($927) ($10) ($371) ($1,441)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($308,424) ($71,250) ($167,386) ($24,864) ($42,697) ($2,811) ($1,623)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,041 $703 $1,650 $245 $421 $28 $16
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($62,011) ($14,325) ($33,654) ($4,999) ($8,585) ($565) ($326)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$234 $54 $127 $19 $32 $2 $1
($23,964) ($5,536) ($13,006) ($1,932) ($3,318) ($218) ($126)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$36,235,314 $13,508,405 $56,633,578 $10,586,261 $883,993 $63,124 $249,176
$4,434,927 $1,653,326 $6,931,519 $1,295,678 $108,194 $7,726 $30,497
$2,215,758 $826,027 $3,463,094 $647,341 $54,055 $3,860 $15,237

$42,124 $15,704 $65,838 $12,307 $1,028 $73 $290
$3,758,800 $1,401,268 $5,874,775 $2,470,480 $91,699 $6,548 $25,848

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$2,134,156 $795,606 $3,335,555 $1,402,679 $52,065 $3,718 $14,676

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$165,731 $37,670 $97,239 $14,710 $21,529 $1,417 $848

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$298,489 $65,731 $168,086 $40,892 $40,061 $2,637 $1,552
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$140,081 $29,219 $87,143 $0 $20,764 $1,367 $777
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$205,884 $46,340 $104,812 $18,410 $26,125 $1,720 $1,034
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$318,569 $66,450 $198,179 $0 $47,221 $3,109 $1,766
$142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527 $166 $78

$16,736 $3,804 $9,820 $1,486 $2,174 $143 $86
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$18,018 $5,774 $23,274 $8,170 $0 $0 $34
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$390,137 $72,369 $32,465 $0 $119,690 $7,880 $3,678
$218,214 $48,053 $122,881 $29,895 $29,287 $1,928 $1,135

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$126,088 $23,389 $10,492 $0 $38,682 $2,547 $1,189
$760,440 $158,619 $473,063 $0 $112,718 $7,421 $4,216
$207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0 $0 $0
$2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38 $1,360 $5,287

$198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3 $95 $370
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$410,312 $66,127 $33,483 $0 $0 $221 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$630 $141 $171 $11 $38 $3 $2

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$4,860 $1,121 $2,641 $387 $672 $44 $26

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$260,030 $58,107 $70,386 $4,587 $15,793 $1,097 $756
($1,137,033) ($254,084) ($307,775) ($20,057) ($69,060) ($4,797) ($3,304)

$30,234 $6,756 $8,184 $533 $1,836 $128 $88
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,950,078 $1,553,083 $1,881,263 $122,596 $422,124 $29,323 $20,197
$128,885 $29,737 $70,025 $10,276 $17,824 $1,174 $678
$118,295 $26,435 $32,020 $2,087 $7,185 $499 $344

$1,445,007 $322,905 $391,138 $25,489 $87,765 $6,097 $4,199
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$110,697 $24,737 $29,964 $1,953 $6,723 $467 $322
$20,839 $4,657 $5,641 $368 $1,266 $88 $61
$32,479 $7,258 $8,792 $573 $1,973 $137 $94

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
($322,303) ($72,023) ($87,242) ($5,685) ($19,576) ($1,360) ($937)

$8,998 $2,011 $2,435 $159 $546 $38 $26
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,168,162 $976,150 $2,361,992 $356,776 $530,826 $34,952 $20,738
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,562,843 $592,047 $1,390,888 $206,606 $354,791 $23,360 $13,483
$70,247 $16,228 $38,124 $5,663 $9,725 $640 $370

$341,262 $78,836 $185,208 $27,511 $47,243 $3,111 $1,795
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$109,714,803 $31,359,327 $103,994,905 $20,251,212 $10,921,388 $677,237 $503,810
$304,625,720



 Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                18,018  $                5,774  $           23,274  $                8,170  $                     -    $                     -    $                     34 
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $           1,219,090  $             254,288  $         758,386  $                     -    $            180,703  $              11,897  $                6,758 
 $              516,224  $               95,757  $           42,957  $                     -    $            158,372  $              10,427  $                4,866 
 $              207,212  $             126,382  $         116,359  $                5,450  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $              182,467  $               41,474  $         107,059  $              16,196  $              23,703  $                1,560  $                   934 
 $              516,703  $             113,785  $         290,968  $              70,786  $              69,348  $                4,566  $                2,687 
 $              205,884  $               46,340  $         104,812  $              18,410  $              26,125  $                1,720  $                1,034 
 $                       -    $                      -    $                  -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $              410,312  $               66,127  $           33,483  $                     -    $                     -    $                   221  $                     -   
-$         14,503,926 -$          3,367,510 -$      7,721,719 -$         1,081,209 -$         2,065,962 -$            136,009 -$              77,486 
 $                  8,236  $                   773  $               138  $                       1  $                2,527  $                   166  $                     78 
 $              286,499  $               64,022  $           77,550  $                5,054  $              17,401  $                1,209  $                   833 
 $           5,892,956  $          2,196,875  $      9,210,330  $         3,873,158  $            143,764  $              10,266  $              40,524 
 $         42,928,124  $        16,003,462  $    67,094,029  $       12,541,587  $         1,047,270  $              74,783  $            295,200 
-$         20,159,314 -$          5,491,607 -$    12,822,895 -$         1,870,843 -$            486,780 -$              82,292 -$            225,116 
 $           5,664,125  $          1,050,669  $         471,338  $                     -    $         1,737,691  $            114,403  $              53,393 
 $           2,995,515  $          1,827,022  $      1,682,124  $              78,788  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $           1,125,845  $             288,602  $         139,959  $                7,441  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $           2,046,545  $             383,930  $         240,331  $                2,452  $                     27  $                   981  $                3,815 
 $              124,493  $               30,197  $         129,896  $              35,596  $                   731  $                     47  $                   390 
-$              574,708 -$            148,362 -$        198,402 -$              20,735  $                     -   -$                1,094 -$                2,837 
 $         20,289,406  $          4,232,136  $    12,621,868  $                     -    $         3,007,452  $            198,000  $            112,477 
-$              599,324 -$            138,451 -$        325,261 -$              48,315 -$              82,968 -$                5,463 -$                3,153 
 $              663,396  $             153,063  $         360,432  $              52,891  $              91,744  $                6,041  $                3,488 
 $           7,517,951  $          1,679,981  $      2,034,976  $            132,613  $            456,615  $              31,719  $              21,847 
 $         24,993,092  $          5,334,307  $    17,236,576  $         5,982,248  $         3,620,872  $            238,385  $            136,501 
 $         26,195,982  $          6,135,783  $    10,675,334  $                     -    $         2,963,689  $            195,118  $            122,709 
 $           1,543,999  $             374,509  $      1,611,002  $            441,471  $                9,064  $                   588  $                4,836 

 $       109,714,803  $        31,359,327  $  103,994,905  $       20,251,212  $       10,921,388  $            677,237  $            503,810 



12 13 14

Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) Large Use - 3TS Large Use - Ford 

Annex

$1,504 $222 $251
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$5,319 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$899 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$3,412 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$119,431 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$84,662 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$891,305 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$631,498 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$20,398 $0 $27,289



$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$84 $0 $1
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$3,113 $0 $47
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$8,158 $1 $122
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

($35,074) $0 ($289)
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

($351,501) ($1) ($6,485)
$0 $0 $0

($68,578) ($11) ($1,038)
($111,795) ($2,721,731) ($1,114,063)

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

($100) ($129) ($43)
$0 $0 $0

($341) ($0) ($5)
($75) ($0) ($1)

$0 $0 $0
($5,483) $0 $0

($360) ($463) ($154)
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

($6,686) ($1) ($101)
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$66 $0 $1
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

($1,344) ($0) ($20)
$0 $0 $0
$5 $0 $0

($520) ($0) ($8)
$0 $0 $0



$5,204,042 $15,070,169 $0
$636,935 $1,844,474 $0
$318,223 $921,528 $0

$6,050 $17,519 $0
$539,831 $2,539,124 $456,413

$0 $0 $0
$306,503 $1,441,653 $259,140

$0 $0 $0
$3,954 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$10,988 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$4,947 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$1,018 $0 $1,361
$0 $0 $0
$1 $0 $0

$399 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$2,195 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$8,033 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$1,481 $0 $1,982
$0 $0 $0

$5,412 $4,059 $2,706
$1,322 $1,699 $566

$92 $119 $40
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0
$3 $0 $1
$0 $0 $0

$104 $0 $2
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$1,365 $201 $228
($5,971) ($881) ($997)

$159 $23 $27
$0 $0 $0

$36,496 $5,384 $6,096
$2,763 $0 $41

$621 $92 $104
$7,588 $1,119 $1,267

$0 $0 $0
$581 $86 $97
$109 $16 $18
$171 $25 $28

$0 $0 $0
($1,692) ($250) ($283)

$47 $7 $8
$0 $0 $0

$95,922 $18 $1,456
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$55,559 $9 $841
$1,523 $0 $23
$7,398 $1 $112

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$8,442,172 $19,124,085 ($363,218)



 Intermediate (3000 - 
4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                2,195  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                1,481  $                     -    $                1,982 
 $                4,354  $                     -    $                     -   
 $              19,021  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                4,947  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
-$            290,653  $                     17 -$                5,318 
 $                       1  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                1,504  $                   222  $                   251 
 $            846,334  $         3,980,777  $            715,554 
 $         6,165,250  $       17,853,690  $                     -   
-$            111,795 -$         2,721,731 -$         1,114,063 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $              21,416  $                     -    $              28,650 
 $                5,412  $                4,059  $                2,706 
 $                   954  $                1,226  $                   409 
 $                9,630  $                     -    $                     -   
-$                5,483  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
-$              12,993 -$                      2 -$                   197 
 $              14,223  $                       2  $                   213 
 $              39,478  $                5,823  $                6,594 
 $         1,607,465  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $            119,431  $                     -    $                     -   

 $         8,442,172  $       19,124,085 -$            363,218 



Sheet O5 Details of Allocators by Class and Account Worksheet  - First Run  

USoA 
Account # Accounts Reclassified 

Balance

Financial Statement - 
Asset Break Out 

includes Acc Dep 
and Contributed 

Capital
1565 Conservation and Demand Management 

Expenditures and Recoveries $454,545 $0

1608 Franchises and Consents $0
1805 Land $182,807 ($182,807)
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $182,807
1806 Land Rights $30,889 ($30,889)
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $30,889
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $117,285 ($117,285)
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $117,285
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0

1815
Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV $4,104,900 $0

1820
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV $2,216,807 ($2,216,807)

1820-1
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0

1820-2
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $0 $2,216,807

1820-3
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $50,975,984 ($50,975,984)

1830-3
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $0 $33,323,001
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $0 $17,652,983

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Uniform System of Accounts -  Detail Accounts



1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0

1835-3
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0

1835-5
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0

1840 Underground Conduit $52,245,270 ($52,245,270)
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $0 $23,609,637
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $0 $28,635,633
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0

1845-3
Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 
Delivery $0 $0

1845-4
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Primary $0 $0

1845-5
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0

1850 Line Transformers $40,461,338 $0
1855 Services $9,091,619 $0
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $0
1905 Land $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $7,946 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $294,500 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $771,789 $0
1970 Load Management Controls - Customer 

Premises $0 $0

1975 Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0
1995 Contributions and Grants - Credit ($4,691,492)
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0
2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - 

Property, Plant, & Equipment ($33,105,275)

2120 Accumulated Amortization of Electric Utility 
Plant - Intangibles $0

3046 Balance Transferred From Income ($6,418,997)
4080 Distribution Services Revenue ($45,086,436)
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0
4084

Service Transaction Requests (STR) Revenues $0



4090 Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588)
4205 Interdepartmental Rents $0
4210 Rent from Electric Property ($31,906)
4215 Other Utility Operating Income ($7,015)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622)
4235 Miscellaneous Service Revenues ($1,012,930)
4240 Provision for Rate Refunds $0
4245 Government Assistance Directly Credited to 

Income $0

4305 Regulatory Debits $0
4310 Regulatory Credits $0
4315

Revenues from Electric Plant Leased to Others ($625,843)

4320 Expenses of Electric Plant Leased to Others $0
4325 Revenues from Merchandise, Jobbing, Etc. $0
4330 Costs and Expenses of Merchandising, 

Jobbing, Etc. $0

4335 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument 
Hedges $0

4340 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument 
Investments $0

4345 Gains from Disposition of Future Use Utility 
Plant $0

4350 Losses from Disposition of Future Use Utility 
Plant $0

4355 Gain on Disposition of Utility and Other 
Property $0

4360 Loss on Disposition of Utility and Other 
Property $6,171

4365 Gains from Disposition of Allowances for 
Emission $0

4370 Losses from Disposition of Allowances for 
Emission $0

4390 Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income ($125,831)
4395 Rate-Payer Benefit Including Interest $0
4398 Foreign Exchange Gains and Losses, Including 

Amortization $474

4405 Interest and Dividend Income ($48,627)
4415 Equity in Earnings of Subsidiary Companies $0
4705 Power Purchased $138,434,063
4708 Charges-WMS $16,943,277
4710 Cost of Power Adjustments $8,465,122
4712 Charges-One-Time $160,933
4714 Charges-NW $17,164,787
4715 System Control and Load Dispatching $0
4716 Charges-CN $9,745,751
4730 Rural Rate Assistance Expense $0
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099
5010 Load Dispatching $0
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0



5014 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation 
Labour $0

5015 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses $0

5016 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 
Labour $0

5017 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses $0

5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Operation Labour $0

5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $628,438

5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation $0

5035
Overhead Distribution Transformers- Operation $279,350

5040 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Operation Labour $0

5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies & Expenses $409,273

5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation $0

5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - 
Operation $635,294

5065 Meter Expense $315,195
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Rental Paid $0

5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Rental Paid $0

5096 Other Rent $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0
5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 

Distribution Stations $0

5112
Maintenance of Transformer Station Equipment $0

5114
Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment $57,465

5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and 

Devices $0

5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $626,218
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Right of Way $459,426

5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors and 

Devices $0

5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $202,386
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $1,516,477



5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867
5305 Supervision $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024
5315 Customer Billing $3,715,267
5320 Collecting $259,921
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0
5330 Collection Charges $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $510,143
5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts Expenses $0
5405 Supervision $0
5410 Community Relations - Sundry $1,000
5415 Energy Conservation $0
5420 Community Safety Program $9,857
5425 Miscellaneous Customer Service and 

Informational Expenses $0

5505 Supervision $0
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense $0
5515 Advertising Expense $0
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense $0
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses $0
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses $412,551
5615 General Administrative Salaries and Expenses ($1,803,959)
5620 Office Supplies and Expenses $47,967
5625 Administrative Expense Transferred Credit $0
5630 Outside Services Employed $11,026,641
5635 Property Insurance $261,403
5640 Injuries and Damages $187,681
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits $2,292,574
5650 Franchise Requirements $0
5655 Regulatory Expenses $175,626
5660 General Advertising Expenses $33,062
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses $51,530
5670 Rent $0
5675 Maintenance of General Plant ($511,349)
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees $14,275
5685 Independent Market Operator Fees and 

Penalties $0

5705 Amortization Expense - Property, Plant, and 
Equipment $8,546,993 $0

5710 Amortization of Limited Term Electric Plant $0 $0
5715 Amortization of Intangibles and Other Electric 

Plant $0 $0

5720 Amortization of Electric Plant Acquisition 
Adjustments $0 $0

5730 Amortization of Unrecovered Plant and 
Regulatory Study Costs $0

5735 Amortization of Deferred Development Costs $0
5740 Amortization of Deferred Charges $0
6005 Interest on Long Term Debt $5,200,428
6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes $142,542
6110 Income Taxes $692,477



6205 Donations $0
6210 Life Insurance $0
6215 Penalties $0
6225 Other Deductions $0

$304,625,720 $0

Grouping by Allocator  Adjusted TB  Demand 

1808  $                     -    $                            -   
1815  $                     -    $                            -   
1820  $         57,465.00  $                57,465.00 
1830  $                     -    $                            -   
1835  $                     -    $                            -   
1840  $                     -    $                            -   
1845  $                     -    $                            -   
1850  $    2,431,121.40  $           1,580,228.91 
1855  $       828,604.00  $                            -   
1860  $       458,867.00  $                            -   
1815-1855  $       377,747.00  $              264,422.90 
1830 & 1835  $    1,087,864.00  $              761,504.80 
1840 & 1845  $       409,273.00  $              286,491.10 
BCP  $                     -    $                            -   
BDHA  $       510,143.00  $                            -   
Break Out $ (29,249,774.40)  $                            -   
CCA  $         11,919.00  $                            -   
CDMPP  $       454,545.00  $                            -   
CEN  $  26,910,538.00  $                            -   
CEN EWMP  $164,003,394.93  $                            -   
CREV $ (45,086,436.25)  $                            -   
CWCS  $    9,091,619.00  $                            -   
CWMC  $    6,633,515.00  $                            -   
CWMR  $    1,574,024.00  $                            -   
CWNB  $    2,680,669.92  $                            -   
DCP  $       330,980.00  $              330,980.00 
LPHA $      (951,622.00)  $                            -   
LTNCP  $  40,461,337.50  $         26,299,869.38 
NFA $   (1,216,126.82)  $                            -   
NFA ECC  $    1,345,494.00  $                            -   
O&M  $  11,927,599.00  $                            -   
PNCP  $  59,149,444.53  $         42,069,653.12 
SNCP  $  46,288,615.77  $         32,402,031.04 
TCP  $    4,104,899.50  $           4,104,899.50 

Total  $     304,625,720  $            108,157,546 



Sheet O5 Details of Allocators by Class and Account Worksheet  - First Run  

Allocation - Demand 
Related

Categorization 1

Adjusted TB Demand Customer Total  Residential 

$454,545 $0 $454,545 $454,545 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$182,807 $182,807 $0 $182,807 $68,760
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$30,889 $30,889 $0 $30,889 $11,618
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$117,285 $117,285 $0 $117,285 $44,115
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,104,900 $4,104,900 $0 $4,104,900 $1,543,999

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,216,807 $2,216,807 $0 $2,216,807 $695,062

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$33,323,001 $23,326,101 $9,996,900 $33,323,001 $7,313,715
$17,652,983 $12,357,088 $5,295,895 $17,652,983 $6,306,156



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($0) ($0) ($0) ($0) $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$23,609,637 $16,526,746 $7,082,891 $23,609,637 $5,181,831
$28,635,633 $20,044,943 $8,590,690 $28,635,633 $10,229,476

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$40,461,338 $26,299,869 $14,161,468 $40,461,338 $10,486,407
$9,091,619 $0 $9,091,619 $9,091,619 $0
$6,318,320 $0 $6,318,320 $6,318,320 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$7,946 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$294,500 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$771,789 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($4,691,492) $0 ($1,286,285)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($33,105,275) $0 ($8,122,923)

$0 $0 $0

($6,418,997) $0 $0 $0 $0
($45,086,436) $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



($281,588) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($31,906) $0 $0 $0 $0
($7,015) $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
($951,622) $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,012,930) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($625,843) $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,171 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($125,831) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$474 $0 $0 $0 $0

($48,627) $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$138,434,063 $0 $0 $0 $0
$16,943,277 $0 $0 $0 $0
$8,465,122 $0 $0 $0 $0

$160,933 $0 $0 $0 $0
$17,164,787 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$9,745,751 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$343,099 $240,169 $102,930 $343,099 $95,624

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$628,438 $439,907 $188,531 $628,438 $167,907

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$279,350 $181,578 $97,773 $279,350 $72,399

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$409,273 $286,491 $122,782 $409,273 $120,727

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$635,294 $412,941 $222,353 $635,294 $164,650

$315,195 $0 $315,195 $315,195 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11,919 $0 $11,919 $11,919 $0
$34,648 $24,254 $10,394 $34,648 $9,657

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$57,465 $57,465 $0 $57,465 $18,018

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$626,218 $0 $626,218 $626,218 $0

$459,426 $321,598 $137,828 $459,426 $122,750

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$202,386 $0 $202,386 $202,386 $0
$1,516,477 $985,710 $530,767 $1,516,477 $393,027



$458,867 $0 $458,867 $458,867 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,574,024 $0 $1,574,024 $1,574,024 $0
$3,715,267 $0 $3,715,267 $3,715,267 $0

$259,921 $0 $259,921 $259,921 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$510,143 $0 $510,143 $510,143 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$1,000 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$9,857 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$412,551 $0 $0
($1,803,959) $0 $0

$47,967 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$11,026,641 $0 $0
$261,403 $0 $0
$187,681 $0 $0

$2,292,574 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0

$175,626 $0 $0
$33,062 $0 $0
$51,530 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0
($511,349) $0 $0

$14,275 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$8,546,993 $0 $2,238,083

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$0

$0
$0

$5,200,428 $0
$142,542 $0 $0 $0 $0
$692,477 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$304,625,720 $108,157,546 $70,079,626 $178,237,171 $35,874,774
O5 Summary O4 Summary

$17,965,635 $11,038,885 $304,625,720 $304,625,720
($1)

$0 $304,625,720

 Customer  Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $         57,465.00  $         18,017.70  $           5,774.19  $         23,273.83 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       850,892.49  $    2,431,121.40  $       630,076.24  $       199,658.42  $       749,288.42 
 $       828,604.00  $       828,604.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       458,867.00  $       458,867.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       113,324.10  $       377,747.00  $       105,280.20  $         33,191.36  $       105,175.16 
 $       326,359.20  $    1,087,864.00  $       290,657.81  $         92,664.48  $       287,840.26 
 $       122,781.90  $       409,273.00  $       120,727.33  $         38,401.93  $       103,779.50 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       510,143.00  $       510,143.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   $   (7,171,124.82) $   (2,267,165.73) $   (7,170,958.76) 
 $         11,919.00  $         11,919.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       454,545.00  $       454,545.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $    9,091,619.00  $    9,091,619.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $    6,633,515.00  $    6,633,515.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $    1,574,024.00  $    1,574,024.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $    3,975,188.00  $    3,975,188.00  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $       330,980.00  $       124,493.38  $         30,196.83  $       129,895.85 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $  14,161,468.13  $  40,461,337.50  $  10,486,406.56  $    3,322,930.21  $  12,470,463.95 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $  17,079,791.41  $  59,149,444.53  $  13,190,608.63  $    4,227,239.86  $  17,038,576.59 
 $  13,886,584.73  $  46,288,615.77  $  16,535,632.04  $    5,239,807.46  $  10,594,946.00 
 $                     -    $    4,104,899.50  $    1,543,999.10  $       374,508.90  $    1,611,001.94 

 $       70,079,626  $     178,237,172  $       35,874,774  $       11,297,208  $       35,943,283 



2 3 6 7 8

 GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,678 $71,744 $19,660 $404 $26
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,818 $12,123 $3,322 $68 $4
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$10,700 $46,029 $12,614 $259 $17
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$374,509 $1,611,002 $441,471 $9,064 $588

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$222,749 $897,826 $315,177 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,343,852 $9,447,274 $3,316,417 $0 $0
$1,998,293 $4,040,570 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,660,639 $6,693,476 $2,349,711 $0 $0
$3,241,514 $6,554,376 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,322,930 $12,470,464 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($408,626) ($1,280,379) ($129,702) $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,566,249) ($8,105,589) ($1,274,967) ($1,368) ($89)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0
$0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$30,147 $95,528 $14,708 $21 $1
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$53,530 $166,280 $40,885 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$22,942 $86,098 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$38,402 $103,780 $18,407 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$52,174 $195,802 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,044 $9,647 $1,485 $2 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$5,774 $23,274 $8,170 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$39,134 $121,561 $29,890 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$124,542 $467,389 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$707,709 $2,215,009 $347,424 $326 $21

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11,297,208 $35,943,283 $5,514,673 $8,775 $569

 GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Embedded 
Distributor 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                34.48  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $           1,205.83  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                  1.48  $              206.23  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $              556.25  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $              231.05  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   $               (67.57) $        (13,940.24)  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                47.38  $              389.92  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         20,068.66  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         25,243.90  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         31,645.54  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $              587.67  $           4,835.90  $                     -   

 $                     -    $                     -    $                   569  $              70,478  $                     -   



9 12 13 14

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex Total - Demand

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$215 $5,319 $0 $0 $182,807
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$36 $899 $0 $0 $30,889
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$138 $3,412 $0 $0 $117,285
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,836 $119,431 $0 $0 $4,104,900

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,330 $84,662 $0 $0 $2,216,807

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$13,997 $890,845 $0 $0 $23,326,101
$12,069 $0 $0 $0 $12,357,088



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,917 $631,172 $0 $0 $16,526,746
$19,577 $0 $0 $0 $20,044,943

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$20,069 $0 $0 $0 $26,299,869
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,462) ($34,840) $0 $0 ($3,142,293)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($15,829) ($342,605) $0 $0 ($20,429,618)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0
$0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$187 $3,953 $0 $0 $240,169
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$321 $10,982 $0 $0 $439,907

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$139 $0 $0 $0 $181,578

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$231 $4,944 $0 $0 $286,491

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$315 $0 $0 $0 $412,941

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$19 $399 $0 $0 $24,254

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$34 $2,195 $0 $0 $57,465

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$235 $8,029 $0 $0 $321,598

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$752 $0 $0 $0 $985,710



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,351 $93,354 $0 $0 $5,606,276

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$70,478 $1,482,151 $0 $0 $90,191,911

 Back-up/Standby 
Power 

 Large Use - Ford 
Annex  Rate class 4  Rate class 5  GS <50  

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         54,629.65 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         95,757.25 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $       126,382.48 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $           8,282.89 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         21,120.24 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $           7,938.45 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         66,127.36 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   $   (1,072,444.66) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $              772.56 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         64,021.87 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $    1,050,668.87 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $    1,827,022.00 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $       288,602.13 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $       569,332.88 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $       909,205.41 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $    1,107,067.17 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $       895,975.08 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $         6,020,462 



Allocation - Customer 
Related

1 2 3 6 7

 Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light 

$286,499 $64,022 $77,550 $5,054 $17,401

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,908,061 $647,973 $115,890 $552 $2,119,317
$3,684,146 $341,696 $30,657 $0 $1,130,255



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,894,422 $459,094 $82,109 $391 $1,501,555
$5,976,205 $554,279 $49,731 $0 $1,833,434

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,802,999 $909,205 $151,404 $0 $3,007,452
$5,664,125 $1,050,669 $471,338 $0 $1,737,691
$2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197 $75,044 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,057,311) ($113,953) ($31,055) ($815) ($315,114)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($8,021,921) ($1,212,460) ($566,910) ($17,858) ($2,254,909)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$70,107 $7,523 $1,711 $2 $21,508
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$130,582 $12,201 $1,807 $7 $40,061

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$67,681 $6,277 $1,045 $0 $20,764

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$85,157 $7,938 $1,033 $3 $26,125

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$153,920 $14,276 $2,377 $0 $47,221

$142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527
$7,080 $760 $173 $0 $2,172

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$390,137 $72,369 $32,465 $0 $119,690

$95,463 $8,919 $1,321 $5 $29,287

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$126,088 $23,389 $10,492 $0 $38,682
$367,413 $34,077 $5,675 $0 $112,718



$207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0
$2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38
$198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$410,312 $66,127 $33,483 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,867,354 $253,969 $112,903 $4,351 $521,826

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$39,280,165 $6,020,462 $2,880,170 $87,007 $9,759,704

 GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $           9,097.10  $                     -    $                     -    $         11,896.81  $           5,552.37 
 $         42,957.42  $                     -    $                     -    $         10,426.63  $           4,866.22 
 $       116,359.32  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $           1,883.45  $                     -    $                     -    $           1,559.02  $              727.61 
 $           3,127.43  $                     -    $                     -    $           4,565.63  $           2,130.83 
 $           1,032.79  $                     -    $                     -    $           1,719.99  $              802.74 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $         33,483.41  $                     -    $                     -    $              220.61  $                     -   
$      (485,061.09)  $                     -    $                     -   $      (134,840.61) $        (62,910.07) 
 $              138.17  $                     -    $                     -    $              166.35  $                77.64 
 $         77,550.25  $                     -    $                     -    $           1,208.77  $              832.56 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       471,337.96  $                     -    $                     -    $       114,403.15  $         53,393.16 
 $    1,682,124.28  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       139,959.26  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       356,388.64  $                     -    $                     -    $           1,454.65  $           5,656.96 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       151,403.71  $                     -    $                     -    $       197,999.51  $         92,408.47 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $       197,999.24  $                     -    $                     -    $       238,384.80  $       111,256.71 
 $         80,388.23  $                     -    $                     -    $       195,118.32  $         91,063.79 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

 $         2,880,170  $                     -    $                     -    $            644,284  $            305,859 



8 9 12 13 14

 Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex 

$1,209 $833 $1,504 $222 $251

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$139,528 $65,119 $460 $0 $0
$74,412 $34,729 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$98,857 $46,138 $326 $0 $0
$120,706 $56,335 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$198,000 $92,408 $0 $0 $0
$114,403 $53,393 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $20,398 $0 $27,289
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($20,746) ($9,682) ($234) $0 ($289)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($148,455) ($69,285) ($4,959) $0 ($6,426)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,416 $661 $1 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,637 $1,231 $6 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,367 $638 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,720 $803 $3 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,109 $1,451 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$166 $78 $1 $0 $0
$143 $67 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$7,880 $3,678 $0 $0 $0

$1,928 $900 $4 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,547 $1,189 $0 $0 $0
$7,421 $3,463 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706

$1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566
$95 $370 $92 $119 $40
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$221 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$34,360 $16,058 $1,223 $18 $1,436

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$644,284 $305,859 $28,058 $6,117 $28,916

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-up/Standby 
Power 

 Large Use - Ford 
Annex  Rate class 4  Rate class 5 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $           1,981.84  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   $          (5,278.75)  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $              251.30  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $         28,650.07  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $           2,705.86  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $              606.10  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

 $                     -    $                     -    $              28,916  $                     -    $                     -   



Allocation of 
Miscellaneous 

Revenue
1 2 3 6

Total - Customer  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use 
>5MW 

$454,545 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,996,900 $0 $0 $0 $0
$5,295,895 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$7,082,891 $0 $0 $0 $0
$8,590,690 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$14,161,468 $0 $0 $0 $0
$9,091,619 $0 $0 $0 $0
$6,318,320 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,549,199)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($12,303,184)

$0

$0 ($3,163,371) ($730,776) ($1,716,802) ($255,018)
$0 ($20,159,314) ($5,491,607) ($12,822,895) ($1,870,843)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 ($214,977) ($40,329) ($25,245) ($258)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($15,724) ($3,632) ($8,533) ($1,268)
$0 ($3,457) ($799) ($1,876) ($279)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($574,708) ($148,362) ($198,402) ($20,735)
$0 ($773,317) ($145,073) ($90,813) ($927)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 ($308,424) ($71,250) ($167,386) ($24,864)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $3,041 $703 $1,650 $245

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 ($62,011) ($14,325) ($33,654) ($4,999)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $234 $54 $127 $19

$0 ($23,964) ($5,536) ($13,006) ($1,932)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$102,930 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$188,531 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$97,773 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$122,782 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$222,353 $0 $0 $0 $0

$315,195 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11,919 $0 $0 $0 $0
$10,394 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$626,218 $0 $0 $0 $0

$137,828 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$202,386 $0 $0 $0 $0
$530,767 $0 $0 $0 $0



$458,867 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,574,024 $0 $0 $0 $0
$3,715,267 $0 $0 $0 $0
$259,921 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$510,143 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,813,498

$0

$0

$0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$59,040,741 ($25,295,992) ($6,650,933) ($15,076,836) ($2,180,857)

 GS <50   GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate  Sentinel 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$   (5,491,607.15) $ (12,822,895.39)  $                     -    $                     -   $        (82,292.30) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$      (185,402.98) $      (116,057.79)  $                     -    $                     -   $             (473.71) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$      (148,362.02) $      (198,402.31)  $                     -    $                     -   $          (1,094.30) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$      (825,561.13) $   (1,939,480.23)  $                     -    $                     -   $        (32,574.11) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

-$         6,650,933 -$       15,076,836  $                     -    $                     -   -$            116,434 



7 8 9 12 13

 Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($437,926) ($28,834) ($16,643) ($68,578) ($11)
($486,780) ($82,292) ($225,116) ($111,795) ($2,721,731)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



($3) ($103) ($401) ($100) ($129)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($2,177) ($143) ($83) ($341) ($0)
($479) ($32) ($18) ($75) ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($1,094) ($2,837) ($5,483) $0

($10) ($371) ($1,441) ($360) ($463)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($42,697) ($2,811) ($1,623) ($6,686) ($1)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$421 $28 $16 $66 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($8,585) ($565) ($326) ($1,344) ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$32 $2 $1 $5 $0

($3,318) ($218) ($126) ($520) ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
($981,521) ($116,434) ($248,597) ($195,211) ($2,722,335)

 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-up/Standby 
Power 

 Large Use - Ford 
Annex  Rate class 4 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$      (225,116.43)  $                     -    $                     -   $   (1,114,063.00)  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$          (1,842.19)  $                     -    $                     -   $             (197.38)  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$          (2,837.48)  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$        (18,801.36)  $                     -    $                     -   $          (1,172.71)  $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

-$            248,597  $                     -    $                     -   -$         1,115,433  $                     -   



Allocation of General 
Plant and 

Administration
14 1 2 3

 Large Use - Ford 
Annex Total - Mis  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $3,918 $904 $2,128
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $145,203 $33,502 $78,891
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $380,531 $87,798 $206,747

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778)

$0 $0 $0

($1,038) ($6,418,997) $0 $0 $0
($1,114,063) ($45,086,436) $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



($43) ($281,588) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
($5) ($31,906) $0 $0 $0
($1) ($7,015) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 ($951,622) $0 $0 $0

($154) ($1,012,930) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($101) ($625,843) $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1 $6,171 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($20) ($125,831) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $474 $0 $0 $0

($8) ($48,627) $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $36,235,314 $13,508,405 $56,633,578
$0 $0 $4,434,927 $1,653,326 $6,931,519
$0 $0 $2,215,758 $826,027 $3,463,094
$0 $0 $42,124 $15,704 $65,838
$0 $0 $3,758,800 $1,401,268 $5,874,775
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $2,134,156 $795,606 $3,335,555
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $630 $141 $171
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $4,860 $1,121 $2,641

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $260,030 $58,107 $70,386
$0 $0 ($1,137,033) ($254,084) ($307,775)
$0 $0 $30,234 $6,756 $8,184
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $6,950,078 $1,553,083 $1,881,263
$0 $0 $128,885 $29,737 $70,025
$0 $0 $118,295 $26,435 $32,020
$0 $0 $1,445,007 $322,905 $391,138
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $110,697 $24,737 $29,964
$0 $0 $20,839 $4,657 $5,641
$0 $0 $32,479 $7,258 $8,792
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 ($322,303) ($72,023) ($87,242)
$0 $0 $8,998 $2,011 $2,435

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$62,725 $14,472 $34,080

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $2,562,843 $592,047 $1,390,888
$0 $0 $70,247 $16,228 $38,124
$0 $0 $341,262 $78,836 $185,208



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,115,433) ($54,584,150) $59,855,857 $20,692,591 $80,248,288

 Rate class 5  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  GS> 50-TOU  GS >50-
Intermediate 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -   $        (27,899.95) $        (65,698.89)  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $    2,196,874.65  $    9,210,330.21  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $  16,003,462.24  $  67,094,029.05  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $       687,110.22  $    1,614,219.27  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $       153,062.61  $       360,432.27  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $    1,679,981.45  $    2,034,976.21  $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

 $                     -    $       20,692,591  $       80,248,288  $                     -    $                     -   



6 7 8 9 12

 Large Use 
>5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 

Scattered Load 
 Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW) 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$312 $542 $36 $21 $84
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11,577 $20,081 $1,322 $764 $3,113
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$30,339 $52,625 $3,465 $2,001 $8,158

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$10,586,261 $883,993 $63,124 $249,176 $5,204,042
$1,295,678 $108,194 $7,726 $30,497 $636,935
$647,341 $54,055 $3,860 $15,237 $318,223
$12,307 $1,028 $73 $290 $6,050

$2,470,480 $91,699 $6,548 $25,848 $539,831
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,402,679 $52,065 $3,718 $14,676 $306,503
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$11 $38 $3 $2 $3
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$387 $672 $44 $26 $104

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$4,587 $15,793 $1,097 $756 $1,365
($20,057) ($69,060) ($4,797) ($3,304) ($5,971)

$533 $1,836 $128 $88 $159
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$122,596 $422,124 $29,323 $20,197 $36,496
$10,276 $17,824 $1,174 $678 $2,763
$2,087 $7,185 $499 $344 $621
$25,489 $87,765 $6,097 $4,199 $7,588

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$1,953 $6,723 $467 $322 $581
$368 $1,266 $88 $61 $109
$573 $1,973 $137 $94 $171
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($5,685) ($19,576) ($1,360) ($937) ($1,692)
$159 $546 $38 $26 $47

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$206,606 $354,791 $23,360 $13,483 $55,559
$5,663 $9,725 $640 $370 $1,523
$27,511 $47,243 $3,111 $1,795 $7,398



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$16,830,388 $2,134,430 $148,819 $376,071 $7,127,174

 Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Embedded 
Distributor 

 Back-up/Standby 
Power 

 Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
$          (1,101.08) $             (635.84)  $                     -    $                     -   $               (38.80) 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $         10,265.81  $         40,523.50  $                     -    $                     -    $       715,553.76 
 $         74,782.81  $       295,199.51  $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $         27,111.26  $         15,648.28  $                     -    $                     -    $              976.04 
 $           6,040.66  $           3,488.30  $                     -    $                     -    $              212.85 
 $         31,719.14  $         21,847.06  $                     -    $                     -    $           6,594.42 
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -    $                     -   

 $            148,819  $            376,071  $                     -    $                     -    $            723,298 



13 14

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex Total - A&G

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $1 $7,946 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $47 $294,500 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$1 $122 $771,789 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

($1) ($59) ($372,473) ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$15,070,169 $0 $138,434,063 $0
$1,844,474 $0 $16,943,277 $0
$921,528 $0 $8,465,122 $0
$17,519 $0 $160,933 $0

$2,539,124 $456,413 $17,164,787 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$1,441,653 $259,140 $9,745,751 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 ($0)
$0 $0 $0 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $1 $1,000 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $2 $9,857 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$201 $228 $412,551 $0
($881) ($997) ($1,803,959) $0
$23 $27 $47,967 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$5,384 $6,096 $11,026,641 $0
$0 $41 $261,403 $0

$92 $104 $187,681 $0
$1,119 $1,267 $2,292,574 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$86 $97 $175,626 $0
$16 $18 $33,062 $0
$25 $28 $51,530 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

($250) ($283) ($511,349) $0
$7 $8 $14,275 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $20 $127,219 ($0)

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$9 $841 $5,200,428 $0
$0 $23 $142,542 $0
$1 $112 $692,477 $0



$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0

$21,840,303 $723,298 $209,977,219 ($1)

 Rate class 4  Rate class 5 

 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   
 $                     -    $                     -   

 $                     -    $                     -   
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Sheet O6 Composite Allocator Detail Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6 7

Demand Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light 

Composite allocators

Rate Base

1565
Conservation and Demand 
Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $68,760 $16,678 $71,744 $19,660 $404
1805 Total $182,807 $68,760 $16,678 $71,744 $19,660 $404

1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $11,618 $2,818 $12,123 $3,322 $68
1806 Total $30,889 $11,618 $2,818 $12,123 $3,322 $68

1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $44,115 $10,700 $46,029 $12,614 $259
1808 Total $117,285 $44,115 $10,700 $46,029 $12,614 $259

1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815
Transformer Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary above 50 kV $4,104,900 $1,543,999 $374,509 $1,611,002 $441,471 $9,064

1820-1
Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-2

Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV 
(Primary) $2,216,807 $695,062 $222,749 $897,826 $315,177 $0

1820-3

Distribution Station Equipment - 
Normally Primary below 50 kV 
(Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820 Total $2,216,807 $695,062 $222,749 $897,826 $315,177 $0

1815 & 1820 Total $6,321,706 $2,239,061 $597,258 $2,508,828 $756,649 $9,064

1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-3
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $7,313,715 $2,343,852 $9,447,274 $3,316,417 $0

1830-5
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Secondary $6,306,156 $1,998,293 $4,040,570 $0 $0

1830 Total $35,683,189 $13,619,871 $4,342,145 $13,487,845 $3,316,417 $0

1835-3
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-4
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-5
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835 Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830 & 1835 Total $35,683,189 $13,619,871 $4,342,145 $13,487,845 $3,316,417 $0

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Demand Allocators

Details:
Output Sheet Details How Various Composite Allocators are 
Derived

Demand Allocators can be found in columns C to AG
Customer Allocators can be found in columns AJ to BN
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1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $5,181,831 $1,660,639 $6,693,476 $2,349,711 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $10,229,476 $3,241,514 $6,554,376 $0 $0
1840 Total $36,571,689 $15,411,307 $4,902,153 $13,247,852 $2,349,711 $0

1845-3
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-4
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-5
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845 Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1840 & 1845 Total $36,571,689 $15,411,307 $4,902,153 $13,247,852 $2,349,711 $0

1850 Line Transformers $26,299,869 $10,486,407 $3,322,930 $12,470,464 $0 $0

1815- 1850 Total $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486 $41,714,988 $6,422,776 $9,064

1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815- 1855 Total $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486 $41,714,988 $6,422,776 $9,064

1860 Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815-1860 Total $104,876,453 $41,756,646 $13,164,486 $41,714,988 $6,422,776 $9,064

1565-1860 Total $105,207,433 $41,881,140 $13,194,683 $41,844,884 $6,458,373 $9,795

Total Demand And Customer $166,199,761 $81,950,778 $18,961,832 $44,425,761 $6,539,413 $11,356,900

Accum Depreciation - NFA ($37,424,294) ($18,488,440) ($4,301,288) ($9,983,932) ($1,423,342) ($2,571,390)

Accum Depreciation - NFA ECC ($32,732,802) ($16,144,844) ($3,778,709) ($8,672,499) ($1,292,826) ($2,256,276)
NFA Net Fixed Assets $128,775,467 $63,462,337 $14,660,544 $34,441,829 $5,116,071 $8,785,509

NFA ECC
Net Fixed Assets Excluding Capital 
Contribution $133,466,959 $65,805,934 $15,183,123 $35,753,262 $5,246,588 $9,100,623

Operating and Maintenance Allocate all the costs to the O and M expenses before using it as a composite allocator.

Acccounts

5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $240,169 $95,624 $30,147 $95,528 $14,708 $21

5010 Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5014 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5015 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5016 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5017 Distribution Station Equipment - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders 
- Operation Supplies and Expenses $439,907 $167,907 $53,530 $166,280 $40,885 $0

5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- 
Operation $181,578 $72,399 $22,942 $86,098 $0 $0

5040 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5045
Underground Distribution Lines & 
Feeders - Operation Supplies & 
Expenses

$286,491 $120,727 $38,402 $103,780 $18,407 $0

5050 Underground Subtransmission 
Feeders - Operation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5055 Underground Distribution Transformers 
- Operation $412,941 $164,650 $52,174 $195,802 $0 $0

5065 Meter Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5075 Customer Premises - Materials and 
Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $24,254 $9,657 $3,044 $9,647 $1,485 $2

5090 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5096 Other Rent $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5105 Maintenance Supervision and 
Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 
Distribution Stations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station 
Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station 
Equipment $57,465 $18,018 $5,774 $23,274 $8,170 $0
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5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and 
Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors 
and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Right of Way $321,598 $122,750 $39,134 $121,561 $29,890 $0

5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5150 Maintenance of Underground 
Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $985,710 $393,027 $124,542 $467,389 $0 $0
5175 Maintenance of Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5305 Supervision $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5315 Customer Billing $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5320 Collecting $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts 
Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

O&M DC Total $2,950,113 $1,164,759 $369,690 $1,269,357 $113,545 $23

O&M Total Demand and Customer $12,037,410 $7,587,165 $1,695,448 $2,053,711 $133,834 $460,819

Accounts
4705 Power Purchased $138,434,063 $36,235,314 $13,508,405 $56,633,578 $10,586,261 $883,993
4708 Charges-WMS $16,943,277 $4,434,927 $1,653,326 $6,931,519 $1,295,678 $108,194
4710 Cost of Power Adjustments $8,465,122 $2,215,758 $826,027 $3,463,094 $647,341 $54,055
4712 Charges-One-Time $160,933 $42,124 $15,704 $65,838 $12,307 $1,028
4714 Charges-NW $17,164,787 $3,758,800 $1,401,268 $5,874,775 $2,470,480 $91,699
4716 Charges-CN $9,745,751 $2,134,156 $795,606 $3,335,555 $1,402,679 $52,065
4730 Rural Rate Assistance Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5685 Independent Market Operator Fees and 

Penalties $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

COP Cost of Power $190,913,933 $48,821,080 $18,200,337 $76,304,359 $16,414,745 $1,191,034

Acccounts
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $165,731 $37,670 $97,239 $14,710 $21,529
5010 Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5014 Transformer Station Equipment - 

Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5015 Transformer Station Equipment - 

Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5016 Distribution Station Equipment - 

Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5017 Distribution Station Equipment - 

Operation Supplies and Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and 

Feeders - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders 

- Operation Supplies and Expenses $628,438 $298,489 $65,731 $168,086 $40,892 $40,061
5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 

Operation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- 

Operation $279,350 $140,081 $29,219 $87,143 $0 $20,764
5040 Underground Distribution Lines and 

Feeders - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5045 Underground Distribution Lines & 

Feeders - Operation Supplies & 
Expenses $409,273 $205,884 $46,340 $104,812 $18,410 $26,125

5050 Underground Subtransmission 
Feeders - Operation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5055 Underground Distribution Transformers 
- Operation $635,294 $318,569 $66,450 $198,179 $0 $47,221

5065 Meter Expense $315,195 $142,333 $86,812 $79,927 $3,744 $0
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5075 Customer Premises - Materials and 

Expenses $11,919 $8,236 $773 $138 $1 $2,527
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $16,736 $3,804 $9,820 $1,486 $2,174
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and 

Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and 

Feeders - Rental Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5096 Other Rent $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and 

Engineering $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 

Distribution Stations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station 

Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station 

Equipment $57,465 $18,018 $5,774 $23,274 $8,170 $0
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5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and 

Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors 

and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $626,218 $390,137 $72,369 $32,465 $0 $119,690
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and 

Feeders - Right of Way $459,426 $218,214 $48,053 $122,881 $29,895 $29,287
5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground 

Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $202,386 $126,088 $23,389 $10,492 $0 $38,682
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $1,516,477 $760,440 $158,619 $473,063 $0 $112,718
5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867 $207,212 $126,382 $116,359 $5,450 $0
5305 Supervision $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024 $1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959 $7,441 $0
5315 Customer Billing $3,715,267 $2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086 $3,399 $38
5320 Collecting $259,921 $198,436 $37,226 $23,303 $238 $3
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $510,143 $410,312 $66,127 $33,483 $0 $0
5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts 

Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5405 Supervision $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5410 Community Relations - Sundry $1,000 $630 $141 $171 $11 $38
5415 Energy Conservation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5420 Community Safety Program $9,857 $4,860 $1,121 $2,641 $387 $672

5425
Miscellaneous Customer Service and 
Informational Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5505 Supervision $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5515 Advertising Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses $412,551 $260,030 $58,107 $70,386 $4,587 $15,793

5615
General Administrative Salaries and 
Expenses ($1,803,959) ($1,137,033) ($254,084) ($307,775) ($20,057) ($69,060)

5620 Office Supplies and Expenses $47,967 $30,234 $6,756 $8,184 $533 $1,836

5625
Administrative Expense Transferred 
Credit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5630 Outside Services Employed $11,026,641 $6,950,078 $1,553,083 $1,881,263 $122,596 $422,124
5635 Property Insurance $261,403 $128,885 $29,737 $70,025 $10,276 $17,824
5640 Injuries and Damages $187,681 $118,295 $26,435 $32,020 $2,087 $7,185
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits $2,292,574 $1,445,007 $322,905 $391,138 $25,489 $87,765
5650 Franchise Requirements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5655 Regulatory Expenses $175,626 $110,697 $24,737 $29,964 $1,953 $6,723
5660 General Advertising Expenses $33,062 $20,839 $4,657 $5,641 $368 $1,266
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses $51,530 $32,479 $7,258 $8,792 $573 $1,973
5670 Rent $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
5675 Maintenance of General Plant ($511,349) ($322,303) ($72,023) ($87,242) ($5,685) ($19,576)
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees $14,275 $8,998 $2,011 $2,435 $159 $546
6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes $142,542 $70,247 $16,228 $38,124 $5,663 $9,725
6205 Donations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
6210 Life Insurance $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
6215 Penalties $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
6225 Other Deductions $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OM&A Expenses $24,378,811 $15,309,107 $3,422,516 $4,199,477 $282,774 $945,654
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 Demand Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light 

1808  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1815  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1820  $                57,465  $                18,018  $                  5,774  $                23,274  $                  8,170  $                       -   
1830  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1835  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1840  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1845  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1850  $           1,580,229  $              630,076  $              199,658  $              749,288  $                       -    $                       -   
1855  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1860  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1815-1855  $              264,423  $              105,280  $                33,191  $              105,175  $                16,194  $                       23 
1830 & 1835  $              761,505  $              290,658  $                92,664  $              287,840  $                70,775  $                       -   
1840 & 1845  $              286,491  $              120,727  $                38,402  $              103,780  $                18,407  $                       -   
BCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
BDHA  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
Break Out  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CCA  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CDMPP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CEN  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CEN EWMP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CREV  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWCS  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWMC  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWMR  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWNB  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
DCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
LPHA  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
LTNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
NFA  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
NFA ECC  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
O&M  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
PNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
SNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
TCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

Total  $           2,950,113  $           1,164,759  $              369,690  $           1,269,357  $              113,545  $                       23 

 Demand Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular  Large Use >5MW  Street Light 

1808  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1815  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1820  $                57,465  $                18,018  $                  5,774  $                23,274  $                  8,170  $                       -   
1830  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1835  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1840  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1845  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
1850  $           2,431,121  $           1,219,090  $              254,288  $              758,386  $                       -    $              180,703 
1855  $              828,604  $              516,224  $                95,757  $                42,957  $                       -    $              158,372 
1860  $              458,867  $              207,212  $              126,382  $              116,359  $                  5,450  $                       -   
1815-1855  $              377,747  $              182,467  $                41,474  $              107,059  $                16,196  $                23,703 
1830 & 1835  $           1,087,864  $              516,703  $              113,785  $              290,968  $                70,786  $                69,348 
1840 & 1845  $              409,273  $              205,884  $                46,340  $              104,812  $                18,410  $                26,125 
BCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
BDHA  $              510,143  $              410,312  $                66,127  $                33,483  $                       -    $                       -   
Break Out  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CCA  $                11,919  $                  8,236  $                     773  $                     138  $                         1  $                  2,527 
CDMPP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CEN  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CEN EWMP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CREV  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWCS  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
CWMC  $              315,195  $              142,333  $                86,812  $                79,927  $                  3,744  $                       -   
CWMR  $           1,574,024  $           1,125,845  $              288,602  $              139,959  $                  7,441  $                       -   
CWNB  $           3,975,188  $           3,034,839  $              569,333  $              356,389  $                  3,637  $                       40 
DCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
LPHA  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
LTNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
NFA  $              142,542  $                70,247  $                16,228  $                38,124  $                  5,663  $                  9,725 
NFA ECC  $              271,260  $              133,745  $                30,858  $                72,665  $                10,663  $                18,496 
O&M  $         11,927,599  $           7,517,951  $           1,679,981  $           2,034,976  $              132,613  $              456,615 
PNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
SNCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
TCP  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

Total  $         24,378,811  $         15,309,107  $           3,422,516  $           4,199,477  $              282,774  $              945,654 

Grouping of OM&A                                      
(lines 168 - 240)

Grouping of Operating and Maintenance               
Distribution Costs (lines 106 - 148)

Demand Allocators

Demand Allocators
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8 9 12 13 14 1 2 3

 Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $454,545 $286,499 $64,022 $77,550

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$26 $215 $5,319 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$26 $215 $5,319 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$4 $36 $899 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$4 $36 $899 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$17 $138 $3,412 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$17 $138 $3,412 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$588 $4,836 $119,431 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $1,330 $84,662 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $1,330 $84,662 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$588 $6,166 $204,093 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $13,997 $890,845 $0 $0 $9,996,900 $6,908,061 $647,973 $115,890

$0 $12,069 $0 $0 $0 $5,295,895 $3,684,146 $341,696 $30,657
$0 $26,065 $890,845 $0 $0 $15,292,795 $10,592,207 $989,669 $146,548

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $26,065 $890,845 $0 $0 $15,292,795 $10,592,207 $989,669 $146,548

Customer Allocators
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$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $9,917 $631,172 $0 $0 $7,082,891 $4,894,422 $459,094 $82,109
$0 $19,577 $0 $0 $0 $8,590,690 $5,976,205 $554,279 $49,731
$0 $29,494 $631,172 $0 $0 $15,673,581 $10,870,626 $1,013,373 $131,840

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $29,494 $631,172 $0 $0 $15,673,581 $10,870,626 $1,013,373 $131,840

$0 $20,069 $0 $0 $0 $14,161,468 $9,802,999 $909,205 $151,404

$588 $81,794 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $45,127,844 $31,265,832 $2,912,248 $429,791

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,091,619 $5,664,125 $1,050,669 $471,338

$588 $81,794 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $54,219,463 $36,929,957 $3,962,917 $901,129

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,318,320 $2,853,182 $1,740,210 $1,602,197

$588 $81,794 $1,726,110 $0 $0 $60,537,783 $39,783,139 $5,703,127 $2,503,326

$635 $82,184 $1,735,739 $0 $0 $60,992,328 $40,069,638 $5,767,148 $2,580,877

$747,750 $431,139 $1,758,428 $222 $27,540

($169,289) ($97,259) ($382,638) $0 ($6,715)

($148,544) ($85,115) ($347,564) $0 ($6,426)
$578,460 $333,880 $1,375,790 $222 $20,825

$599,206 $346,024 $1,410,864 $222 $21,114

$1 $187 $3,953 $0 $0 $79,341 $70,107 $7,523 $1,711

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $321 $10,982 $0 $0 $144,589 $130,582 $12,201 $1,807

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $139 $0 $0 $0 $75,004 $67,681 $6,277 $1,045

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $231 $4,944 $0 $0 $94,128 $85,157 $7,938 $1,033

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $315 $0 $0 $0 $170,572 $153,920 $14,276 $2,377

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $309,072 $142,333 $86,812 $79,927

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,147 $8,236 $773 $138

$0 $19 $399 $0 $0 $8,012 $7,080 $760 $173

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $34 $2,195 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $494,971 $390,137 $72,369 $32,465

$0 $235 $8,029 $0 $0 $105,704 $95,463 $8,919 $1,321

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $159,968 $126,088 $23,389 $10,492

$0 $752 $0 $0 $0 $407,164 $367,413 $34,077 $5,675
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $449,954 $207,212 $126,382 $116,359
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,554,407 $1,125,845 $288,602 $139,959
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,701,596 $2,836,404 $532,107 $333,086
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $258,965 $198,436 $37,226 $23,303
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $509,922 $410,312 $66,127 $33,483

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1 $2,234 $30,502 $0 $0 $8,532,517 $6,422,405 $1,325,758 $784,354

$32,011 $22,048 $39,842 $5,877 $6,655

$63,124 $249,176 $5,204,042 $15,070,169 $0 $138,434,063
$7,726 $30,497 $636,935 $1,844,474 $0 $16,943,277
$3,860 $15,237 $318,223 $921,528 $0 $8,465,122

$73 $290 $6,050 $17,519 $0 $160,933
$6,548 $25,848 $539,831 $2,539,124 $456,413 $17,164,787
$3,718 $14,676 $306,503 $1,441,653 $259,140 $9,745,751

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$85,049 $335,723 $7,011,585 $21,834,468 $715,554 $190,913,933

$1,417 $848 $3,954 $0 $0 $343,099
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,637 $1,552 $10,988 $0 $0 $628,438

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,367 $777 $0 $0 $0 $279,350

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,720 $1,034 $4,947 $0 $0 $409,273

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,109 $1,766 $0 $0 $0 $635,294
$0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361 $315,195

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$166 $78 $1 $0 $0 $11,919
$143 $86 $399 $0 $0 $34,648

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $34 $2,195 $0 $0 $57,465
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$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$7,880 $3,678 $0 $0 $0 $626,218

$1,928 $1,135 $8,033 $0 $0 $459,426

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,547 $1,189 $0 $0 $0 $202,386
$7,421 $4,216 $0 $0 $0 $1,516,477

$0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982 $458,867
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706 $1,574,024

$1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566 $3,715,267
$95 $370 $92 $119 $40 $259,921
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$221 $0 $0 $0 $0 $510,143

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$3 $2 $3 $0 $1 $1,000
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$44 $26 $104 $0 $2 $9,857

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,097 $756 $1,365 $201 $228 $412,551

($4,797) ($3,304) ($5,971) ($881) ($997) ($1,803,959)
$128 $88 $159 $23 $27 $47,967

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$29,323 $20,197 $36,496 $5,384 $6,096 $11,026,641
$1,174 $678 $2,763 $0 $41 $261,403

$499 $344 $621 $92 $104 $187,681
$6,097 $4,199 $7,588 $1,119 $1,267 $2,292,574

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$467 $322 $581 $86 $97 $175,626
$88 $61 $109 $16 $18 $33,062

$137 $94 $171 $25 $28 $51,530
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

($1,360) ($937) ($1,692) ($250) ($283) ($511,349)
$38 $26 $47 $7 $8 $14,275

$640 $370 $1,523 $0 $23 $142,542
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$65,588 $44,968 $83,711 $11,701 $13,316 $24,378,811
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 Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

 Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       34  $                  2,195  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                  1,206  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              652,740  $              589,014  $                54,630  $                  9,097 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              654,939  $              516,224  $                95,757  $                42,957 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              449,954  $              207,212  $              126,382  $              116,359 
 $                         1  $                     206  $                  4,352  $                       -    $                       -    $                87,354  $                77,187  $                  8,283  $                  1,883 
 $                       -    $                     556  $                19,011  $                       -    $                       -    $              250,293  $              226,045  $                21,120  $                  3,127 
 $                       -    $                     231  $                  4,944  $                       -    $                       -    $                94,128  $                85,157  $                  7,938  $                  1,033 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              509,922  $              410,312  $                66,127  $                33,483 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                  9,147  $                  8,236  $                     773  $                     138 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              309,072  $              142,333  $                86,812  $                79,927 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $           1,554,407  $           1,125,845  $              288,602  $              139,959 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $           3,960,561  $           3,034,839  $              569,333  $              356,389 
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

 $                         1  $                  2,234  $                30,502  $                       -    $                       -    $           8,532,517  $           6,422,405  $           1,325,758  $              784,354 

 Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

 Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular 

 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       34  $                  2,195  $                       -    $                       -    $                57,465  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                11,897  $                  6,758  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $           2,431,121  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                10,427  $                  4,866  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              828,604  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                  1,481  $                       -    $                  1,982  $              458,867  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  1,560  $                     934  $                  4,354  $                       -    $                       -    $              377,747  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  4,566  $                  2,687  $                19,021  $                       -    $                       -    $           1,087,864  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  1,720  $                  1,034  $                  4,947  $                       -    $                       -    $              409,273  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                     221  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $              510,143  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                     166  $                       78  $                         1  $                       -    $                       -    $                11,919  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                  1,018  $                       -    $                  1,361  $              315,195  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                  5,412  $                  4,059  $                  2,706  $           1,574,024  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  1,455  $                  5,657  $                  1,414  $                  1,818  $                     606  $           3,975,188  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                     640  $                     370  $                  1,523  $                         0  $                       23  $              142,542  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  1,218  $                     703  $                  2,867  $                         0  $                       43  $              271,260  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                31,719  $                21,847  $                39,478  $                  5,823  $                  6,594  $         11,927,599  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

 $                65,588  $                44,968  $                83,711  $                11,701  $                13,316  $         24,378,811  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

Customer Allocators

Customer Allocators
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6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW)  Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 

Annex Total

$5,054 $17,401 $1,209 $833 $1,504 $222 $251 $454,545

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $182,807

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $30,889

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $117,285

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,104,900

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,216,807

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,216,807

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,321,706

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$552 $2,119,317 $139,528 $65,119 $460 $0 $0 $9,996,900

$0 $1,130,255 $74,412 $34,729 $0 $0 $0 $5,295,895
$552 $3,249,572 $213,940 $99,848 $460 $0 $0 $50,975,984

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$552 $3,249,572 $213,940 $99,848 $460 $0 $0 $50,975,984



69
70
71
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75
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79
80
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$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$391 $1,501,555 $98,857 $46,138 $326 $0 $0 $7,082,891

$0 $1,833,434 $120,706 $56,335 $0 $0 $0 $8,590,690
$391 $3,334,988 $219,563 $102,473 $326 $0 $0 $52,245,270

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$391 $3,334,988 $219,563 $102,473 $326 $0 $0 $52,245,270

$0 $3,007,452 $198,000 $92,408 $0 $0 $0 $40,461,338

$943 $9,592,013 $631,503 $294,729 $786 $0 $0 $150,004,297

$0 $1,737,691 $114,403 $53,393 $0 $0 $0 $9,091,619

$943 $11,329,704 $745,906 $348,122 $786 $0 $0 $159,095,916

$75,044 $0 $0 $0 $20,398 $0 $27,289 $6,318,320

$75,987 $11,329,704 $745,906 $348,122 $21,184 $0 $27,289 $165,414,236

$81,041 $11,347,105 $747,115 $348,955 $22,689 $222 $27,540 $166,199,761

$2 $21,508 $1,416 $661 $1 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$7 $40,061 $2,637 $1,231 $6 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $20,764 $1,367 $638 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3 $26,125 $1,720 $803 $3 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $47,221 $3,109 $1,451 $0 $0 $0

$3,744 $0 $0 $0 $1,018 $0 $1,361

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1 $2,527 $166 $78 $1 $0 $0

$0 $2,172 $143 $67 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $119,690 $7,880 $3,678 $0 $0 $0

$5 $29,287 $1,928 $900 $4 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $38,682 $2,547 $1,189 $0 $0 $0

$0 $112,718 $7,421 $3,463 $0 $0 $0
$5,450 $0 $0 $0 $1,481 $0 $1,982

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$7,441 $0 $0 $0 $5,412 $4,059 $2,706
$3,399 $38 $1,360 $5,287 $1,322 $1,699 $566

$238 $3 $95 $370 $92 $119 $40
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $221 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$20,289 $460,796 $32,010 $19,814 $9,340 $5,877 $6,655
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 Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

 Total 

 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $              180,703  $                11,897  $                  5,552  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $              158,372  $                10,427  $                  4,866  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  5,450  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                  1,481  $                       -    $                  1,982  $                       -   
 $                         2  $                23,680  $                  1,559  $                     728  $                         2  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       12  $                69,348  $                  4,566  $                  2,131  $                       10  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                         3  $                26,125  $                  1,720  $                     803  $                         3  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                     221  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                         1  $                  2,527  $                     166  $                       78  $                         1  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                  3,744  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                  1,018  $                       -    $                  1,361  $                       -   
 $                  7,441  $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                  5,412  $                  4,059  $                  2,706  $                       -   
 $                  3,637  $                       40  $                  1,455  $                  5,657  $                  1,414  $                  1,818  $                     606  $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

 $                20,289  $              460,796  $                32,010  $                19,814  $                  9,340  $                  5,877  $                  6,655  $                       -   

 Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

 Total 

 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   

 $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -    $                       -   
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Sheet O7 Amortization Output Worksheet  - First Run  

Categorization and Allocation of Contributed Capital
Contributed Capital - 1995

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Contr ibuted Capital Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1

Leasehold Improvements >50 kV (Wholesale) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV (Other) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary ($232,345) ($162,642) ($69,704) ($232,345) ($50,995) ($16,343) ($65,871) ($23,124) $0 $0 ($98) ($6,211) $0 $0 ($162,642) ($48,167) ($4,518) ($808) ($4) ($14,777) ($973) ($454) ($3) $0 $0 ($69,704)
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary ($123,086) ($86,160) ($36,926) ($123,086) ($43,970) ($13,933) ($28,173) $0 $0 $0 ($84) $0 $0 $0 ($86,160) ($25,688) ($2,382) ($214) $0 ($7,881) ($519) ($242) $0 $0 $0 ($36,926)
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary ($1,070,882) ($749,617) ($321,265) ($1,070,882) ($235,037) ($75,323) ($303,602) ($106,578) $0 $0 ($450) ($28,629) $0 $0 ($749,617) ($222,000) ($20,824) ($3,724) ($18) ($68,107) ($4,484) ($2,093) ($15) $0 $0 ($321,265)
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary ($1,298,850) ($909,195) ($389,655) ($1,298,850) ($463,987) ($147,028) ($297,292) $0 $0 $0 ($888) $0 $0 $0 ($909,195) ($271,068) ($25,141) ($2,256) $0 ($83,161) ($5,475) ($2,555) $0 $0 $0 ($389,655)
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers ($1,899,506) ($1,234,679) ($664,827) ($1,899,506) ($492,297) ($155,999) ($585,441) $0 $0 $0 ($942) $0 $0 $0 ($1,234,679) ($460,214) ($42,684) ($7,108) $0 ($141,188) ($9,295) ($4,338) $0 $0 $0 ($664,827)
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters ($66,823) $0 ($66,823) ($66,823) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($30,175) ($18,405) ($16,945) ($794) $0 $0 $0 ($216) $0 ($289) ($66,823)

Sub - Total ($4,691,492) ($3,142,293) ($1,549,199) ($4,691,492) ($1,286,285) ($408,626) ($1,280,379) ($129,702) $0 $0 ($2,462) ($34,840) $0 $0 ($3,142,293) ($1,057,311) ($113,953) ($31,055) ($815) ($315,114) ($20,746) ($9,682) ($234) $0 ($289) ($1,549,199)
General Plant

1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 1995 ($4,691,492) ($3,142,293) ($1,549,199) ($4,691,492) ($1,286,285) ($408,626) ($1,280,379) ($129,702) $0 $0 ($2,462) ($34,840) $0 $0 ($3,142,293) ($1,057,311) ($113,953) ($31,055) ($815) ($315,114) ($20,746) ($9,682) ($234) $0 ($289) ($1,549,199) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated Depreciation - 2105 Capital Contribution 

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Accumulated 
Depreciation

Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $14,136 $9,895 $4,241 $14,136 $3,102 $994 $4,008 $1,407 $0 $0 $6 $378 $0 $0 $9,895 $2,930 $275 $49 $0 $899 $59 $28 $0 $0 $0 $4,241
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $7,488 $5,242 $2,247 $7,488 $2,675 $848 $1,714 $0 $0 $0 $5 $0 $0 $0 $5,242 $1,563 $145 $13 $0 $479 $32 $15 $0 $0 $0 $2,247
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $97,626 $68,338 $29,288 $97,626 $21,427 $6,867 $27,678 $9,716 $0 $0 $41 $2,610 $0 $0 $68,338 $20,238 $1,898 $340 $2 $6,209 $409 $191 $1 $0 $0 $29,288
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $118,408 $82,886 $35,522 $118,408 $42,299 $13,404 $27,102 $0 $0 $0 $81 $0 $0 $0 $82,886 $24,712 $2,292 $206 $0 $7,581 $499 $233 $0 $0 $0 $35,522
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 
Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1850 Line Transformers $157,743 $102,533 $55,210 $157,743 $40,882 $12,955 $48,617 $0 $0 $0 $78 $0 $0 $0 $102,533 $38,218 $3,545 $590 $0 $11,725 $772 $360 $0 $0 $0 $55,210
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $8,177 $0 $8,177 $8,177 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,693 $2,252 $2,074 $97 $0 $0 $0 $26 $0 $35 $8,177

Sub - Total $403,578 $268,894 $134,684 $403,578 $110,386 $35,067 $109,119 $11,123 $0 $0 $211 $2,988 $0 $0 $268,894 $91,354 $10,407 $3,271 $99 $26,894 $1,771 $826 $28 $0 $35 $134,684 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1970 Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1975 Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 2105 CC $403,578 $268,894 $134,684 $403,578 $110,386 $35,067 $109,119 $11,123 $0 $0 $211 $2,988 $0 $0 $268,894 $91,354 $10,407 $3,271 $99 $26,894 $1,771 $826 $28 $0 $35 $134,684 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated Depreciation - 2105 Fixed Assets Only

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation
1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Accumulated 
Depreciation

Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV ($19,418) ($19,418) $0 ($19,418) ($7,304) ($1,772) ($7,621) ($2,088) ($43) ($3) ($23) ($565) $0 $0 ($19,418) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV

($600,055) ($600,055) $0 ($600,055) ($225,702) ($54,746) ($235,497) ($64,534) ($1,325) ($86) ($707) ($17,458) $0 $0 ($600,055) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary)

($617,373) ($617,373) $0 ($617,373) ($193,572) ($62,035) ($250,041) ($87,776) $0 $0 ($370) ($23,578) $0 $0 ($617,373) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary ($6,605,578) ($4,623,904) ($1,981,673) ($6,605,578) ($1,449,789) ($464,619) ($1,872,722) ($657,409) $0 $0 ($2,775) ($176,591) $0 $0 ($4,623,904) ($1,369,377) ($128,447) ($22,973) ($109) ($420,110) ($27,658) ($12,908) ($91) $0 $0 ($1,981,673)
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary ($3,499,329) ($2,449,531) ($1,049,799) ($3,499,329) ($1,250,062) ($396,119) ($800,957) $0 $0 $0 ($2,392) $0 $0 $0 ($2,449,531) ($730,304) ($67,734) ($6,077) $0 ($224,049) ($14,751) ($6,884) $0 $0 $0 ($1,049,799)
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary ($4,765,536) ($3,335,875) ($1,429,661) ($4,765,536) ($1,045,937) ($335,195) ($1,351,059) ($474,282) $0 $0 ($2,002) ($127,400) $0 $0 ($3,335,875) ($987,925) ($92,667) ($16,573) ($79) ($303,084) ($19,954) ($9,313) ($66) $0 $0 ($1,429,661)
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary ($5,780,019) ($4,046,013) ($1,734,006) ($5,780,019) ($2,064,790) ($654,290) ($1,322,982) $0 $0 $0 ($3,952) $0 $0 $0 ($4,046,013) ($1,206,279) ($111,880) ($10,038) $0 ($370,073) ($24,364) ($11,371) $0 $0 $0 ($1,734,006)
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 
Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1850 Line Transformers ($7,702,065) ($5,006,342) ($2,695,723) ($7,702,065) ($1,996,152) ($632,540) ($2,373,830) $0 $0 $0 ($3,820) $0 $0 $0 ($5,006,342) ($1,866,061) ($173,073) ($28,821) $0 ($572,487) ($37,690) ($17,591) $0 $0 $0 ($2,695,723)
1855 Services ($2,050,941) $0 ($2,050,941) ($2,050,941) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($1,277,747) ($237,016) ($106,327) $0 ($391,999) ($25,808) ($12,045) $0 $0 $0 ($2,050,941)
1860 Meters ($1,496,066) $0 ($1,496,066) ($1,496,066) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($675,583) ($412,051) ($379,372) ($17,769) $0 $0 $0 ($4,830) $0 ($6,461) ($1,496,066)

Sub - Total ($33,136,380) ($20,698,512) ($12,437,868) ($33,136,380) ($8,233,308) ($2,601,316) ($8,214,708) ($1,286,090) ($1,368) ($89) ($16,041) ($345,593) $0 $0 ($20,698,512) ($8,113,275) ($1,222,867) ($570,181) ($17,957) ($2,281,802) ($150,225) ($70,112) ($4,987) $0 ($6,461) ($12,437,868) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment ($222) ($109) ($25) ($59) ($9) ($15) ($1) ($1) ($2) ($0) ($0) ($222)
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment ($141,419) ($69,727) ($16,088) ($37,883) ($5,559) ($9,643) ($635) ($367) ($1,495) ($0) ($22) ($141,419)
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment ($230,832) ($113,812) ($26,259) ($61,836) ($9,074) ($15,740) ($1,036) ($598) ($2,440) ($0) ($37) ($230,832)

1970 Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1975 Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total ($372,473) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778) ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59) ($372,473)

TOTAL - 2105 FA ($33,508,853) ($20,698,512) ($12,437,868) ($33,136,380) ($8,233,308) ($2,601,316) ($8,214,708) ($1,286,090) ($1,368) ($89) ($16,041) ($345,593) $0 $0 ($20,698,512) ($8,113,275) ($1,222,867) ($570,181) ($17,957) ($2,281,802) ($150,225) ($70,112) ($4,987) $0 ($6,461) ($12,437,868) ($183,648) ($42,372) ($99,778) ($14,642) ($25,398) ($1,672) ($966) ($3,937) ($1) ($59) ($372,473)

Accumulated Depreciation - 2120

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation
1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Accumulated 
Depreciation

Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 
Delivery

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1850 Line Transformers $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 2120 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Categorization and Allocation of Amortization Expense - Property, Plant and Equipment - 5705

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Depreciation Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $36,364 $0 $36,364 $36,364 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $22,920 $5,122 $6,204 $404 $1,392 $97 $67 $120 $18 $20 $36,364
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $7,940 $7,940 $0 $7,940 $2,987 $724 $3,116 $854 $18 $1 $9 $231 $0 $0 $7,940 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV $139,519 $139,519 $0 $139,519 $52,478 $12,729 $54,755 $15,005 $308 $20 $164 $4,059 $0 $0 $139,519 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $96,206 $96,206 $0 $96,206 $30,165 $9,667 $38,964 $13,678 $0 $0 $58 $3,674 $0 $0 $96,206 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $1,835,256 $1,284,679 $550,577 $1,835,256 $402,801 $129,087 $520,306 $182,651 $0 $0 $771 $49,063 $0 $0 $1,284,679 $380,460 $35,687 $6,383 $30 $116,721 $7,684 $3,586 $25 $0 $0 $550,577
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $972,234 $680,564 $291,670 $972,234 $347,310 $110,056 $222,533 $0 $0 $0 $665 $0 $0 $0 $680,564 $202,903 $18,819 $1,688 $0 $62,249 $4,098 $1,913 $0 $0 $0 $291,670
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $1,358,835 $951,184 $407,650 $1,358,835 $298,236 $95,577 $385,238 $135,236 $0 $0 $571 $36,327 $0 $0 $951,184 $281,695 $26,423 $4,726 $23 $86,421 $5,690 $2,655 $19 $0 $0 $407,650
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $1,648,102 $1,153,672 $494,431 $1,648,102 $588,750 $186,563 $377,232 $0 $0 $0 $1,127 $0 $0 $0 $1,153,672 $343,956 $31,901 $2,862 $0 $105,522 $6,947 $3,242 $0 $0 $0 $494,431
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $1,988,480 $1,292,512 $695,968 $1,988,480 $515,356 $163,306 $612,863 $0 $0 $0 $986 $0 $0 $0 $1,292,512 $481,770 $44,683 $7,441 $0 $147,802 $9,731 $4,541 $0 $0 $0 $695,968
1855 Services $9,000 $0 $9,000 $9,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,607 $1,040 $467 $0 $1,720 $113 $53 $0 $0 $0 $9,000
1860 Meters $327,838 $0 $327,838 $327,838 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $148,043 $90,294 $83,133 $3,894 $0 $0 $0 $1,058 $0 $1,416 $327,838

Sub - Total $8,419,774 $5,606,276 $2,813,498 $8,419,774 $2,238,083 $707,709 $2,215,009 $347,424 $326 $21 $4,351 $93,354 $0 $0 $5,606,276 $1,867,354 $253,969 $112,903 $4,351 $521,826 $34,360 $16,058 $1,223 $18 $1,436 $2,813,498 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $252 $124 $29 $68 $10 $17 $1 $1 $3 $0 $0 $252
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $34,109 $16,817 $3,880 $9,137 $1,341 $2,326 $153 $88 $361 $0 $5 $34,109
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $92,858 $45,784 $10,563 $24,875 $3,650 $6,332 $417 $241 $982 $0 $15 $92,858
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $127,219 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20 $127,219 

TOTAL - 5705 $8,546,993 $5,606,276 $2,813,498 $8,419,774 $2,238,083 $707,709 $2,215,009 $347,424 $326 $21 $4,351 $93,354 $0 $0 $5,606,276 $1,867,354 $253,969 $112,903 $4,351 $521,826 $34,360 $16,058 $1,223 $18 $1,436 $2,813,498 $62,725 $14,472 $34,080 $5,001 $8,675 $571 $330 $1,345 $0 $20 $127,219

Categorization and Allocation of Amortization of Limited Term Electric Plant - 5710

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Depreciation Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 5710 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Categorization and Allocation of Accumulated Amortization of Electric Utility Plant  - Intangibles - 5715

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Depreciation Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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1975
Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 5715 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Categorization and Allocation of  Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility Plant- Property, Plant & Equipment - 5720

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Depreciation Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840 Underground Conduit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1850 Line Transformers $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1855 Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1860 Meters $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
General Plant
1905 Land $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sub - Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

TOTAL - 5720 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Demand Allocation Customer 
Allocation

A & G Allocation

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 Sub -total

Account Description Demand Customer Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-Regular   Large Use >5MW  Street Light  Sentinel  Unmetered 
Scattered Load 

 Intermediate (3000 
- 4999 kW) 

 Large Use - 3TS  Large Use - Ford 
Annex 

Sub -total

1565 Conservation and Demand Management 100% 0% 100% 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 63.03% 14.08% 17.06% 1.11% 3.83% 0.27% 0.18% 0.33% 0.05% 0.06% 100.00%
1805 Land 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1806 Land Rights 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1808 Buildings and Fixtures 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1810 Leasehold Improvements 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary above 50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Primary) 100% 100% 0% 100% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 

Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) 100% 0% 100% 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 21.90% 8.16% 34.23% 14.39% 0.53% 0.04% 0.15% 3.14% 14.79% 2.66% 100.00%
1825 Storage Battery Equipment 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV 100% 100% 0% 100% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75% 0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 

Bulk Delivery 100% 100% 0% 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary 100% 70% 30% 100% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01% 21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary 100% 70% 30% 100% 51.03% 16.17% 32.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.57% 6.45% 0.58% 0.00% 21.34% 1.41% 0.66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 

Subtransmission Bulk Delivery 100% 100% 0% 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1835-4

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary 100% 70% 30% 100% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01% 21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1835-5

Overhead Conductors and Devices - Secondary 100% 70% 30% 100% 51.03% 16.17% 32.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.57% 6.45% 0.58% 0.00% 21.34% 1.41% 0.66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1840 Underground Conduit 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery 100% 100% 0% 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary 100% 70% 30% 100% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01% 21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary 100% 70% 30% 100% 51.03% 16.17% 32.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.57% 6.45% 0.58% 0.00% 21.34% 1.41% 0.66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 

Delivery 100% 100% 0% 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1845-4

Underground Conductors and Devices - Primary 100% 70% 30% 100% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01% 21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 

Secondary 100% 70% 30% 100% 51.03% 16.17% 32.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.57% 6.45% 0.58% 0.00% 21.34% 1.41% 0.66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1850 Line Transformers 100% 65% 35% 100% 39.87% 12.63% 47.42% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 69.22% 6.42% 1.07% 0.00% 21.24% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1855 Services 100% 0% 100% 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 62.30% 11.56% 5.18% 0.00% 19.11% 1.26% 0.59% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
1860 Meters 100% 0% 100% 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 45.16% 27.54% 25.36% 1.19% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.32% 0.00% 0.43% 100.00%
General Plant
1905 Land 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1906 Land Rights 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1908 Buildings and Fixtures 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1910 Leasehold Improvements 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1925 Computer Software 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1930 Transportation Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1935 Stores Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1950 Power Operated Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1955 Communication Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1970

Load Management Controls - Customer Premises 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1980 System Supervisory Equipment 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
1990 Other Tangible Property 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%
2005 Property Under Capital Leases 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%

Electric Plant Purchased or Sold 100% 49% 11% 27% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 100%



Sheet E1 Categorization Worksheet  - First Run  

Density of Utility

Density Number of Customers kM of Lines

74 83812 1134

Deemed Customer Cost Component based on Survey Results Customer 
Component

If Density is < 30 customers per kM of lines then LOW 0.6
If Density is Between 30  and 60 customers per kM of lines then MEDIUM 0.4
If Density is Between > 60 customers per kM of lines then HIGH 0.3
If Density is Between > 60 customers per kM of lines then HIGH 0.35

Categorization and Demand Allocation for Distribution Assets Accounts

Demand Customer Customer 
Component

Distribution Plant
1805 Land DCP 0%
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV TCP 0%
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV DCP 0%
1806 Land Rights DCP 0%
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV TCP 0%
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV DCP 0%
1808 Buildings and Fixtures DCP 0%
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV TCP 0%
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV DCP 0%
1810 Leasehold Improvements DCP 0%
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV TCP 0%
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV DCP 0%

1815 Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV TCP 0%

1820 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV DCP 0%

1820-1 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) DCP 0%

1820-2 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary) PNCP 0%

USoA A/C # Accounts
Categorization

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

This worksheet details how Density is derived and how Costs are Categorized.



1820-3 Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) CEN 100%

1825 Storage Battery Equipment DCP 0%
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV TCP 0%
1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV DCP 0%
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures DNCP CCA 30%

1830-3 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery BCP  0%

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary PNCP CCP 30%
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary SNCP CCS 30%
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices DNCP CCA 30%

1835-3 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery BCP  0%

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Primary PNCP CCP 30%

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary SNCP CCS 30%

1840 Underground Conduit DNCP CCA 30%
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery BCP 0%
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary PNCP CCP 30%
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary SNCP CCS 30%
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices DNCP CCA 30%

1845-3 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Bulk Delivery BCP  0%

1845-4 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Primary PNCP CCP 30%

1845-5 Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary SNCP CCS 30%

1850 Line Transformers LTNCP CCLT 35%
1855 Services CWCS 100%
1860 Meters CWMC 100%

1565 Conservation and Demand Management 
Expenditures and Recoveries CDMPP 100%

Accumulated Amortization

2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility 
Plant - Property, Plant, & Equipment See I4 BO Assets

Operation 
5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C 30%
5010 Load Dispatching 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C 30%
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense 1808 D 0%

5014 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Labour 1815 D 0%

5015 Transformer Station Equipment - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses 1815 D 0%

5016 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 
Labour 1820 D 0%

5017 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses 1820 D 0%

5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Operation Labour 1830 & 1835 D 1830 & 1835 C 30%

5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies and Expenses 1830 & 1835 D 1830 & 1835 C 30%

5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation 1830 & 1835 D 0%

5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- 
Operation 1850 D 1850 C 35%

5040 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Operation Labour 1840 & 1845 D 1840 & 1845 C 30%



5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 
Operation Supplies & Expenses 1840 & 1845 D 1840 & 1845 C 30%

5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation 1840 & 1845 D 0%

5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - 
Operation 1850 D 1850 C 35%

5065 Meter Expense CWMC 100%
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour CCA 100%

5075 Customer Premises - Materials and 
Expenses CCA 100%

5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C 30%

5090 Underground Distribution Lines and 
Feeders - Rental Paid 1840 & 1845 D 1840 & 1845 C 30%

5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Rental Paid 1830 & 1835 D 1830 & 1835 C 30%

Maintenance 

5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C 30%

5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 
Distribution Stations 1808 D 0%

5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station 
Equipment 1815 D 0%

5114 Maintenance of Distribution Station 
Equipment 1820 D 0%

5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and 
Fixtures 1830 D 1830 C 30%

5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and 
Devices 1835 D 1835 C 30%

5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services 1855 C 100%

5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 
Right of Way 1830 & 1835 D 1830 & 1835 C 30%

5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit 1840 D 1840 C 30%

5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors 
and Devices 1845 D 1845 C 30%

5155 Maintenance of Underground Services 1855 C 100%
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers 1850 D 1850 C 35%
5175 Maintenance of Meters 1860 C 100%
5305 Supervision CWNB 100%
5310 Meter Reading Expense CWMR 100%
5315 Customer Billing CWNB 100%
5320 Collecting CWNB 100%
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short CWNB 100%
5330 Collection Charges CWNB 100%
5335 Bad Debt Expense BDHA 100%

5340 Miscellaneous Customer Accounts 
Expenses CWNB 100%
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Sheet E2 Allocator Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6

Explanation ID and 
Factors Total  Residential  GS <50   GS>50-

Regular 
 Large Use 

>5MW 

Demand Allocators

1 cp
Transformation CP TCP1 100.00% 38.88% 9.48% 38.94% 9.69%
Bulk Delivery (SubTransmission) CP BCP1 - 0 0 0 0
Distribution CP (Total System) DCP1 100.00% 38.88% 9.48% 38.94% 9.69%

4 cp
Transformation CP TCP4 100.00% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75%
Bulk Delivery (SubTransmission) CP BCP4 - 0 0 0 0
Distribution CP (Total System) DCP4 100.00% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75%

12 cp
Transformation CP TCP12 100.00% 31.41% 8.78% 42.50% 13.32%
Bulk Delivery (SubTransmission) CP BCP12 - 0 0 0 0
Distribution CP (Total System) DCP12 100.00% 31.41% 8.78% 42.50% 13.32%

NON CO_INCIDENT PEAK
1 NCP
Distribution NCP ( Total System) DNCP1 100.00% 37.22% 10.80% 35.76% 12.55%
Primary NCP PNCP1 100.00% 33.88% 10.95% 37.92% 13.35%
 Line Transformer NCP LTNCP1 100.00% 42.52% 13.59% 43.82% 0.00%
Secondary NCP SNCP1 100.00% 53.29% 17.03% 29.59% 0.00%

4 NCP
Distribution NCP ( Total System) DNCP4 100.00% 35.19% 9.94% 37.95% 13.29%
Primary NCP PNCP4 100.00% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22%
 Line Transformer NCP LTNCP4 100.00% 39.87% 12.63% 47.42% 0.00%
Secondary NCP SNCP4 100.00% 51.03% 16.17% 32.70% 0.00%

12 NCP
Distribution NCP ( Total System) DNCP12 100.00% 31.56% 9.64% 40.72% 14.30%
Primary NCP PNCP12 100.00% 26.77% 9.74% 43.93% 15.48%
 Line Transformer NCP LTNCP12 100.00% 34.80% 12.52% 52.59% 0.00%
Secondary NCP SNCP12 100.00% 45.95% 16.53% 37.41% 0.00%

Demand Allocators - Composite

DEMAND 1815-1855 1815-1855 D 100.00% 39.82% 12.55% 39.78% 6.12%
DEMAND 1808 1808 D 100.00% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75%
DEMAND 1815 1815 D 100.00% 37.61% 9.12% 39.25% 10.75%
DEMAND 1820 1820 D 100.00% 31.35% 10.05% 40.50% 14.22%

DEMAND 1815 & 1820
1815 & 1820 
D 100.00% 35.42% 9.45% 39.69% 11.97%

DEMAND 1830 1830 D 100.00% 38.17% 12.17% 37.80% 9.29%
DEMAND 1835 1835 D - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

DEMAND 1830 & 1835
1830 & 1835 
D 100.00% 38.17% 12.17% 37.80% 9.29%

DEMAND 1840 1840 D 100.00% 42.14% 13.40% 36.22% 6.42%
DEMAND 1845 1845 D - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

DEMAND 1840 & 1845
1840 & 1845 
D 100.00% 42.14% 13.40% 36.22% 6.42%

DEMAND 1850 1850 D 100.00% 39.87% 12.63% 47.42% 0.00%
DEMAND 1855 1855 D - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
DEMAND 1860 1860 D - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Details:
The worksheet below details how allocators are 
derived.
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CUSTOMER ALLOCATORS

Billing Data
kWh CEN 100.00% 21.90% 8.16% 34.23% 14.39%
kW CDEM 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 55.23% 17.10%
kWh - Excl WMP CEN EWMP 100.00% 26.18% 9.76% 40.91% 7.65%

Dollar Billed (per 2006 EDR) CREV 100.00% 44.71% 12.18% 28.44% 4.15%
Bad Debt 3 Year Historical Average BDHA 100.00% 80.43% 12.96% 6.56% 0.00%
Late Payment 3 Year Historical 
Average LPHA 100.00% 60.39% 15.59% 20.85% 2.18%

Number of Bills CNB 100.00% 89.61% 8.41% 1.50% 0.01%
Number of Connections (Unmetered) CCON 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total Number of Customer CCA 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01%
Subtransmission Customer Base CCB 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Primary Feeder Customer Base CCP 100.00% 69.10% 6.48% 1.16% 0.01%
Line Transformer Customer Base CCLT 100.00% 69.22% 6.42% 1.07% 0.00%
Secondary Feeder Customer Base CCS 100.00% 69.57% 6.45% 0.58% 0.00%

Weighted - Services CWCS 100.00% 62.30% 11.56% 5.18% 0.00%
Weighted Meter -Capital CWMC 100.00% 45.16% 27.54% 25.36% 1.19%
Weighted Meter Reading CWMR 100.00% 71.53% 18.34% 8.89% 0.47%
Weighted Bills CWNB 100.00% 76.34% 14.32% 8.97% 0.09%

CUSTOMER ALLOCATORS - 
Composite

CUSTOMER 1815-1855 1815-1855 C 100.00% 68.11% 7.31% 1.66% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1808 1808 C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1815 1815 C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1820 1820 C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1815 & 1820
1815 & 1820 
C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1830 1830 C 100.00% 69.26% 6.47% 0.96% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1835 1835 C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1830 & 1835
1830 & 1835 
C 100.00% 69.26% 6.47% 0.96% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1840 1840 C 100.00% 69.36% 6.47% 0.84% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1845 1845 C - 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1840 & 1845
1840 & 1845 
C 100.00% 69.36% 6.47% 0.84% 0.00%

CUSTOMER 1850 1850 C 100.00% 69.22% 6.42% 1.07% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1855 1855 C 100.00% 62.30% 11.56% 5.18% 0.00%
CUSTOMER 1860 1860 C 100.00% 45.16% 27.54% 25.36% 1.19%

Composite Allocators
Net Fixed Assets NFA 100.00% 49.28% 11.38% 26.75% 3.97%
Net Fixed Assets Excluding Capital 
Contribution NFA ECC 100.00% 49.31% 11.38% 26.79% 3.93%
5005-5340 O&M 100.00% 63.03% 14.08% 17.06% 1.11%
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7 8 9 12 13 14

 Street Light  Sentinel 
 Unmetered 
Scattered 

Load 

 
Intermediate 
(3000 - 4999 

kW) 

 Large Use - 
3TS 

 Large Use - 
Ford Annex 

0.00% 0.00% 0.11% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%
0 0 0 0 0 0

0.00% 0.00% 0.11% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%

0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%
0 0 0 0 0 0

0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%

0.52% 0.03% 0.14% 3.30% 0.00% 0.00%
0 0 0 0 0 0

0.52% 0.03% 0.14% 3.30% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.05% 3.62% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.85% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.57% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.72% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 4.03% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.01% 0.00% 0.08% 1.65% 0.00% 0.00%
0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%
0.22% 0.01% 0.12% 2.91% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 3.82% 0.00% 0.00%

0.14% 0.01% 0.10% 3.23% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 1.73% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 1.73% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%



69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82
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85
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87
88
89
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108
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110
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114
115

116
117
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J K L O P Q X Y Z

0.53% 0.04% 0.15% 3.14% 14.79% 2.66%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.84% 20.03% 2.80%
0.64% 0.05% 0.18% 3.76% 10.89% 0.00%

1.08% 0.18% 0.50% 0.25% 6.04% 2.47%
0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.11% 0.30% 0.58% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.43% 0.03% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00%
91.19% 6.00% 2.80% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
91.19% 6.00% 2.80% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.20% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.24% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.34% 1.41% 0.66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

19.11% 1.26% 0.59% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.32% 0.00% 0.43%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.34% 0.26% 0.17%
0.00% 0.04% 0.14% 0.04% 0.05% 0.02%

20.90% 1.38% 0.64% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.25% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

21.25% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.28% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

21.28% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
21.24% 1.40% 0.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
19.11% 1.26% 0.59% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.32% 0.00% 0.43%

6.82% 0.45% 0.26% 1.07% 0.00% 0.02%

6.82% 0.45% 0.26% 1.06% 0.00% 0.02%
3.83% 0.27% 0.18% 0.33% 0.05% 0.06%
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Sheet E3 Demand Allocator Worksheet  - First Run  

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 12 13 14

 Customer 
Classes  Total Residential GS <50 GS>50-Regular Large Use >5MW Street Light Sentinel Unmetered 

Scattered Load
Intermediate 

(3000 - 4999 kW) Large Use - 3TS Large Use - Ford 
Annex

CCA 108,690              75,107 7,045 1,260 6 23,042 1,517 708 5 0 0
CCB 25,267                0 0 0 0 23,042 1,517 708 0 0 0
CCP 108,690              75,107 7,045 1,260 6 23,042 1,517 708 5 0 0
CCLT 108,500              75,107 6,966 1,160 0 23,042 1,517 708 0 0 0
CCS 107,965              75,107 6,966 625 0 23,042 1,517 708 0 0 0

PLCC-CCA 43,476                30,043 2,818 504 2 9,217 607 283 2 0 0
PLCC-CCB 10,107                0 0 0 0 9,217 607 283 0 0 0
PLCC-CCP 43,476                30,043 2,818 504 2 9,217 607 283 2 0 0
PLCC-CCLT 43,400                30,043 2,786 464 0 9,217 607 283 0 0 0
PLCC-CCS 43,186                30,043 2,786 250 0 9,217 607 283 0 0 0

1NCP
DNCP1 566,431              208,997 60,655 200,814 70,491 4,297 282 580 20,315 0 0
PNCP1 566,431              208,997 60,655 200,814 70,491 4,297 282 580 20,315 0 0
LTNCP1 459,007              208,997 59,975 184,876 0 4,297 282 580 0 0 0
SNCP1 373,741              208,997 59,975 99,610 0 4,297 282 580 0 0 0

PLCC - 1NCP
DNCP1A 561,569              208,997 60,655 200,814 70,491 0 0 297 20,315 0 0
PNCP1A 528,200              178,954 57,837 200,310 70,489 0 0 297 20,313 0 0
LTNCP1A 420,852              178,954 57,188 184,412 0 0 0 297 0 0 0
SNCP1A 335,800              178,954 57,188 99,360 0 0 0 297 0 0 0

4 NCP

DNCP4 2,059,423           718,046 202,875 774,303 271,117 16,873 1,100 2,277 72,832 0 0
PNCP4 2,059,423           718,046 202,875 774,303 271,117 16,873 1,100 2,277 72,832 0 0
LTNCP4 1,651,746           718,046 200,600 712,850 0 16,873 1,100 2,277 0 0 0
SNCP4 1,322,975           718,046 200,600 384,079 0 16,873 1,100 2,277 0 0 0

PLCC - 4NCP
DNCP4A 2,040,317           718,046 202,875 774,303 271,117 0 0 1,144 72,832 0 0
PNCP4A 1,906,840           597,875 191,603 772,287 271,107 0 0 1,144 72,824 0 0
LTNCP4A 1,499,468           597,875 189,454 710,994 0 0 0 1,144 0 0 0
SNCP4A 1,171,552           597,875 189,454 383,079 0 0 0 1,144 0 0 0

12NCP

DNCP12 5,344,147           1,668,787 509,696 2,153,331 756,426 49,264 3,203 6,653 196,787 0 0
PNCP12 5,344,147           1,668,787 509,696 2,153,331 756,426 49,264 3,203 6,653 196,787 0 0
LTNCP12 4,214,319           1,668,787 503,980 1,982,432 0 49,264 3,203 6,653 0 0 0
SNCP12 3,300,008           1,668,787 503,980 1,068,121 0 49,264 3,203 6,653 0 0 0

PLCC - 12NCP
DNCP12A 5,288,282           1,668,787 509,696 2,153,331 756,426 0 0 3,255 196,787 0 0
PNCP12A 4,887,851           1,308,273 475,880 2,147,283 756,397 0 0 3,255 196,763 0 0
LTNCP12A 3,758,935           1,308,273 470,544 1,976,864 0 0 0 3,255 0 0 0
SNCP12A 2,847,192           1,308,273 470,544 1,065,121 0 0 0 3,255 0 0 0

PLCC WATTS
400

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Instructions:
Input sheet for Demand Allocators.



Sheet E4 Trial Balance Allocation Detail Worksheet  - First Run  

Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

1565
Conservation and Demand 
Management Expenditures 
and Recoveries

CDM Expenditures 
and Recoveries dp

1608 Franchises and Consents Other Distribution 
Assets gp

1805 Land dp DDCP
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV dp TCP
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV dp DCP
1806 Land Rights dp DDCP
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV dp TCP
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV dp DCP
1808 Buildings and Fixtures dp DDCP

1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 
kV dp TCP

1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 
KV dp DCP

1810 Leasehold Improvements dp DDCP

1810-1 Leasehold Improvements 
>50 kV dp TCP

1810-2 Leasehold Improvements 
<50 kV dp DCP

1815
Transformer Station 
Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV

dp TCP

1820
Distribution Station 
Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV

dp DCP

1820-1
Distribution Station 
Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk)

dp DCP

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

This sheet shows what accounts are included in the COSS, and how they are grouped into working capital and rate base. It shows how accounts are categorized in the customer and demand related costs. It will then show how the categorized costs are 
allocated to customer and demand related components. It will also show how Miscellaneous Revenue and General Plant and Administration costs are allocated. FInally, it will show how costs are being grouped together for presentation purposes.

Details:
The worksheet below details how costs are treated, categorized, and grouped.



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

1820-2

Distribution Station 
Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV 
(Primary)

dp PNCP

1820-3

Distribution Station 
Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV 
(Wholesale Meters)

dp

1825 Storage Battery Equipment dp DDCP

1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 
50 kV dp TCP

1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment 
<50 kV dp DCP

1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures dp DDNCP

1830-3
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Subtransmission Bulk 
Delivery

dp BCP

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Primary dp PNCP

1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - 
Secondary dp SNCP

1835 Overhead Conductors and 
Devices dp DDNCP

1835-3
Overhead Conductors and 
Devices - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery

dp BCP

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and 
Devices - Primary dp PNCP

1835-5 Overhead Conductors and 
Devices - Secondary dp SNCP

1840 Underground Conduit dp DDNCP

1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk 
Delivery Land and Buildings dp BCP

1840-4 Underground Conduit - 
Primary Land and Buildings dp PNCP

1840-5 Underground Conduit - 
Secondary Land and Buildings dp SNCP

1845 Underground Conductors 
and Devices Land and Buildings dp DDNCP

1845-3 Underground Conductors 
and Devices - Bulk Delivery

TS Primary Above 
50 dp BCP

1845-4 Underground Conductors 
and Devices - Primary DS dp PNCP

1845-5 Underground Conductors 
and Devices - Secondary

Other Distribution 
Assets dp SNCP

1850 Line Transformers Poles, Wires dp LTNCP

1855 Services Services and Meters dp

1860 Meters Services and Meters dp

1905 Land Land and Buildings gp



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

1906 Land Rights Land and Buildings gp
1908 Buildings and Fixtures General Plant gp
1910 Leasehold Improvements General Plant gp

1915 Office Furniture and 
Equipment Equipment gp

1920 Computer Equipment - 
Hardware IT Assets gp

1925 Computer Software IT Assets gp
1930 Transportation Equipment Equipment gp
1935 Stores Equipment Equipment gp

1940 Tools, Shop and Garage 
Equipment Equipment gp

1945 Measurement and Testing 
Equipment Equipment gp

1950 Power Operated Equipment Equipment gp
1955 Communication Equipment Equipment gp
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment Equipment gp

1970 Load Management Controls - 
Customer Premises

Other Distribution 
Assets gp

1975 Load Management Controls - 
Utility Premises

Other Distribution 
Assets gp

1980 System Supervisory 
Equipment

Other Distribution 
Assets gp

1990 Other Tangible Property Other Distribution 
Assets gp

1995 Contributions and Grants - 
Credit

Contributions and 
Grants co

2005 Property Under Capital 
Leases

Other Distribution 
Assets gp

2010 Electric Plant Purchased or 
Sold

Other Distribution 
Assets gp

2105

Accum. Amortization of 
Electric Utility Plant - 
Property, Plant, & 
Equipment

Accumulated 
Amortization accum dep

2120
Accumulated Amortization of 
Electric Utility Plant - 
Intangibles

Accumulated 
Amortization accum dep

3046 Balance Transferred From 
Income Equity NI

4080 Distribution Services 
Revenue

Distribution 
Services Revenue CREV

4082 Retail Services Revenues Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4084 Service Transaction 
Requests (STR) Revenues

Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4090 Electric Services Incidental 
to Energy Sales

Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4205 Interdepartmental Rents Other Distribution 
Revenue mi



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

4210 Rent from Electric Property Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4215 Other Utility Operating 
Income

Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4220 Other Electric Revenues Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4225 Late Payment Charges Late Payment 
Charges mi

4235 Miscellaneous Service 
Revenues

Specific Service 
Charges mi

4240 Provision for Rate Refunds Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4245 Government Assistance 
Directly Credited to Income

Other Distribution 
Revenue mi

4305 Regulatory Debits Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4310 Regulatory Credits Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4315 Revenues from Electric Plant 
Leased to Others

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4320 Expenses of Electric Plant 
Leased to Others

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4325 Revenues from Merchandise, 
Jobbing, Etc.

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4330
Costs and Expenses of 
Merchandising, Jobbing, 
Etc.

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4335 Profits and Losses from 
Financial Instrument Hedges

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4340
Profits and Losses from 
Financial Instrument 
Investments

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4345 Gains from Disposition of 
Future Use Utility Plant

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4350 Losses from Disposition of 
Future Use Utility Plant

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4355 Gain on Disposition of Utility 
and Other Property

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4360 Loss on Disposition of 
Utility and Other Property

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4365 Gains from Disposition of 
Allowances for Emission

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4370 Losses from Disposition of 
Allowances for Emission

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4390 Miscellaneous Non-
Operating Income

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4395 Rate-Payer Benefit Including 
Interest

Other Income & 
Deductions mi



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

4398
Foreign Exchange Gains and 
Losses, Including 
Amortization

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4405 Interest and Dividend 
Income

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4415 Equity in Earnings of 
Subsidiary Companies

Other Income & 
Deductions mi

4705 Power Purchased
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4708 Charges-WMS
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4710 Cost of Power Adjustments
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4712 Charges-One-Time
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4714 Charges-NW
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4715 System Control and Load 
Dispatching

Other Power Supply 
Expenses cop

4716 Charges-CN
Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

4730 Rural Rate Assistance 
Expense

Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

5005 Operation Supervision and 
Engineering

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1815-1855 D

5010 Load Dispatching Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1815-1855 D

5012 Station Buildings and 
Fixtures Expense

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1808 D

5014
Transformer Station 
Equipment - Operation 
Labour

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1815 D

5015
Transformer Station 
Equipment - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1815 D

5016
Distribution Station 
Equipment - Operation 
Labour

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1820 D

5017
Distribution Station 
Equipment - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1820 D

5020
Overhead Distribution Lines 
and Feeders - Operation 
Labour

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1830 & 1835 D



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

5025
Overhead Distribution Lines 
& Feeders - Operation 
Supplies and Expenses

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1830 & 1835 D

5030 Overhead Subtransmission 
Feeders - Operation

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1830 & 1835 D

5035 Overhead Distribution 
Transformers- Operation

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1850 D

5040
Underground Distribution 
Lines and Feeders - 
Operation Labour

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1840 & 1845 D

5045
Underground Distribution 
Lines & Feeders - Operation 
Supplies & Expenses

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1840 & 1845 D

5050
Underground 
Subtransmission Feeders - 
Operation

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1840 & 1845 D

5055 Underground Distribution 
Transformers - Operation

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1850 D

5065 Meter Expense Operation (Working 
Capital) cu  

5070 Customer Premises - 
Operation Labour

Operation (Working 
Capital) cu

5075 Customer Premises - 
Materials and Expenses

Operation (Working 
Capital) cu

5085 Miscellaneous Distribution 
Expense

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1815-1855 D

5090
Underground Distribution 
Lines and Feeders - Rental 
Paid

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1840 & 1845 D

5095 Overhead Distribution Lines 
and Feeders - Rental Paid

Operation (Working 
Capital) di 1830 & 1835 D

5096 Other Rent Operation (Working 
Capital) di

5105 Maintenance Supervision 
and Engineering

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1815-1855 D

5110
Maintenance of Buildings 
and Fixtures - Distribution 
Stations

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1808 D

5112 Maintenance of Transformer 
Station Equipment

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1815 D

5114 Maintenance of Distribution 
Station Equipment

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1820 D

5120 Maintenance of Poles, 
Towers and Fixtures

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1830 D

5125 Maintenance of Overhead 
Conductors and Devices

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1835 D

5130 Maintenance of Overhead 
Services

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1855 D

5135 Overhead Distribution Lines 
and Feeders - Right of Way

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1830 & 1835 D



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

5145 Maintenance of 
Underground Conduit

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1840 D

5150
Maintenance of 
Underground Conductors 
and Devices

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1845 D

5155 Maintenance of 
Underground Services

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1855 D

5160 Maintenance of Line 
Transformers

Maintenance 
(Working Capital) di 1850 D

5175 Maintenance of Meters Maintenance 
(Working Capital) cu 1860 D

5305 Supervision
Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu  

5310 Meter Reading Expense
Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu

5315 Customer Billing
Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu  

5320 Collecting
Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu

5325 Collecting- Cash Over and 
Short

Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu

5330 Collection Charges
Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu

5335 Bad Debt Expense Bad Debt Expense 
(Working Capital) cu

5340 Miscellaneous Customer 
Accounts Expenses

Billing and 
Collection (Working 
Capital)

cu

5405 Supervision
Community 
Relations (Working 
Capital)

ad

5410 Community Relations - 
Sundry

Community 
Relations (Working 
Capital)

ad

5415 Energy Conservation
Community 
Relations - CDM 
(Working Capital)

ad

5420 Community Safety Program
Community 
Relations (Working 
Capital)

ad

5425
Miscellaneous Customer 
Service and Informational 
Expenses

Community 
Relations (Working 
Capital)

ad

5505 Supervision Other Distribution 
Expenses ad



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

5510 Demonstrating and Selling 
Expense

Other Distribution 
Expenses ad

5515 Advertising Expense Advertising 
Expenses ad

5520 Miscellaneous Sales 
Expense

Other Distribution 
Expenses ad

5605 Executive Salaries and 
Expenses

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5610 Management Salaries and 
Expenses

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5615 General Administrative 
Salaries and Expenses

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5620 Office Supplies and 
Expenses

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5625 Administrative Expense 
Transferred Credit

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5630 Outside Services Employed
Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5635 Property Insurance Insurance Expense 
(Working Capital) ad

5640 Injuries and Damages
Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5645 Employee Pensions and 
Benefits

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5650 Franchise Requirements
Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5655 Regulatory Expenses
Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5660 General Advertising 
Expenses

Advertising 
Expenses ad

5665 Miscellaneous General 
Expenses

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5670 Rent
Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5675 Maintenance of General 
Plant

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad



Uniform 
System of 
Accounts -  

Detail 
Accounts:

USoA Account 
# Accounts Explanations

Grouping for 
Sheet O1 

Revenue to Cost

Demand 
Grouping 
Indicator

5680 Electrical Safety Authority 
Fees

Administrative and 
General Expenses 
(Working Capital)

ad

5685 Independent Market 
Operator Fees and Penalties

Power Supply 
Expenses (Working 
Capital)

cop

5705
Amortization Expense - 
Property, Plant, and 
Equipment

Amortization of 
Assets dep PRORATED

5710 Amortization of Limited 
Term Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Assets dep PRORATED

5715 Amortization of Intangibles 
and Other Electric Plant

Amortization of 
Assets dep PRORATED

5720
Amortization of Electric 
Plant Acquisition 
Adjustments

Other Amortization - 
Unclassified dep PRORATED

5730
Amortization of Unrecovered 
Plant and Regulatory Study 
Costs

Amortization of 
Assets dep  

5735 Amortization of Deferred 
Development Costs

Amortization of 
Assets dep  

5740 Amortization of Deferred 
Charges

Amortization of 
Assets dep  

6005 Interest on Long Term Debt Interest Expense - 
Unclassifed INT

6105 Taxes Other Than Income 
Taxes

Other Distribution 
Expenses ad

6110 Income Taxes
Income Tax 
Expense - 
Unclassified

Input

6205 Donations Charitable 
Contributions ad

6210 Life Insurance Insurance Expense 
(Working Capital) ad

6215 Penalties Other Distribution 
Expenses ad

6225 Other Deductions Other Distribution 
Expenses ad



Sheet E4 Trial Balance Allocation Detail Worksheet  - First Run  

Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

O&M O&M

NFA ECC

TCP4 TCP4
DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4
DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

DCP4 DCP4

Classification and Allocation

This sheet shows what accounts are included in the COSS, and how they are grouped into working capital and rate base. It shows how accounts are categorized in the customer and demand related costs. It will then show how the categorized costs are 
allocated to customer and demand related components. It will also show how Miscellaneous Revenue and General Plant and Administration costs are allocated. FInally, it will show how costs are being grouped together for presentation purposes.



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

PNCP4 PNCP4

CEN CEN

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 CCP x PNCP4 CCP

SNCP4 CCS x SNCP4 CCS

BCP4   BCP4  

PNCP4 CCP x PNCP4 CCP

SNCP4 CCS x SNCP4 CCS

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 CCP x PNCP4 CCP

SNCP4 CCS x SNCP4 CCS

BCP4   BCP4  

PNCP4 CCP x PNCP4 CCP

SNCP4 CCS x SNCP4 CCS

LTNCP4 CCLT x LTNCP4 CCLT

CWCS CWCS

CWMC CWMC

NFA ECC



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

NFA ECC
NFA ECC
NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC
NFA ECC
NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC
NFA ECC
NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC

NFA ECC

 NFA ECC

Break out Breakout Break out Breakout

   NFA ECC

   NFA ECC

Break out Breakout Break out Breakout

Break out Breakout Break out Breakout

NFA

CREV

CWNB

CWNB

CWNB

NFA



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

NFA

NFA

NFA

LPHA

CWNB

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

NFA

NFA

NFA

CEN EWMP

CEN EWMP

CEN EWMP

CEN EWMP

CEN

CEN EWMP

CEN

CEN EWMP

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C x 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C x 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C

1808 D 1808 C 1808 D 1808 C

1815 D 1815 C 1815 D 1815 C

1815 D 1815 C 1815 D 1815 C

1820 D 1820 C  1820 D 1820 C

1820 D 1820 C  1820 D 1820 C

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C x 1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C x 1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C  1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C

1850 D 1850 C x 1850 D 1850 C

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C x 1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C x 1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C  1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C

1850 D 1850 C x 1850 D 1850 C

 CWMC  CWMC

CCA CCA

CCA CCA

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C x 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C x 1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 C

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C x 1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C

 O&M

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C x 1815-1855 D 1815-1855 C

1808 D 1808 C  1808 D 1808 C

1815 D 1815 C 1815 D 1815 C

1820 D 1820 C  1820 D 1820 C

1830 D 1830 C x 1830 D 1830 C

1835 D 1835 C x 1835 D 1835 C

1855 D 1855 C  1855 D 1855 C

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C x 1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 C



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

1840 D 1840 C x 1840 D 1840 C

1845 D 1845 C x 1845 D 1845 C

1855 D 1855 C  1855 D 1855 C

1850 D 1850 C x 1850 D 1850 C

1860 D 1860 C 1860 D 1860 C

CWNB CWNB

CWMR CWMR

CWNB CWNB

CWNB CWNB

CWNB CWNB

CWNB CWNB

BDHA BDHA

CWNB CWNB

O&M

O&M

  O&M

  NFA ECC

  O&M

  O&M



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

    NFA ECC

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M



Allocation 
Demand 
Related 

Allocation 
Customer 
Related 

Allocation 
A&G 

Related 

Allocation 
Misc 

Related 

Demand Customer Joint Demand ID Customer ID A & G ID Misc ID

Classification and Allocation

  O&M

NFA ECC

Break out Breakout Breakout 

Break out Breakout Breakout 

Break out Breakout  Breakout 

Break out Breakout  Breakout 

    O&M

     O&M

    O&M

NFA

   NFA

 NFA

   O&M

  O&M

  O&M

  O&M



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

TCP4 TCP4
DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4
DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

DCP4 DCP4



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

PNCP4 PNCP4

TCP4 TCP4

DCP4 DCP4

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 PNCP4

SNCP4 SNCP4

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 PNCP4

SNCP4 SNCP4

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 PNCP4

SNCP4 SNCP4

BCP4 BCP4

PNCP4 PNCP4

SNCP4 SNCP4

LTNCP4 LTNCP4



cp ncp non-demand FINAL



cp ncp non-demand FINAL



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 D

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 D

1808 D 1808 D

1815 D 1815 D

1815 D 1815 D

1820 D 1820 D

1820 D 1820 D

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 D



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 D

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 D

1850 D 1850 D

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 D

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 D

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 D

1850 D 1850 D

  

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 D

1840 & 1845 D1840 & 1845 D

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 D

1815-1855 D 1815-1855 D

1808 D 1808 D

1815 D 1815 D

1820 D 1820 D

1830 D 1830 D

1835 D 1835 D

1855 D 1855 D

1830 & 1835 D1830 & 1835 D



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

1840 D 1840 D

1845 D 1845 D

1855 D 1855 D

1850 D 1850 D

1860 D 1860 D

  

  



cp ncp non-demand FINAL



cp ncp non-demand FINAL

PRORATED PRORATED

PRORATED PRORATED

PRORATED PRORATED

PRORATED PRORATED

  

  

  



Sheet E5 Reconciliation Worksheet  - First Run  

USoA 
Account # Accounts Financial Statement

Financial Statement - Asset 
Break Out includes Acc 

Dep and Contributed 
Capital

Adjusted TB Excluded from COSS Excluded Included

1565 Conservation and Demand Management 
Expenditures and Recoveries $454,545 $454,545

 
$0 $454,545

1608 Franchises and Consents $0 $0  $0 $0
1805 Land $0 $0  $0 $0
1805-1 Land Station >50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0
1805-2 Land Station <50 kV $182,807 $182,807  $0 $182,807
1806 Land Rights $0 $0  $0 $0
1806-1 Land Rights Station >50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0
1806-2 Land Rights Station <50 kV $30,889 $30,889  $0 $30,889
1808 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0  $0 $0
1808-1 Buildings and Fixtures > 50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0
1808-2 Buildings and Fixtures < 50 KV $117,285 $117,285  $0 $117,285
1810 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0   $0 $0
1810-1 Leasehold Improvements >50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0
1810-2 Leasehold Improvements <50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0

1815
Transformer Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary above 50 kV $4,104,900 $4,104,900

 
$0 $4,104,900

1820
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1820-1
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Bulk) $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1820-2
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Primary) $2,216,807 $2,216,807

 
$0 $2,216,807

1820-3
Distribution Station Equipment - Normally 
Primary below 50 kV (Wholesale Meters) $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1825 Storage Battery Equipment $0 $0  $0 $0
1825-1 Storage Battery Equipment > 50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0

2006 Cost Allocation Information Filing
Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001
January 15, 2007

Details:
The worksheet below shows reconciliation of costs included and excluded in the Trial Balance.



1825-2 Storage Battery Equipment <50 kV $0 $0  $0 $0
1830 Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0  $0 $0

1830-3
Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Subtransmission 
Bulk Delivery $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1830-4 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Primary $33,323,001 $33,323,001  $0 $33,323,001
1830-5 Poles, Towers and Fixtures - Secondary $17,652,983 $17,652,983  $0 $17,652,983
1835 Overhead Conductors and Devices $0 $0  $0 $0

1835-3
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Subtransmission Bulk Delivery $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1835-4 Overhead Conductors and Devices - Primary $0 $0
 

$0 $0

1835-5
Overhead Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1840 Underground Conduit ($0) ($0)  $0 ($0)
1840-3 Underground Conduit - Bulk Delivery $0 $0  $0 $0
1840-4 Underground Conduit - Primary $23,609,637 $23,609,637  $0 $23,609,637
1840-5 Underground Conduit - Secondary $28,635,633 $28,635,633  $0 $28,635,633
1845 Underground Conductors and Devices $0 $0  $0 $0

1845-3
Underground Conductors and Devices - Bulk 
Delivery $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1845-4
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Primary $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1845-5
Underground Conductors and Devices - 
Secondary $0 $0

 
$0 $0

1850 Line Transformers $40,461,338 $40,461,338  $0 $40,461,338
1855 Services $9,091,619 $9,091,619  $0 $9,091,619
1860 Meters $6,318,320 $6,318,320  $0 $6,318,320



1905 Land $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1906 Land Rights $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1908 Buildings and Fixtures $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1910 Leasehold Improvements $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1915 Office Furniture and Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1920 Computer Equipment - Hardware $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1925 Computer Software $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1930 Transportation Equipment $0 $7,946 $7,946  $0 $7,946
1935 Stores Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1940 Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1945 Measurement and Testing Equipment $0 $294,500 $294,500  $0 $294,500
1950 Power Operated Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1955 Communication Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1960 Miscellaneous Equipment $0 $771,789 $771,789  $0 $771,789
1970 Load Management Controls - Customer 

Premises $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0
1975

Load Management Controls - Utility Premises $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0
1980 System Supervisory Equipment $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1990 Other Tangible Property $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
1995 Contributions and Grants - Credit ($4,691,492) $0 ($4,691,492)  $0 ($4,691,492)
2005 Property Under Capital Leases $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
2010 Electric Plant Purchased or Sold $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
2105 Accum. Amortization of Electric Utility Plant - 

Property, Plant, & Equipment ($33,105,275) ($33,105,275)
 

$0 ($33,105,275)
2120 Accumulated Amortization of Electric Utility 

Plant - Intangibles $0 $0
 

$0 $0
3046 Balance Transferred From Income ($6,418,997) ($6,418,997)  $0 ($6,418,997)
4080 Distribution Services Revenue ($45,086,436) ($45,086,436)  $0 ($45,086,436)
4082 Retail Services Revenues $0 $0  $0 $0
4084 Service Transaction Requests (STR) 

Revenues $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4090

Electric Services Incidental to Energy Sales ($281,588) ($281,588)
 

$0 ($281,588)
4205 Interdepartmental Rents $0 $0  $0 $0
4210 Rent from Electric Property ($31,906) ($31,906)  $0 ($31,906)
4215 Other Utility Operating Income ($7,015) ($7,015)  $0 ($7,015)
4220 Other Electric Revenues $0 $0  $0 $0
4225 Late Payment Charges ($951,622) ($951,622)  $0 ($951,622)
4235 Miscellaneous Service Revenues ($1,012,930) ($1,012,930)  $0 ($1,012,930)



4240 Provision for Rate Refunds $0 $0  $0 $0
4245 Government Assistance Directly Credited to 

Income $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4305 Regulatory Debits $0 $0  $0 $0
4310 Regulatory Credits $0 $0  $0 $0
4315 Revenues from Electric Plant Leased to 

Others ($625,843) ($625,843)
 

$0 ($625,843)
4320

Expenses of Electric Plant Leased to Others $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4325 Revenues from Merchandise, Jobbing, Etc. $0 $0  $0 $0
4330 Costs and Expenses of Merchandising, 

Jobbing, Etc. $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4335 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument 

Hedges $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4340 Profits and Losses from Financial Instrument 

Investments $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4345 Gains from Disposition of Future Use Utility 

Plant $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4350 Losses from Disposition of Future Use Utility 

Plant $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4355 Gain on Disposition of Utility and Other 

Property $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4360 Loss on Disposition of Utility and Other 

Property $6,171 $6,171
 

$0 $6,171
4365 Gains from Disposition of Allowances for 

Emission $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4370 Losses from Disposition of Allowances for 

Emission $0 $0
 

$0 $0
4390 Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income ($125,831) ($125,831)  $0 ($125,831)
4395 Rate-Payer Benefit Including Interest $0 $0  $0 $0
4398 Foreign Exchange Gains and Losses, 

Including Amortization $474 $474
 

$0 $474
4405 Interest and Dividend Income ($48,627) ($48,627)  $0 ($48,627)
4415

Equity in Earnings of Subsidiary Companies $0 $0 $0 $0
4705 Power Purchased $138,434,063 ########### $0 ###########
4708 Charges-WMS $16,943,277 $16,943,277 $0 $16,943,277
4710 Cost of Power Adjustments $8,465,122 $8,465,122 $0 $8,465,122
4712 Charges-One-Time $160,933 $160,933 $0 $160,933
4714 Charges-NW $17,164,787 $17,164,787 $0 $17,164,787
4715 System Control and Load Dispatching $0 $0 $0 $0
4716 Charges-CN $9,745,751 $9,745,751 $0 $9,745,751
4730 Rural Rate Assistance Expense $0 $0 $0 $0



5005 Operation Supervision and Engineering $343,099 $343,099 $0 $343,099
5010 Load Dispatching $0 $0  $0 $0
5012 Station Buildings and Fixtures Expense $0 $0  $0 $0
5014 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation 

Labour $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5015 Transformer Station Equipment - Operation 

Supplies and Expenses $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5016 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 

Labour $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5017 Distribution Station Equipment - Operation 

Supplies and Expenses $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5020 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Operation Labour $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5025 Overhead Distribution Lines & Feeders - 

Operation Supplies and Expenses $628,438 $628,438
 

$0 $628,438
5030 Overhead Subtransmission Feeders - 

Operation $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5035 Overhead Distribution Transformers- 

Operation $279,350 $279,350
 

$0 $279,350
5040 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Operation Labour $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5045 Underground Distribution Lines & Feeders - 

Operation Supplies & Expenses $409,273 $409,273
 

$0 $409,273
5050 Underground Subtransmission Feeders - 

Operation $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5055 Underground Distribution Transformers - 

Operation $635,294 $635,294
 

$0 $635,294
5065 Meter Expense $315,195 $315,195  $0 $315,195
5070 Customer Premises - Operation Labour $0 $0  $0 $0
5075

Customer Premises - Materials and Expenses $11,919 $11,919
 

$0 $11,919
5085 Miscellaneous Distribution Expense $34,648 $34,648  $0 $34,648
5090 Underground Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Rental Paid $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5095 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Rental Paid $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5096 Other Rent $0 $0  $0 $0
5105 Maintenance Supervision and Engineering $0 $0  $0 $0
5110 Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures - 

Distribution Stations $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5112 Maintenance of Transformer Station 

Equipment $0 $0
 

$0 $0



5114
Maintenance of Distribution Station Equipment $57,465 $57,465

 
$0 $57,465

5120 Maintenance of Poles, Towers and Fixtures $0 $0  $0 $0
5125 Maintenance of Overhead Conductors and 

Devices $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5130 Maintenance of Overhead Services $626,218 $626,218  $0 $626,218
5135 Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders - 

Right of Way $459,426 $459,426
 

$0 $459,426
5145 Maintenance of Underground Conduit $0 $0  $0 $0
5150 Maintenance of Underground Conductors and 

Devices $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5155 Maintenance of Underground Services $202,386 $202,386  $0 $202,386
5160 Maintenance of Line Transformers $1,516,477 $1,516,477  $0 $1,516,477
5175 Maintenance of Meters $458,867 $458,867  $0 $458,867
5305 Supervision $0 $0  $0 $0
5310 Meter Reading Expense $1,574,024 $1,574,024  $0 $1,574,024
5315 Customer Billing $3,715,267 $3,715,267  $0 $3,715,267
5320 Collecting $259,921 $259,921  $0 $259,921
5325 Collecting- Cash Over and Short $0 $0  $0 $0
5330 Collection Charges $0 $0  $0 $0
5335 Bad Debt Expense $510,143 $510,143  $0 $510,143
5340

Miscellaneous Customer Accounts Expenses $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5405 Supervision $0 $0  $0 $0
5410 Community Relations - Sundry $1,000 $1,000  $0 $1,000
5415 Energy Conservation $0 $0  $0 $0
5420 Community Safety Program $9,857 $9,857  $0 $9,857
5425 Miscellaneous Customer Service and 

Informational Expenses $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5505 Supervision $0 $0  $0 $0
5510 Demonstrating and Selling Expense $0 $0  $0 $0
5515 Advertising Expense $0 $0  $0 $0
5520 Miscellaneous Sales Expense $0 $0  $0 $0
5605 Executive Salaries and Expenses $0 $0  $0 $0
5610 Management Salaries and Expenses $412,551 $412,551  $0 $412,551
5615

General Administrative Salaries and Expenses ($1,803,959) ($1,803,959)
 

$0 ($1,803,959)
5620 Office Supplies and Expenses $47,967 $47,967  $0 $47,967
5625 Administrative Expense Transferred Credit $0 $0  $0 $0
5630 Outside Services Employed $11,026,641 $11,026,641  $0 $11,026,641
5635 Property Insurance $261,403 $261,403  $0 $261,403
5640 Injuries and Damages $187,681 $187,681  $0 $187,681
5645 Employee Pensions and Benefits $2,292,574 $2,292,574  $0 $2,292,574



5650 Franchise Requirements $0 $0  $0 $0
5655 Regulatory Expenses $175,626 $175,626  $0 $175,626
5660 General Advertising Expenses $33,062 $33,062  $0 $33,062
5665 Miscellaneous General Expenses $51,530 $51,530  $0 $51,530
5670 Rent $0 $0  $0 $0
5675 Maintenance of General Plant ($511,349) ($511,349)  $0 ($511,349)
5680 Electrical Safety Authority Fees $14,275 $14,275  $0 $14,275
5685 Independent Market Operator Fees and 

Penalties $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5705 Amortization Expense - Property, Plant, and 

Equipment $8,546,993 $8,546,993
 

$0 $8,546,993
5710 Amortization of Limited Term Electric Plant $0 $0  $0 $0
5715 Amortization of Intangibles and Other Electric 

Plant $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5720 Amortization of Electric Plant Acquisition 

Adjustments $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5730 Amortization of Unrecovered Plant and 

Regulatory Study Costs $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5735

Amortization of Deferred Development Costs $0 $0
 

$0 $0
5740 Amortization of Deferred Charges $0 $0  $0 $0
6005 Interest on Long Term Debt $5,200,428 $5,200,428  $0 $5,200,428
6105 Taxes Other Than Income Taxes $142,542 $142,542  $0 $142,542
6110 Income Taxes $692,477 $692,477  $0 $692,477
6205 Donations $0 $0  $0 $0
6210 Life Insurance $0 $0  $0 $0
6215 Penalties $0 $0  $0 $0
6225 Other Deductions $0 $0  $0 $0

Total $137,806,270 $166,819,450 ########### $0 ###########
 Control $304,625,720



Grouping by Allocator  Adjusted TB  Excluded from COSS  Excluded  Included  Balance in O5  Difference 

1808  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1815  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1820  $                    57,465  $                              -    $               -    $                 57,465  $               57,465  $               -   
1830  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1835  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1840  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1845  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
1850  $               2,431,121  $                              -    $               -    $            2,431,121  $          2,431,121  $               -   
1855  $                  828,604  $                              -    $               -    $               828,604  $             828,604  $               -   
1860  $                  458,867  $                              -    $               -    $               458,867  $             458,867  $               -   
1815-1855  $                  377,747  $                              -    $               -    $               377,747  $             377,747  $               -   
1830 & 1835  $               1,087,864  $                              -    $               -    $            1,087,864  $          1,087,864  $               -   
1840 & 1845  $                  409,273  $                              -    $               -    $               409,273  $             409,273  $               -   
BCP  $                            -    $                              -    $               -    $                         -    $                      -    $               -   
BDHA  $                  510,143  $                              -    $               -    $               510,143  $             510,143  $               -   
Break Out $            (29,249,774)  $                              -    $               -   $         (29,249,774) $      (29,249,774)  $               -   
CCA  $                    11,919  $                              -    $               -    $                 11,919  $               11,919  $               -   
CDMPP  $                  454,545  $                              -    $               -    $               454,545  $             454,545  $               -   
CEN  $             26,910,538  $                              -    $               -    $          26,910,538  $        26,910,538  $               -   
CEN EWMP  $           164,003,395  $                              -    $               -    $        164,003,395  $      164,003,395  $               -   
CREV $            (45,086,436)  $                              -    $               -   $         (45,086,436) $      (45,086,436)  $               -   
CWCS  $               9,091,619  $                              -    $               -    $            9,091,619  $          9,091,619  $               -   
CWMC  $               6,633,515  $                              -    $               -    $            6,633,515  $          6,633,515  $               -   
CWMR  $               1,574,024  $                              -    $               -    $            1,574,024  $          1,574,024  $               -   
CWNB  $               2,680,670  $                              -    $               -    $            2,680,670  $          2,680,670  $               -   
DCP  $                  330,980  $                              -    $               -    $               330,980  $             330,980  $               -   
LPHA $                 (951,622)  $                              -    $               -   $              (951,622) $           (951,622)  $               -   
LTNCP  $             40,461,338  $                              -    $               -    $          40,461,338  $        40,461,338  $               -   
NFA $              (1,216,127)  $                              -    $               -   $           (1,216,127) $        (1,216,127)  $               -   
NFA ECC  $               1,345,494  $                              -    $               -    $            1,345,494  $          1,345,494  $               -   
O&M  $             11,927,599  $                              -    $               -    $          11,927,599  $        11,927,599  $               -   
PNCP  $             59,149,445  $                              -    $               -    $          59,149,445  $        59,149,445  $               -   
SNCP  $             46,288,616  $                              -    $               -    $          46,288,616  $        46,288,616  $               -   
TCP  $               4,104,900  $                              -    $               -    $            4,104,900  $          4,104,900  $               -   

Total  $           304,625,720  $                              -    $               -    $        304,625,720  $      304,625,720  $               -   



Balance in O5 Difference Balance in O4 
Summary Difference

$454,545 $0 $454,545 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$182,807 $0 $182,807 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$30,889 $0 $30,889 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$117,285 $0 $117,285 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0   
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$4,104,900 $0 $4,104,900 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$2,216,807 $0 $2,216,807 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  



$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$33,323,001 $0 $33,323,001 $0  
$17,652,983 $0 $17,652,983 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

($0) $0 $0 ($0)  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$23,609,637 $0 $23,609,637 $0  
$28,635,633 $0 $28,635,633 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$40,461,338 $0 $40,461,338 $0  
$9,091,619 $0 $9,091,619 $0  
$6,318,320 $0 $6,318,320 $0  



$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$7,946 $0 $7,946 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$294,500 $0 $294,500 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$771,789 $0 $771,789 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($4,691,492) $0 ($4,691,492) $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($33,105,275) $0 ($33,105,275) $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

($6,418,997) $0 ($6,418,997) $0
($45,086,436) $0 ($45,086,436) $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
  

($281,588) $0 ($281,588) $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($31,906) $0 ($31,906) $0  

($7,015) $0 ($7,015) $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($951,622) $0 ($951,622) $0  

($1,012,930) $0 ($1,012,930) $0  



$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($625,843) $0 ($625,843) $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$6,171 $0 $6,171 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

($125,831) $0 ($125,831) $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$474 $0 $474 $0
 

($48,627) $0 ($48,627) $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$138,434,063 $0 ########### $0
$16,943,277 $0 $16,943,277 $0
$8,465,122 $0 $8,465,122 $0

$160,933 $0 $160,933 $0
$17,164,787 $0 $17,164,787 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0
$9,745,751 $0 $9,745,751 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0



$343,099 $0 $343,099 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$628,438 $0 $628,438 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$279,350 $0 $279,350 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$409,273 $0 $409,273 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$635,294 $0 $635,294 $0
 

$315,195 $0 $315,195 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$11,919 $0 $11,919 $0
 

$34,648 $0 $34,648 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 



$57,465 $0 $57,465 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$626,218 $0 $626,218 $0  

$459,426 $0 $459,426 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$202,386 $0 $202,386 $0  

$1,516,477 $0 $1,516,477 $0  

$458,867 $0 $458,867 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$1,574,024 $0 $1,574,024 $0  

$3,715,267 $0 $3,715,267 $0  

$259,921 $0 $259,921 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$510,143 $0 $510,143 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$1,000 $0 $1,000 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$9,857 $0 $9,857 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$412,551 $0 $412,551 $0  

($1,803,959) $0 ($1,803,959) $0
 

$47,967 $0 $47,967 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$11,026,641 $0 $11,026,641 $0  

$261,403 $0 $261,403 $0  

$187,681 $0 $187,681 $0  

$2,292,574 $0 $2,292,574 $0  



$0 $0 $0 $0  

$175,626 $0 $175,626 $0  

$33,062 $0 $33,062 $0  

$51,530 $0 $51,530 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

($511,349) $0 ($511,349) $0  

$14,275 $0 $14,275 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$8,546,993 $0 $8,546,993 ($0)
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0
 

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$5,200,428 $0 $5,200,428 $0
$142,542 $0 $142,542 $0  

$692,477 $0 $692,477 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  

$0 $0 $0 $0  
$0 $0 $0 $0  

$304,625,720 $0 ########### ($1)



 Balance in O4 
Summary  Difference 

 $                        -    $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $                 57,465  $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $            2,431,121  $               -   
 $               828,604  $               -   
 $               458,867  $               -   
 $               377,747  $               -   
 $            1,087,864  $               -   
 $               409,273  $               -   
 $                        -    $               -   
 $               510,143  $               -   
$        (29,249,774) $               (0) 
 $                 11,919  $               -   
 $               454,545  $               -   
 $          26,910,538  $               -   
 $        164,003,395  $               -   
$        (45,086,436)  $               -   
 $            9,091,619  $               -   
 $            6,633,515  $               -   
 $            1,574,024  $               -   
 $            2,680,670  $               -   
 $               330,980  $               -   
$             (951,622)  $               -   
 $          40,461,338  $               -   
$          (1,216,127)  $               -   
 $            1,345,494  $               -   
 $          11,927,599  $               -   
 $          59,149,445  $               -   
 $          46,288,616  $               -   
 $            4,104,900  $               -   

 $        304,625,720 $               (0) 



Sheet E5 Reconciliation Worksheet  - First Run  

OPTION #1 - Detailed
Step 1: Save this file as "LDCname_Detailed_CA_model_RUN#.xls"
Step 2: Printout sheets I2, I4, and O1

OPTION #2 - Rolled Up
Step 1: Save this file as "LDCname_Detailed_CA_model_RUN#.xls"
Step 2: Click on the Option 2 Button
Step 3: Save this file as "LDCname_RolledUp_CA_model_RUN#.xls"
Step 4: Printout sheets I2, I4, and O1

If you have completed the Cost Allocation filing model and prepared to submit your 
findings to the Ontario Energy Board, please note that you have 2 saving options.

2006 Cost Allocation 

January 15, 2007

Enwin Powerlines Ltd.
EB-2005-0359   EB-2007-0001

OPTION 2



If you have completed the Cost Allocation filing model and prepared to submit your 
findings to the Ontario Energy Board, please note that you have 2 saving options.
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Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Name of Utility: ENWIN Utilities Ltd.

0359
Contact: Giovanna Gesuale

Phone number: 519-251-7330
e-mail: ggesuale@enwin.com

Item Ref. Request Response

1 2.2.2 Unmetered 
Scattered Load 
and Metering 
Credit

Include an explanation supporting a separate 
rate classification if approach ii) for Run 1 is 
used for USL.

EnWin has used approach 2 for the Unmetered Scattered Load rate
classification, that is the treatment whereby the USL rate classification is a
stand alone class, with separate load data requirements and separate
allocation of demand and customer related costs in RUN 1. This is in
keeping in line with ENWIN's definition of USL in the 2006 approved
rates.

2 2.2.3 Load 
Displacement 
Generation

Include an explanation supporting a separate 
rate classification if the distributor wishes to 
use approach ii) for LDG.

EnWin’s current standby rate is a carry forward rate from pre-
deregulation. This rate has not been applied since the deregulation of the
electricity industry however was carried forward in the 2006 EDR filing as
directed in the 2006 Electricity Distribution Rate Handbook. Throughout
this Cost Allocation Filing the Standby Charge has not been treated as a
separate charge since it is not currently being applied. EnWin's current
revenue requirement does not include a revenue offset from standby
charges since there were no revenues. This rate and its' application will
be reviewed in the future.

3 2.3.1 Test Year 
and Rate 
Classifications 
for Run 2

Identify for future reference any significant 
changes to operations, following the 2006 EDR 
test year, that would materially impact  rate 
classification statistics.

4 2.3.2 Elimination 
of Legacy Time 
of Use Rates 
Alternative 1

Explain placing legacy TOU customers in a 
GS>50 range classification in Run 2.

Filing Summary
Appendix 1.1

2006 EDR EB-2005-

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 1 of 23

mailto:ggesuale@enwin.com


Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

5 ibid Explain the modelling of any new TOU rate 
class.

6 ibid Explain how the legacy TOU has been 
modelled. 

7 2.3.4 Common 
Separate 
Classification of 
Embedded 
Distributors

If a host distributor believes that the resulting 
unit costs are not sufficiently distinctive, then 
the merit of creating a new rate classification 
or including embedded distributors in another 
suitable classification should be discussed.

8 2.3.6 LDG Load 
Data reliability

Identify and explain any concerns about the 
reliability of LDG load data.

EnWin has concerns over the reliability of the load data gathered for
modelling the separate LDG rate classification since EnWin does not
have generator meters and neither do most of our customers. Our known
generating customers were contacted for data relating to their generation.
We received some data and the remaining data was based on estimation
using the on/off times for the generators. It is our judgement that this
estimated data is not reflective of actual generation by these customers
and may lead to rates that are not reflective or stable, however better
information is not available.

9 2.3.6 LDG with 
no Load Data

If no reasonable LDG load data is available, 
the applicant must explain why.

10 2.4 Run 3 Class 
Deletions

Explain any class deletions.

11 2.4 Run 3 
Addition New 
Class

Explain any new classes.

12 2.4 Run 3 Any 
Significant 
losses

Provide supporting rationale and cost and load 
data for any significant customer losses.

13 2.4 Run 3 Use of 
12 NCP

Provide supporting justification for using the 
12 NCP in Run 3 based on the cost 
characteristics of the distributor’s system

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 2 of 23



Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

14 2.4 Run 3 using 
different density 
stratum

Provide strong reasons to justify a minimum 
system classification using another density 
stratum.

15 2.4 Run 3 Use of 
distributor 
specific  
minimum system 
study

Provide supporting explanation of details for 
using a distributor specific system study and 
PLCC calculation.

16 2.4 Run 3 
Alternative LDG 
Load Data

Provide an explanation for the alternative load 
data for an LDG.

17 2.4 Run 3 
Additional costs 
and benefits for 
LDG.

Explain the details of the additional costs and 
benefits for LDG and associated rationale.

18 3.1 Load Data 
General

Specifically identify and discuss customers, 
aside from Run 1 USL and LDG Customers, 
for whom separate load data will not be 
provided.

19 3.1 Load Data 
Merchant 
Generation

Explain the suitability of the load data used to 
model merchant generation as a separate 
class.

20 3.1 ibid Explain if the load data development 
methodology is different from that that used 
for the separate load displacement generation 
rate classification in Run 2 or Run 3.

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 3 of 23



Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

21 3.1 Load Data 
Profile Changes

Identify any significant change in the relative 
load profiles for a historic test year filer.

EnWin will experience a significant decrease in load due to the
announced closure of 2 Large Use Consumers this year. These closures
will also impact local feeder Commercial consumers. EnWin is also
currently experiencing an approximate 7% decrease in load from last
year's levels.

22 3.3 Load Shapes 
- Residential

Was an update of the appliance saturation 
survey done on the applicants customers?

ENWIN undertook a residential appliance saturation survey.

23 ibid Did the applicant update its residential 
appliance saturation survey jointly or 
singularly? 

ENWIN undertook an appliance saturation survey singularly.

24 ibid If the applicant updated its appliance survey 
jointly, state with whom.

25 ibid Did the applicant borrow the appliance survey? ENWIN used the survey template provided by the OEB Load Study
Working Group.

26 ibid If the survey was borrowed, from whom was it 
borrowed?

ENWIN used the survey template provided by the OEB Load Study
Working Group.

27 ibid If the survey was borrowed, Confirm that a test 
was taken to prove that the markets were good 
matches.

ENWIN borrowed the survey template from the OEB Load Study Group,
however conducted our own survey within our service territory.

28 ibid Was the appliance survey estimated?

29 ibid If the appliance saturation was estimated 
explain the basis for the estimate.

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 4 of 23



Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

30 3.3 Load Profiles 
- Non-Hydro One 
Profiles

Provide the name of the service provider and 
its qualifications.

31 ibid Provide the source of the data provided.

32 ibid If the generic Residential and GS>50 kW load 
data information was used, then provide the 
methodology used to reliably create the utility-
specific load profile.

33 3.4 
Normalization

Any distributor who is not using the Hydro One 
Load Data Team is to confirm that the Hydro 
One methodology was used to weather 
normalize its load profile.

34 3.5 Additional 
Information

Provide the 2006 EDR revenue Service Revenue Requirement from sheet 5-1 of 2006 EDR 
$43,257,408, plus Revenue Requirement Large Use Classes (3TS and 
FA) $3,347,185, total amount $46,604,593.

35 ibid Provide the normalized revenues The normalized revenue amount is $45,025,875. 

36 ibid Calculate the difference between the 2006 
EDR and the normalized revenues

The difference between the 2006 EDR revenue and the Normalized 
revenue is $1,578,718.

37 ibid A future test year applicant in the 2006 EDR is 
to explain how the methodology used to create 
the revenue requirement compares to the 
methodology used to weather normalize their 
respective load data for use in the cost 
allocation studies.
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Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

38 3.6 Load 
Displacement 
General

Identify any concerns or qualifications about 
the reliability of the load data collected.  

EnWin has concerns over the reliability of the load gathered for modelling
the separate LDG rate classification since EnWin  does not have generator 
meters and neither do most of our customers. Our known generating
customers were contacted for data relating to their generation. We
received some data and the remaining data was based on estimation
using the on/off times for the generators. It is our judgement that this
estimated data is not reflective of actual generation by these customers
and may lead to rates that are not reflective or stable, however better
information is not available.

39 ibid If the distributor believes it has not gathered 
minimally-acceptable load data, it must 
explain what efforts were made to collect the 
data.

40 ibid If the distributor believes it has not gathered 
minimally-acceptable load data, then it must 
propose another treatment for its load 
displacement customers in Run 2 of its filing

41 ibid Provide the basis and the calculations for the 
load estimates used in Run 3.

42 ibid Indicate the number of customers in the 
service territory that have load displacement 
generation equipment above 500 kW.

There are 5 known load displacement generators above 500 kW within
ENWIN's service territory. And 1 customer with generators over the 500
kW threshold that is used for backup purposes only.

43 ibid To the extent that the information is available, 
categorize these load displacement facilities 
by size and type of generation (wind, gas-fired, 
cogeneration etc.) and the associated LDG 
requirement.

NUG Customer 1 - Size- 1 mW, Fuel Source - Gas, Co-Gen - Yes, NUG
Customer 2 - Size - 28.5 mW, Fuel Source - Gas, Co-Gen - Yes, NUG
Customer 3 - Size - 3.5 mW, Fuel Source - Gas, Co-Gen - Yes, NUG
Customer 4 - Size -2.5 & 5 mW, Fuel Source - Gas, Co-Gen - Yes, NUG
Customer 5 - Size- 6 mW (3 @ 2mW), Fuel Source - Diesel, Co-Gen -
Yes, NUG Customer 6 - Size 4.4 mW (4 @1.1 mW), Fuel Source - Gas -
Co-Gen - No

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 6 of 23



Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

44 ibid Indicate whether the load data developed for 
the load displacement generator customers is 
considered to be representative of the ongoing 
performance of the associated generation 
facilities.  

EnWin has five large (>500 kW) non-utility generators displacing load in
its customer base. EnWin requires those customers with large generators
to advise them whenever the generators are turned on and connect in
parallel with EnWin’s delivery system or are turned off. This information
is logged. EnWin does not have meters on any of the customer’s
generators and no customer generates back to EnWin. EnWin made
inquiries with each customer as to whether or not they had load data and
whether or not they would be willing to share the data with EnWin. Two
customers advised that they had no load data and three had load data.  Of 
the three with load data, only two were willing to provide the data in the
time frame required by the OEB. EnWin also inquired and has knowledge
of the generating capacity of each of the generators. EnWin reviewed the
15-minute consumption data log of the generating customers to ascertain
whether that log would reveal a load profile of the generators. It was
determined that it could not be verified whether or not the customers 
consumption changes sometimes matched the generator’s capacities,
other times it did not. This may be as a result of the customer bringing on
more load when a generator comes on, thus masking the impact of the
generator.  As well, it appears that customers can connect their generators 
and not produce for considerable periods. This was evident by sudden
consumption changes that did not match an on/off report by the customer.
These sudden consumption changes could be as a result of a generator
coming on or off or as a result of load coming on or off. From the
information available, it is not possible to distinguish between these
situations. There is also the possibility and likelihood that a combination
of these events occurs and results in the consumption profile that is
evident. Finally, the generator on/off reports of the customer are based
on an honour system. It is also possible that the customer forgets to
advise of a change of state of the generator that results in the sudden
change of the consumption profile.  Consequently, there is no way for 
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customer is displacing their load. In order to provide some data for the
cost allocation study, a customer displacement generator profile has been
created using the customer’s reports of their on/off status of the generator
and the maximum generating capacity of the generator. From a
distribution utility perspective, facilities need to be in place to serve all of
the customer’s potential load regardless of their ability to displace load
through their own generation.

45 ibid Explain what steps were taken to gather 
relevant data to assess the existence of 
diversity if a separate load displacement 
generation rate classification has been 
modeled in Run 3. 

46 ibid Explain what steps were taken to reflect any 
diversity of generation in its filing if a separate 
load displacement generation rate 
classification has been modeled in Run 3. 

47 ibid Provide an explanation if the distributor 
believes diversity does not exist or if suitable 
data cannot reasonably be obtained to assess 
the question.

48 3.7 ii) USL 
Battery Mats

Explain any concern about the available 
information on the number and installed 
capacity of battery mats.

49 ibid If CATV power supply battery mats were not 
taken into account in a future test year filer’s 
2006 EDR application, discuss whether the 
approved revenue requirement needs to be 
corrected or not for present filing purposes and 
explain why or why not an adjustment is 
reasonable in its specific circumstances.
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50  4 Test Year 
Revenue

Identify any major changes to its distribution 
system that may have occurred since its 2006 
EDR test year and which could materially 
impact its cost allocation results .

51 4.1.3 Future Test 
Year Applicants 
trial balance.

Future test year filers for 2006 rates are to 
indicate  whether the trial balance being used 
for its cost allocation filing was submitted 
previously as part of its EDR 2006 filings or 
was developed afterwards.

52 4.1.6 Adjustment 
to the Trial 
Balances

If a distributor feels there has been a change 
in the operation of its utility that would 
significantly impact the approved revenue 
requirement and rates, then the distributor 
should disclose and discuss this information.

EnWin revenue requirement included within the 2006 EDR application is
different from current and ongoing revenue requirements with respect to
the level of PILS included in the determination of distribution rates. This
difference is due to loss carry forwards utilized within the 2006 PILS
model being depleted in 2007. The PILS liability is therefore greater than
that currently included in rates. And as stated above, EnWin will
experience a significant decrease in load due to the announced closure of
2 Large Use Consumers this year. These closures will also impact local
feeder Commercial consumers. EnWin is also currently experiencing an
approximate 7% decrease in load from last year's levels.
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53 4.7 Specific 
Questions

As a distributor, summarize your capitalization 
policies.

ENWIN's capitalization policy is in accordance with Canadian Generally
Accepted Accounting Prnciples. In particular, ENWIN follows the
guidelines set out in Section 3060 of the CICA Handbook and the
definition contained therein of capital assets and betterments. Capital
asets are recorded at cost, with cost being determined based on material,
purchased services, internal labour and overheads as applicable. Material
and internal labour charges attract an overhead allocation. Overhead is
charged to captal assets as a percentage of the average material cost and
actual labour costs. Capital assets are amortized on a straight line basis,
over their estimated useful lives as follows:Building 50 years, Transformer
Station 40 years, Substation Equipment 30 years, Distribution system -
overhead 25 years, Distribution system - underground 25 years,
Transformers 25 years, Meters 25 years, Tools and equipment 10 years,
Trailers 10 Years

54 ibid Disclose the functions that are charged to 
Account 5630 Outside Services Employed . In 2004, the following functions were charged to account 5630: Hydro

Metering, Transformer Repair, Hydro Engineering Services, Information
Technology, Site Services, Fleet Services, Customer Service/Call Centre,
Purchasing/Stores, Technical Services, Meter Reading, Financial
Services, Human Resources.  

55 ibid Disclose in which account's) Customer 
Information System Expenses are currently 
recorded and the activities it includes.

Customer Information System Expenses are currently recorded in account
5630 Outside Services Employed. Customer Information System
expenses would include the following types of activities: - Information
Technology departmental resources for development and maintenance of
the system which would include support services, customizations
(externally or internally driven or mandated), enhancements, performance
improvements, etc. - upgrade costs, including implementation of
patches/fixes -maintenance and support fees for software, EBT system,
servers, databases.

56 5.2 Direct 
Allocation 
Methodology

Address whether or not an adjustment to the 
class allocation factors was considered 
appropriate to eliminate double charging and 
confirm it was undertaken where warranted.

The transformer stations feeding the customers in the Large Use  -3TS 
and Large Use - FA class are dedicated to the customers within these 
classes. 
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57 5.2 Specific 
Questions

Support any direct allocation with a summary 
of supporting accounting records for the 
specific facility in question.

Direct Allocation was used in this Filing to assign costs directly to the
Large Use - 3TS and Large Use - FA rate classifications. The amounts
directly allocated are consistent with the amounts attributed to these
facilities in ENWIN's approved 2006 EDR model. 

58 ibid Provide single line diagram/schematic 
indicating the facility concerned, the 
customers served, and any other facilities 
serving the same customers.

See attached diagram, DIAGRAM 1.

59 ibid If a direct assignment is applied to a customer 
that also receives back-up service, the filing 
must include an explanation and supporting 
documentation on how an appropriate share of 
back-up serve was determined and allocated.

60 ibid If a direct assignment is applied to a customer 
that also receives back-up service, the filing 
must include an explanation and supporting 
documentation if an allocator other than the 
customer's NCP is used.

61 6.2.2.6 Filing 
Requirements

Explain how the distributor applied the Board’s 
bulk asset test to its system, and why it 
concluded it did or did not have bulk assets.

In applying the Board's bulk asset test, ENWIN has determined that 
since none of our feeders were built to support the coincident system 
peak ENWIN does not have bulk assets.

62 ibid All distributors will be required to include in 
their filings a single line diagram or schematic 
of their distribution system.

See attached diagram, DIAGRAM 2 & 3.
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63 ibid Where a distributor believes it has assets that 
serve a bulk function under the Board’s test, 
an explanation must also be added to the 
diagram or schematic filed indicating which 
specific assets have been identified as bulk 
and the customers by rate classification that 
are served from such bulk assets.

64 6.2.2.7 Hydro 
One

Hydro One is to provide an explanation 
(including supporting schematic diagram or 
equivalent) and justification of its LV cost pool, 
if this sub-Functionalization is employed.

65 ibid Hydro one must discuss the impacts) on its 
filing from using a “subtransmission” cost pool 
compared to the standard “bulk” asset cost 
pool, if employed.

66 ibid If Hydro One wishes to use CP to allocate the  
subtransmission cost pool it must provide 
justification. 

67 6.3.1 Bulk, 
Primary, and 
Secondary

Explain how the distributor broke out its costs 
between bulk, primary and secondary assets.

The unit costs of installing primary and secondary assets was determined
using actual cost figures from typical, recent underground and overhead,
primary and secondary projects.  These unit costs were then applied to the 
kilometres of line for the primary and secondary assets. The result from
each type of asset was divided by the total for all assets and the
percentage was used to determine costs by asset type.  

68 6.6 Capital 
Contributions -  
recommended 
approach

A distributor is to provide its methodology and 
supporting information to the detailed analysis 
of capital contributions by either rate class or 
asset type..

EnWin used the recommended approach of allocating capital
contributions by asset account.
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69 ibid When the capital contribution is assigned to 
asset type, explicitly identify capital 
contributions associated with bulk (if any), 
primary and secondary assets.

The same methodology used to allocate costs (stated above in item 67)
was used to allocate capital contributions to primary and secondary
assets.

70 6.6 Capital 
Contributions - 
alternative  
approach

A distributor using the alternative approach  
must indicate the proportion of its total assets 
that contributed capital represents. 

71 6.7 Depreciation 
and 
Accumulated 
Depreciation

Explain and justify any an alternate approach 
in regard to the break out of accumulated 
depreciation and depreciation expenses 
employed.

No alternative approach was used. Depreciation is recorded by individual
asset.  

72 7.1.2 Density 
Thresholds

Urban distributors with a large downtown 
secondary network system are to provide a 
brief description. 

ENWIN does not have a secondary network, however, we do have a
relatively large downtown Primary Network comprised of four dedicated
27.6 kV feeders which supply load to a variety of service points using
automatic transfer switches, an extensive underground network of duct
runs, cable chambers, padmount transformers and a variety of
underground switching equipment. 

73 ibid Distributor having a significant underground 
distribution system are to provide a brief 
description.

Aside from the Primary Network mentioned above, ENWIN has a
significant underground distribution system mainly comprised of
underground residential developments which have been constructed over
the past 30 years.

74 ibid If the distributor is a low density distributor for 
filing purposes, consider and advise if there is 
any factor(s) which may lead to the low density 
generic minimum system result not being 
reasonably reflective of the specific system’s 
characteristics.
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75 7.5.3 Filing 
Question

Provide and explanation If any distributor 
suspects its generic minimum system result 
and/or the generic Peak Load Carrying 
Capacity (PLCC) adjustment has contributed 
to an anomalous filing result for a rate 
classification. 

76 7.6 Distributor 
Specific 
Minimum 
System

Provide the date of the minimum system 
study.

77 ibid Provide a general description of the 
methodology used in the minimum system 
study.

78 ibid Provide the definition and size of the 
“minimum” system assumed in the study.

79 ibid Provide the treatment of overhead and 
underground assets in the study.

80 ibid Provide the treatment of any large urban 
network systems in the study.

81 ibid Where the distributor amalgamated with 
another distribution company since the original 
minimum system study was completed, has 
the study been updated to reflect the 
amalgamation?

82 ibid Provide the PLCC methodology followed and 
size of adjustment proposed in the study.

83 ibid Provide a discussion of the materiality of the 
difference in filing results from use of the 
generic minimum system figures versus the 
distributor specific study.
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84 7.7.2 Filing 
Questions

Estimate the number of individually metered 
Residential customers who reside in multi-unit 
dwellings and the number of distributor 
connection points which supply the multi-unit 
complexes.

This information is not tracked within our Customer Information System
and an adequate basis for estimation is not available. 

85 ibid Estimate the number of individually metered 
General Service customers that are located in 
multi-unit complexes and the number of 
distributor connection points which supply the 
multi-unit complexes.

This information is not tracked within our Customer Information System
and an adequate basis for estimation is not available. 

86 ibid Estimate the number of individually metered 
mixed use customers (i.e. Residential and 
General Service). 

This information is not tracked within our Customer Information System
and an adequate basis for estimation is not available. 

87 ibid Estimate how many of the multi-unit 
connection points are at primary voltages and 
how many at secondary voltages for both 
residential and general service complexes.

There are no multi-unit connection points at the primary level. At the
secondary level, this information is not tracked within our Customer
Information System and an adequate basis for estimation is not available.

88 8.1 Allocation of 
Demand Related 
Factors

Provide an estimation of "non-technical" 
energy losses (e.g. theft of power, billing 
accruals, metering problems) as a percentage 
of energy purchased

This information is currently not available.  With the future use of a GIS 
system, Smart Metering and a Network Analysis Model Software this 
information will be more readily available. 

89 ibid Provide an estimation of technical distribution 
system energy losses as a percentage of 
energy purchased.  The sum of technical and 
non-technical losses is the total measure of 
distribution losses.

This information is currently not available.  With the future use of a GIS 
system, Smart Metering and a Network Analysis Model Software this 
information will be more readily available. 

90 ibid Provide an estimation of the technical line 
losses broken out according to the > 50 kV 
assets

This information is currently not available.  

91 ibid Provide an estimation of the technical line 
losses broken out according to the bulk assets

ENWIN has determined, based on the definition of Bulk assets provided,
that there are no bulk assets within our system. 
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92 ibid Provide an estimation of the technical line 
losses broken out according to the primary 
assets

This information is currently not available. With the future use of a GIS
system, Smart Metering and a Network Analysis Model Software this
information will be more readily available. 

93 ibid Provide an estimation of the technical line 
losses broken out according to the secondary 
assets

This information is currently not available. With the future use of a GIS
system, Smart Metering and Network Analysis Model this information will
be more readily available. 

94 ibid If the 12 NCP is used in RUN 3, provide 
supporting justification based on the cost 
characteristics of the distribution system.

95 ibid If the 12 NCP is used in RUN 3, highlight the 
impacts of the different NCP allocator used in 
Runs 1 and 2, versus Run 3.

96 9.3.1 Billing 
Activities

If better information to allocate costs 
associated with billing activities was used, 
provide an explanation and support of the 
alternative allocation methodology.

ENWIN has used the default factors provided in Appendix 9.1 for
allocating billing costs to rate classifications.

97 ibid Identify what accounts include the expenses 
associated with the Call Centre and indicate 
the percentage in each account

The expenses associated with the Call Centre are included in Account
5630- Outside Services Employed. These expenses represent
approximately 17.27% of the total costs in Account 5630.

98 ibid Identify what accounts include the expenses 
associated with the Customer Information 
System and indicate the percentage in each 
account.

The expenses associated with the Customer Information System are
included in Account 5630- Outside Services Employed. These expenses
are not tracked separately in Account 5630., they are included in the total
Information System and Technology Expenses represented in this
account.

99 ibid Identify what accounts include the expenses 
associated with the Key Accounts and indicate 
the percentage in each account.

The expenses associated with Key Accounts are included in Account 5630-
Outside Services Employed. These expenses are included in the
percentage representation of the Call Centre Expenses noted above.
These expenses are not tracked separately.

100 ibid Identify what accounts include the expenses 
associated with the Payment Processing and 
indicate the percentage in each account.

The expenses associated with Payment Processing are included in
Account 5630- Outside Services Employed. These expenses represent
1.53% of the total costs in Account 5630.
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101 2.3.2 Meter 
Capital

Provide an explanation and supporting detail 
when distributor-specific information is used in 
the model in lieu of the default weighting 
provided.

ENWIN has used the default meter capital costs to allocate meter capital
costs.

102 9.3.3 Meter 
Reading

Provide documentation where materially better 
information exists for meter reading costs.

ENWIN has used the default meter reading weights to allocate meter
reading costs.

103 9.3.4 Services Provide supporting information where actual 
cost factors are materially better than the 
defaults.

104 ibid If there are no costs in Account 1855, explain 
why.

Service costs are not tracked separately in Account 1855. All costs
associated with the service definition in the APH are recorded in account
1830 and/or 1840, as appropriate. This is consistent with the past
treatment of this account.

105 ibid Services (Account 1855):  What facilities are 
included in this account? 

106 Services (Account 1855):  Do these facilities 
match the definition in the USoA?  

107 ibid Services (Account 1855):  If the accounting 
treatment is different than described in the 
USoA, explain the accounting treatment of this 
account and estimate the impact on the 
account. 

Service costs are not tracked separately in Account 1855. All costs
associated with the service definition in the APH are recorded in account
1830 and/or 1840, as appropriate. This is consistent with the past
treatment of this account. If Services were tracked separately in this
account, an estimate of the total value of this asset account would be
approximately $9,091,619.

108 ibid Services (Account 1855):  Does this account  
capture the service drops for all customers or 
only the costs of service drops operated at 
secondary voltage (<750 volts)?

This Account is not utilized by ENWIN.
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109 ibid Services (Account 1855):  Are there any 
distributor-owned service drops to customers 
served from primary or bulk facilities and, if 
so, where are the costs of these facilities 
reported? 

ENWIN has distributor-owned service drops to customers served from
primary facilities, however any costs associated with these facilities would
be recorded in either account 1830 or 1840, whichever is applicable.

110 ibid Services (Account 1855):  If there are 
distributor owned primary or bulk drops, but 
not recorded in this account, where are the 
costs of these facilities reported? 

ENWIN has distributor-owned service drops to customers served from
primary facilities, however any costs associated with these facilities would
be recorded in either account 1830 or 1840, whichever is applicable.

111 10.2 General 
Plant

Provide supporting explanation and 
documentation of the detailed analysis used 
for the allocation of General Plant, if the 
default is not used.

ENWIN has used the default methodology for the allocation of General
Plant.

112 10.6 Bad Debt 
Expenses

Highlight and discuss any excluded 
extraordinary bad debt.

113 10.7.3 Late 
Payment 
Charges and 
Collection 
Expenses

Indicate whether the records are available to 
break out collection costs (Accounts #5320, 
#5325 and #5330) by rate classification.

Records are not available to break out collection costs by rate
classification. Information is not available to support allocation by rate
class.

114 11.1 Embedded 
Distributor

Address any special situation that arises for a 
host distributor serving several embedded 
distributors.

115 ibid If a host distributor models an alternative in 
Run3, justify the need.

116 11.1.2 
Methodology for 
Embedded 
Distributors

Discuss reasons if a host distributor believes 
the results of the cost allocation study do not 
warrant creating (or maintaining) a separate 
rate classification for embedded distributor(s).
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117 11.2 Density-
Based 
Classifications

Include more detailed analysis with rationale to 
support the different allocation of costs to the 
various density classifications if a distributor 
plans to maintain density rates in the future.

118 ibid Provide a rationale for the density threshold 
used for the rate classification, if a distributor 
intends to maintain its density-based rates. 

119 11.3.2 Seasonal 
Rate 
Classification

Provide a supporting justification for applying 
12 NCP in Run 3 based on the cost 
characteristics of the system.

120 11.4.1 USL As a distributor, is there summary billing for 
USL customers?

Yes, ENWIN provides summary billing for USL customers.

121 ibid If the distributor provides summary billing for 
customer classifications other than USL 
provide number of customers by classification 
and number of customer “sub-accounts” that 
the summary bills include. 

ENWIN provides summary billing for Street lighting and Sentinel Lighting.
Street lighting - 1 customer - 23,357 connections, Street lighting - 1
customer - 15 connections, Sentinel - approx. 350 customers - 1,123
connections

122 ibid Provide the estimated cost of making 
summary bills available and the overall 
savings (i.e. savings on extra costs) realized 
by the distributor.

The providing of summary billing for unmetered customers is handled
within our current billing system therefore there are no incremental system
costs. The savings attributable to providing summary billings to these
unmetered customers would be those related to postage and paper stock
which we have estimated to be approximately $0.5108 per bill per month.

123 11.5.3 LDG   
Run 1

Any concerns as to the stability of customer 
usage is to be noted.
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124 11.5.4 LDG   
Run 2

Explain why there is no detailed information on 
the LDG's rated capacity.

125 11.5.5 LDG   
Run 2 & Run 3

Discuss the reliability of load data for LDG's 
modelled separately.

The LDG customer's generation data that ENWIN has collected is not
reliable and therefore may result in rates that are not stable nor predictive.
As stated above, ENWIN does not have generator meters and neither do
our LDG customers. We have requested and collected data from those
customers with generator meters, the balance of the data is estimated on
provided on /off times for the generator. It is our judgement that this
estimated data is not likely accurate in reflecting the actual generation by
these customers, however better estimates are not available.

126 ibid Provide the number of customers in LDG rate 
classification by the rate classifications to 
which the customers were previously assigned 
before they were placed in a separate 
classification.

Customer 1 - Intermediate Rate Class, Customer 2 - LU 3TS Class,
Customer 3 - Intermediate Rate Class, Customer 4 - Intermediate rate
Class, Customer 5 - LU Remaining Class. 

127 ibid Identify and explain any additional significant 
benefits or costs used in Run 3.

128 11.5.5 Filing 
Questions

If a distributor has an approved administrative 
charge in respect of standby rates, then it is to 
explain the basis and components of this 
charge.

ENWIN's current standby charge has been carried forward from pre-
deregulation. The basis for the determination of this rate have not been
reviewed or updated.  This rate is currently not being applied.  

129 ibid If the distributor incurs other extraordinary 
costs to provide service to a load 
displacement generator, how will these 
extraordinary costs be recovered?

In instances where ENWIN encounters extraordinary costs relating to
service to a LDG customer, the policy would be to request that these costs
be paid directly by the LDG customer or provide a capital contribution in
the amount of the extraordinary cost.
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130 ibid Where a distributor with a currently approved 
standby rate (including interim standby rate) 
cannot presently quantify any additional 
benefits and/or costs after reviewing Appendix 
11.1, then the distributor is to outline the 
elements that could be included in any future 
study designed to document the distribution 
benefits and costs from load displacement 
facilities, or indicate any other means by which 
it could estimate such distribution benefits and 
costs.

Upon review of Appendix 11.1, there may be an unquantifiable distribution
line loss reduction associated with the LDG customer's generation. The
amount of the line losses is judged to be not material in comparison to the
system line losses. While transfer trip circuits are used, these are paid for
by the customer. At this time the LDG customers do not generate back to
the grid so there is no incremental metering and billing costs associated
with their generation.  

131 11.5.8 Merchant 
Generation

Discuss the  need to support the load 
requirement of the merchant generation 
station and to provide whatever power is 
required to start the merchant generator. 

132 11.5.8 Merchant 
Generation - 
Specific 
Distributor

Discuss the general approach used (e.g. 
whether a fully separate rate classification was 
established),  which differs from what is 
approved in the present Report.

133 ibid Document supporting accounting which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.

134 ibid Document supporting load data which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.
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135 ibid Explicitly identify and justify if any cost 
allocation method was utilized which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.

136 11.5.8 Other 
Specialized Rate 
Classes

Discuss the general approach used (e.g. 
whether a fully separate rate classification was 
established),  which differs from what is 
approved in the present Report.

137 ibid Document supporting accounting which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.

138 ibid Document supporting load data which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.

139 ibid Explicitly identify and justify if any cost 
allocation method was utilized which differs 
from what is approved in the present Report.

140 11.5.8 Other 
Specialized Rate 
Classes

If any changes or additions are made to the 
cost allocation methodology applied to 
specialized rates by the distributor, the 
alternative method followed is to be explained 
and justified (and supporting information 
provided in the filing).

141 ibid Provide an explanation on considering 
eliminating a distributor specific rate 
classification in the future.
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142 12.3 Wholesale 
Market 
Participants

Provide the number of customers and delivery 
points, annual kWhs, and kWs (if applicable) 
by rate classification for those customers that 
are wholesale market participants.  

Rate Class - Large Use Remaining, No. of Customers - 2, No. of
Delivery Points - 2, Annual kWh - 249,597,536, Annual kW - 481,902,
Rate Class - Large Use 3TS, No. of Customers - 1, No. of Delivery
Points - 1,  Annual kWh - 177,485,566, Annual kW - 404,370, Rate Class - 
Large Use FA, No. of Customers - 1, No. of Delivery Points - 1, Annual 
kWh - n/a, Annual kW - n/a. The kWh values are adjusted by the total
loss factor.

143 ibid Identify the additional cost items and estimate 
the incremental cost amounts if there are any 
other additional costs of providing service to 
customers who are wholesale market 
participants, over and above the costs 
associated with a comparable customer who is 
not a wholesale market participant?   

No additional costs associated with servicing market participants have
been identified  

144 ibid Identify the avoided cost items and estimate 
the value of any costs that are avoided in 
providing service to customers who are 
wholesale market participants? 

At market opening, the utility was the default meter service provider to
these customers. Market Rules provide that upon expiry of the meter seal
for these customer's meters, the market particiapnt becomes responsible
for upgrading the metering to the standard required by the IESO. As the
wholesale market participant's meter seals expire, and they take
responsibility for the metering, the costs of providing metering to these
customers is avoided by the utility. The utility will continue to read the
meters. The estimated avoided costs for these customers is as follows:
Annual Meter Inspection - $600/year based on 2 persons @ 4hrs plus
vehicle and record keeping and Cost to Inpect, adjust and seal meter -
$50/year based on 1 person @ 4 hrs divided by 6 yrs (seal period). The
total avoided cost is therefore estimated at $650/year. Please note that
these costs are not fully avoided as the time that would have been spent
on the wholesale market participant's meter is spent on other customer's
meters. The cost of the meter if it where to be replaced as a normal
meter(not a wholesale meter) is approximately $650.
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145 10.6.1 Bad Debt Express any concerns that might exist from 
the normalization of bad debt.

146 11.2.2 Density 
Based Rates

The distributor must identify and explain those 
costs that are influenced by density such as 
lines, poles and possibly line transformers. 

147 11.2.2 Density 
Based Rates

For the costs that have been identified in 146, 
the distributor should weight the allocation 
factors used to allocate the cost to the various 
rate classifications by a density factor and 
explain. 

148 11.5.3 LDG Provide details on how to co-ordinate the 
collection of the revenue requirement with the 
provision of an appropriate level of a new LDG 
credit or charge if implementation of a credit 
or charge proceeds.

149 ibid If in Run 3, multiple LDG rates are modelled, 
then discuss the reliability of the load data for 
each LDG class

Note 2: References for items 140 & 141 in the main Appendix 1.1 should be 11.6 Other Specialized Rate Classes

Filing Summary
Appendix 1.1

2006 EDR EB-2005-

Note 1: References for items 136, 137, 138 & 139 in the main Appendix 1.1 should be 11.5.9 Hybrid Facilities

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 1 of 2
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Cost Allocation Informational Filing.

Item Ref. Request Response

150 12.2.1 
Substation and 
secondary 
transformer 
Ownership.

Concern was expressed about the potential for 
anomalous appearing results.  Highlight any 
specific concerns that do materialize.

ENWIN has identified anomalous appearing results relating to the
treatment of transformer ownership allowances within the model. An
explanation and an attempt at quantifying the results of this treatment has
been included in the Manager's Summary- Section 2.3.

151 1.7 Model Runs Explain any changes to the standard model 
during Run 1 or Run 2 (for example, where the 
methodology adopted in this Report does not 
cover some unique circumstance).

152 1.6 Filing Model If a distributor finds it necessary to supplement 
or adjust the Board-approved methodology, a 
full explanation must be provided.

09/01/2009 5:04 PM Page 2 of 2
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Allocated
Revenue

Transf. Allow.
Recovery

Base
Revenue

Allocated
Cost

Revenue-to-
Cost Ratio

Note (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Residential 23,575,087 23,575,087 26,940,698 88%
General Service Less Than 50 kW 6,297,590 231 6,297,359 6,143,719 103%
General Service 50 - 4,999 kW 15,153,239 558,323 14,594,916 10,689,666 137%
Intermediate 297,443 85,097 212,346 343,623 62%
Large Use - Regular 1,914,743 350,632 1,564,111 1,100,262 142%
Large Use - 3TS 3,186,302 415,443 2,770,859 2,357,912 118%
Large Use - Ford Annex 1,289,615 1,289,615 1,362,307 95%
Unmetered Scattered Load 176,092 176,092 103,591 170%
Sentinel Lighting 109,799 109,799 171,762 64%
Street Lighting 1,201,569 1,201,569 2,578,212 47%

TOTAL 53,201,478 1,409,726 51,791,751 51,791,753 100%

(1) ref 10-1-6, Table F6 (Allocated amount)
(2) Total $1,409,726 = 2,349,543 kW's x $0.60/kW
(3) Column 1 less Column 2
(4) ref 10-1-7, Table F4 (Cost Allocation amount)
(5) Column 3 ÷ Column 4 ≡ ref Table 10-1-9 A (2009 %s)
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RateMaker 2009   release 1.1    © Elenchus Research Associates

Enwin Utilities Ltd. (ED-2002-0527)
2009 EDR Application (EB-2008-0227)   version: Final
September 17, 2008

F6   Reconciliation of Rates with Revenue / Recovery Requirements
Review reconciliations (no input on this sheet)

DISTRIBUTION CHARGES
Fixed Charge Variable Charge Gross Revenue from Distribution Charges

Customer Class Name

Rate ¹ Volume ² Revenue ³ Rate ¹ Volume ² Revenue ³ Calculated * Allocated ** Difference

Annual kW Load 
for Transformer 

Allowance
Rate per 

kW

Total $'s 
Transformer 
Allowance

Residential $12.45 917,268 11,419,987 $0.0189 642,120,095 12,136,070 23,556,056 23,575,087 -19,031
General Service Less Than 50 kW $26.13 84,948 2,219,691 $0.0168 242,703,228 4,077,414 6,297,105 6,297,590 -485 385 0.60$        231$                
General Service 50 - 4,999 kW $370.81 14,280 5,295,167 $3.7887 2,601,990 9,858,160 15,153,326 15,153,239 87 930,539 0.60$        558,323$         
General Service 3,000 to 4,999 kW - Intermediate Use$1,780.01 36 64,080 $1.6456 141,807 233,358 297,438 297,443 -5 141,828 0.60$        85,097$           
Large Use - Regular $8,413.97 72 605,806 $2.4256 539,634 1,308,936 1,914,742 1,914,743 -1 584,387 0.60$        350,632$         
Large Use - 3TS $31,618.60 36 1,138,270 $3.2122 637,577 2,048,025 3,186,294 3,186,302 -7 692,405 0.60$        415,443$         
Large Use - Ford Annex $107,467.88 12 1,289,615 133,262 1,289,615 1,289,615 -0
Unmetered Scattered Load $16.56 10,632 176,066 4,199,811 176,066 176,092 -26
Back-up/Standby Power
Sentinel Lighting $11.88 9,240 109,771 2,586 109,771 109,799 -27
Street Lighting $4.29 280,200 1,202,058 48,555 1,202,058 1,201,569 489

TOTAL 1,316,724 23,520,510 893,128,545 29,661,962 53,182,472 53,201,478 -19,005 2,349,544  $     1,409,726 

¹ Reflects 2009 proposed rates *  Sum of 'Revenue' columns
² Fixed Charge = # Customers (Connections) multiplied by 12 (months); Variable Charge = # kW's or kWh's, as applicable ** Gross Base Revenue Requirement
³ Rate x Volume

Printed: 09/01/2009 5:40 PM 1 of 1
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Î»°±²» ¬± ÍÌ ×ÎÎ ýëí ø¿ô¾ô½ô¼ô»÷

Ð®±¹®¿³

Ì»½¸²±´±¹§ Ü«®¿¬·±² Ú«²¼·²¹ ÔÎßÓ ÍÍÓ ÔÎßÓ ÍÍÓ

Î»·¼»²¬·¿´

Û²»®¹§ Ý±²»®ª¿¬·±² Ó»¼·¿ Ý¿³°¿·¹² ´·¹¸¬·²¹ í §»¿® ²±²óÑÐß ïôíêê          íôíîêó          

Ø±³» ×³°®±ª»³»²¬ ó Ô·¬¬´» Î·ª»® ß½®» ª¿®·±« í §»¿® ²±²óÑÐß çëí             ïôèìï          

ÝÚÔ Ûª»²¬ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ ïï ¼¿§ ²±²óÑÐß ïððôíçé      ëïôêîç        ïððôíéì  ìçôììë    

Õ»»° Ý±±´ñÌ±®½¸·»®» Û¨½¸¿²¹» ¿²¼ Ð±®½¸´·¹¸¬ ¿·® ½±²¼·¬·±²·²¹ñ´·¹¸¬·²¹ ê ¼¿§ ²±²óÑÐß ïèîôïðç      ççôììí        ïèïôîçí  ïðïôèçè  

ÙÍäëðµÉ

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýî øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß çî               íë               

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïî øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïçî             çï               

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïì øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß éôíèï          êêó               

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïë øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ëðç             ïéé             

ÙÍ ëð ó ìôçççµÉ

Û²»®¹§ Ûºº·½·»²½§ Ð®±¶»½¬ ïôééë          ïïîôçëë      

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýî øîððë÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß íí               ïôðëî          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýí øîððë÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß è                 éì               

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýì øîððë÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß çè               îôëçì          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýï øîððê÷ ª¿®·±« äì ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß éçè             íïôêçì        

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýî øîððê÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ìí               ïôðèð          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýí øîððê÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß ïðï             èîë             

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýí øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ëî               ïôðéë          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýì øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïê               ïôðìç          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýë øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß îîì             ìôèèë          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýè øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß ïïë             ïôçðé          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýç øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïè               ìïë             

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïð øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß îì               îêê             

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïï øîððé÷ ½±³°®»±® äì ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß çìí             êêôëçì        

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïí øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïíð             ïôéíëó          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïê øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïî               ííë             

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïé øîððé÷ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äî ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß ïíè             íôîðç          

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýïè øîððé ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äï ©»»µ ²±²óÑÐß í                 éð               

Ô¿®¹» Ë» ó Î»¹«´¿®

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýê ª¿®·±« äï §»¿® ²±²óÑÐß îïé             ïïèôêçíó      

Ý±²º·¼»²¬·¿´ Ý«¬±³»® ýé ¬®¿²º±®³»® äê ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß ìéí             ëïôïêç        ííï         ëïôïêç    

Ô¿®¹» Ë» ó íÌÍ

Ô·¹¸¬·²¹ Ð®±¶»½¬ ´·¹¸¬·²¹ äì ³±²¬¸ ²±²óÑÐß ëïë             ëîð             ëïë         èôðîï      

îçèôéíì      íïïôïêì      
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